
TUTORIALS 
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Imperial Ballroom A // Imperial Ballroom B // Plaza A 

 
Topics Presented at 2:45 – 4:15 p.m. 
 

1. Physical Characterization of Novel Materials and Devices for Logic Memory, W. Vandervorst, Imec 

During last decades, device technology has evolved rapidly from planar devices towards complex 3D 
structures fabricated using new materials and processes with ever decreasing dimensions. The 3D 
nanoscale nature of these structures and their heterogeneity provides considerable challenges for all areas 
of metrology. Metrology methods must now routinely measure near and at atomic scale dimensions which 
require a thorough understanding of nano-scale materials properties and of the physics involved in 
making the measurement. Metrology for Front end processes is continuously challenged for 
measurements aimed at probing new channel materials including SiGe, Ge, III-V film stacks, higher 
dielectric constant materials, dual work function metal gates, and new ultra shallow junction doping 
processes in very confined volumes. 3D device structures such as FinFETs place significantly more 
difficult requirements on dimensional and doping metrology. These challenges become even more 
prominent when exploring advanced memory devices RRAM where minute amounts of migrating 
material determine the electrical state of the memory cell. 
 
In this tutorial we will discuss a number of methods emerging as suitable solutions for these kind of 
applications with a particular emphasis on Front End metrology and device analysis. We will discuss the 
underlying physics of the metrology concepts used as these identify the origin of their limitations. 
 
The tutorial will introduce the following topics: 
 
1. Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry : ion-solid interactions, depth resolution limitations, quantification, 

EXLE-SIMS, GCIB-SIMS, SIMS for Fins, self-focusing SIMS 
2. Scanning Probe Microscopy : Scanning Spreading Resistance Microscopy, Conductive Atomic Force 

microscopy, Scalpel AFM, 3D-SSRM, GCIB-SSRM 
3. Atomprobe Tomography : basics of image formation, laser-tip interactions, reconstruction, cluster 

analysis,  
4. Transmission Electron Microscopy and Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy : imaging, 

defect imaging, elemental analysis, strain measurements, 3d-tomography, holography 
 

2. Power Semiconductor Device Basics: History, Application, and Physics, I. Omura, Kyushu Institute of 
Technology 

 
Power semiconductor device has been the key technology for controlling various kinds of electric 
equipment, energy flow management for power grid and power transmission such as HVDC and energy 
saving systems control including PVs, HEVs, wind turbines and batteries. Specially, recent increase in 
electric energy demand highlights power semiconductor device as the solution technology to meet the 
requirement for energy saving.  
 
Power MOSFETs and insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT) have been the major power semiconductor 
devices in the today’s market and these silicon devices show technology progress by breaking the limit 



with the superjunction structure, trench MOS gate, thin-wafer / field stop technologies. Emerging new 
material (SiC, GaN) devices have recently penetrates in some application segment by the extreme 
performance. Power IC technology, packaging and protection technology have become more important 
than ever with the high density integration of the power electronics system and devices. 
 
In the tutorial, following topic will be explained. 
 
1. History of power semiconductor devices 
2. Power electronics circuit principle and major applications of power semiconductors 
3. Power semiconductor device structures and physics 

-Power MOSFET / Superjunction MOSFET 
-IGBT 
-Power diodes (PiN diode and SBD) 
-Lateral devices (LD-MOS, LIGBT) for power integrated circuits 
-Thyristors (GTO, GCT) for Giga watt applications 

4. Status and future possibility of SiC, GaN power devices 
5. Protection, packaging and reliability of power semiconductors 
6. Other topics 
 

3. Optoelectronics of Graphene and Other 2D Material, P. Avouris, IBM Research, T.J. Watson Research 
Center 
 

Graphene is a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal honeycomb lattice. It is a covalent, -
electron two-dimensional (2D) system with exceptional electrical and optical properties. At low energies 
it has a linear dispersion, it has no bandgap, a high Fermi velocity, exhibits very high carrier mobilities, 
and it is strong and flexible.  Unlike conventional metals, its Fermi energy can be tuned by electrostatic or 
chemical doping. These characteristics have made graphene a prime candidate for applications in 
nanoelectronics. Graphene also interacts strongly with light, absorbing radiation over a very wide 
frequency ranges extending from the ultraviolet to terahertz frequencies. Interband and intraband single 
particle excitations, as well as collective plasmon excitations, are supported. The unique combination of 
outstanding transport properties, wide absorption range, the ability to modulate the absorption, and the 
short excited state lifetimes have attracted strong interest in applications in photonics and optoelectronics.  
In this tutorial we will discuss the properties of single particle and collective excitations of extended 
graphene and also of confined graphene structures (quantum wires and dots) and their interaction with 
external fields and the substrate. We will discuss the different mechanisms by which light absorption in 
graphene can generate an electrical current. We will briefly review some of the uses of graphene as 
transparent conductive films for display applications, and in passive optical components, such as 
polarizers, EM shielding, and saturable absorbers. Then we discuss applications of graphene and graphene 
micro- and nano-structures in photodetection and light modulation.  Finally, we will address the optical 
properties of other 2D materials such as metal chalcogenides and phosphorene. 
 
The tutorial will introduce the following topics: 
 
1. Atomic and electronic structures of monolayer and multilayer graphene. 
2. Ambipolar behavior, carrier mobility, carrier density dependence, scattering mechanisms, Klein-

tunneling, E-field gating, role of the environment.  
3. Optical properties of monolayer/multilayer graphene: single particle interband transitions, universal 

optical absorption, saddle-point exciton, effect of doping - Pauli blocking, intra-band excitation, THz 
absorption 

4. Bilayer graphene: electric field induced band-gap opening. Multi-layers. 



5. Collective excitations (plasmons) of graphene: propagating and localized plasmons excitations, 
graphene nanoribbons and nanodots, interactions of graphene plasmons with intrinsic and substrate 
phonons, properties of resulting hybrid modes. Use of graphene plasmons to enhance linear and non-
linear absorption. 

6. Graphene optoelectronic devices  
7. Mechanisms of light to current conversion in graphene: photovoltaic effects, photothermal effects, hot 

electron effects, bolometric effects, photo-gating effects, Dyakonov-Shur plasma effect.  
8. Photodetection in the visible, infrared and terahertz regions: responsivity, time response. Advantages 

and disadvantages of graphene as photodetector. 
9. Light modulators based on Pauli blocking, coupling with silicon waveguides, performance. 
10. Other graphene devices: Saturable absorbers, THz notch filters and polarizers. 
11. Other 2D materials: Chalchogenides (example: MoS2, WSe2) – electronic structure/absorption, 

monolayer vs. bulk properties, optically-induced spin polarization, photodetectors. Phosporene. 
12. Heterostructures composed of stacked, different 2D materials and their use as photodetectors. 
  



Imperial Ballroom A // Imperial Ballroom B // Plaza A 
 
Topics Presented at 4:30 – 6:00 p.m. 
 

4. Reliability Characteristics of CMOS Transistors Post Si/SiO2/poly-si Gate Stack Scaling, E. Cartier, 
IBM Research, T.J. Watson Research Center 
 

The Si/Si02(SION)/poly-Si gate stack has been the workhorse for CMOS scaling for over three decades. 
Reliability characterization and evaluation has evolved in a rather evolutionary manner as the gate oxide 
was gradually thinned down and new elements/methods such as Nitrogen incorporation, the power-law 
for TDDB qualification, self heating in hot carrier testing were gradually introduced.  
 
At the 45/32 nm nodes, a radical transition to high-k dielectrics (HfO2, HfSiON) and metal gates (TiN) 
occurred rapidly, enabling continued channel length scaling and still meet frontend reliability 
requirements. The HfO2/TiN gate stacks have been successfully used in gate first and replacement gate 
processes down to the 22 nm node and it was recently incorporated in a 3D FINFET structure at the 14 
nm node. Thus, over the last 10 years, the HfO2/TiN gate stack has completely replaced SiO2/poly-Si gate 
stack, and it is anticipated that this type of gate stacks will also be used in more advanced CMOS 
technologies possibly based on SiGe and III-V substrates. HK(HfO2)/MG(TiN) stack will remain a central 
reliability element in the development of CMOS technologies towards the end of the roadmap and the 
learning and understanding of the physical and electrical properties will continue to play an important role 
in their development. 
 
In this tutorial we will briefly review the basic reliability characterization methods and discuss the basic 
physical models used to understand the conventional Si/SiO2/poly-Si gate stacks.  Next, we will discuss 
the electrical characteristics of Si/SiO2/HfO2/TiN gate and discuss how the observed differences from 
Si/SiO2/poly-Si can be understood in terms of the physical properties of the new materials and their 
combinations. We will than discuss how the new processing and reliability challenges can be met with 
different processing approaches (self aligned vs replacement gate) and with the introduction of 3D 
transistor structures (FINFET). Finally, we attempt a brief outlook on the anticipated reliability challenges 
towards the end of the roadmap. 
 
Some of the topics addressed in this tutorial are: 
 
1. Basic reliability characterization methods (TDDB, NBTI, HCI) 
2. Similarities and differences between Si/SiO2/HfO2/TiN and Si/SiO2/poly-Si stacks with emphasis on 

the physical properties of gate stacks 
3. New reliability phenomena: Positive Bias Temperature Instability (PBTI) and Stress Induced Leakage 

Current (SILC) in nFET devices 
4. Stochastic NBTI and PBTI in scaled devices 
5. New reliability elements with 3D structures such as Si-based FINFETs and Si nano-wires (self 

heating, corner effects) 
6. Outlook on the reliability physics in future technologies 
 

5. Power Electronics for a Smart Energy Future,  J. Driesen,  KU Leuven, ESAT-ELECTA 
 

Power Electronics circuitry is a key enabler to implement a smart energy future. It is almost unthinkable 
to implement a sustainable electricity system without controlled conversion in, for instance, high-power 
transmission in AC as well as DC at high and low voltages, renewable energy grid integration of wind 
and photovoltaic power, energy storage interfacing, electric vehicle charging including V2G, energy 
systems in buildings and efficient high-dynamic industrial drives. 



 
In this tutorial we will start with the introduction of the basic power electronic conversion circuits (e.g. 
DC/DC, rectification, invertors, direct converters, resonant building blocks), and their control. Their 
current role in the smart energy systems, including intelligent grids and buildings, is discussed using 
implementation examples or demonstrators. Starting from selected challenging applications, the evolution 
of these circuits is linked to the evolution in components such as new wide-bandgap semiconductors and 
passives. 
 
This tutorial is intended for the Power Electronics professional who is interested in the (bidirectional) 
interaction between trends on circuit level and applications in system-wide electrical energy conversion. 
The tutorial will introduce the following topics: 
 
1. Basics of power electronic circuits and their control 
2. Introduction of relevant key electrical energy applications such as AC/DC grids, renewable energy 

grid integration, energy storage, electric vehicle charging, energy systems in buildings and efficient 
drives. 

3. Trends in circuits for smart energy systems. 
 

6. Nonvolatile Memories: Old and New,  J. Van Houdt, Imec 
 

The area of nonvolatile memories has been seeing some major changes lately. While these memories were 
only applied in niche markets until about the year 2000, they have seen an unprecedented scaling since 
the turn of the century, first fueled by the cell phone, later also by digital camera, MP3 players, USB 
sticks and finally solid-state drives. 
 
The market is dominated since by Flash memory, first the NOR-type and later also the NAND version the 
latter offering the highest semiconductor memory density commercially available (128Gb). 
However, being charge based, the scaling of these memories is increasingly challenging by a drastic 
reduction of the number of electrons per bit (less than 100 today). Therefore, alternatives are being 
explored such as Phase Change Memory, Resistive Memory and Spin Torque Transfer Memory. This 
tutorial will start with the main characteristics of current Flash memories (NOR, NAND, scaling issues, 
3D versions...) and will then proceed on the alternatives (basic mechanism, pro’s and con’s). 
 
The tutorial will address the following topics: 
 
1. Basic definitions and specifications of nonvolatile memory 
2. Classification of nonvolatile memories 
3. How Flash emerged: the historical perspective 
4. Physics of programming and erasing 
5. NOR versus NAND 
6. Main reliability characteristics 
7. Ferroelectric memory 
8. Phase change memory 
9. Resistive RAM 
10. STT-MRAM 
  



SHORT COURSE 
 

Challenges of 7nm CMOS Technologies 
 

Sunday, December 14, 2014  
9:00 a.m. – 5:30 p.m. 

 
Course Organizer: Hidenobu Fukutome, Samsung Electronics Co., LTD. 
Continental 1-5 
 
Device scaling continues to be required to achieve high speed operation and multiple functions of circuits 
designed for various applications (MPU, GPU, SoC …). Since mobile applications have become a strong 
driver for advanced technologies, power scaling also has been required together with increasing the 
number of transistors with high performance. As a boosting technique to continue device scaling, new 
device structures such as the FinFET have already been implemented for 22nm node technology even 
with many difficulties in both the fabrication process and circuit design. As a result, Silicon platforms 
featuring 14nm CMOS technology will follow the expected path of the technology scaling roadmap in 
order to meet expanding market needs. 
 
In contrast, the “7nm node” is considered to be the next big challenge for CMOS technology to overcome 
because there are three key issues we will encounter: (1) more difficult scaling, (2) further complexity in 
device structure, and (3) implementation of new channel materials. First, it is helpful as a guideline for 
addressing these issues to know the requirements for 7nm node circuits because co-optimization between 
process and circuit might be mandatory to rapidly develop the technology. Second, it is necessary to 
consider what kind of transistor architecture is suitable for the 7nm device. New channel materials are 
considered to be promising potential boosting techniques for scaled non-planar devices. Third, it is 
important to address reliability challenges for scaled non-planar devices and new channel materials. Next, 
it is also important to consider on-die memory challenges for 7nm CMOS technology from the viewpoint 
of scaling, variability, design, new materials and so on. Finally, of course, it is fruitful to properly 
integrate new channel material into the silicon technology platform. 
 
Circuit application requirements 
Instructor: Greg Yeric, Senior Principal Design Engineer, ARM 

• The logic design flow – Place & route, standard cells –libraries – Logic synthesis 
• Transistor and future scaling 
• Design-Technology co-optimization – FinFET ~ new channel materials 

 
Device challenges  
Instructor: Peide Ye, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Purdue University 

• Device physics of scaled transistors 
• Characteristics of new channel materials 
• Source/drain & contact engineering for new materials 
• Device characteristics of scaled Ge/III-V FETs 

 
Reliability challenges 
Instructor: Guido Groeseneken, Professor, KU Leuven and IMEC fellow 

• Scaling impact on reliability 
• BTI in Si/SiGe/Ge/III-V channel materials 
• FinFET reliability 
• Time dependent variability and impact on reliability assessment 



 
On-die memory challenges 
Instructor: Eric Karl, Principal Engineer and Advanced Memory Group Leader, Intel 

• 7nm on-die memory landscape – Scaling & application trend 
• SRAM scaling challenges – Power, Performance & Area 
• SRAM cell and assist circuit design for 7nm CMOS 
• Alternatives 

 
Process and integration challenges 
Instructor: Tsutomu Tezuka, Chief Research Scientist, Advanced LSI Technology Laboratory, Toshiba 
Corporation 

• Advanced technologies for Ge-channel pFET 
• Implementation of new channel material on Si substrate 
• 2D/3D CMOS Integration with single/dual channel 
• Process options for 7nm node 

 
 
  



SHORT COURSE 
 

3D System integration Technology 
 

Sunday, December 14, 2014 
9:00 a.m. – 5:30 p.m. 

 
 
Course Organizer: Eric Beyne, imec, Leuven, Belgium 
Continental 6-9 
 
3D-integration is a promising technology that allows for better performance, lower power consumption 
and further miniaturization of electronic systems.  It allows the combination of strongly diverse device 
technologies, not possible using classical system-on-chip approaches.  This possibility for heterogeneous 
system integration also enables rethinking of system design, optimizing the physical implementation of 
large electronic designs by splitting the chip implementation over multiple IC’s which together form a 
3D-System-on-chip design.  Particularly as the cost of advanced silicon integration is rising, 3D allows to 
combine the benefits of device scaling for some parts of the system, with the performance and efficiencies 
of previous technology generations. 
 
For the past ten years, the technologies and opportunities for 3D integration have been extensively 
debated and studied.  The first 3D integration technology applications are now emerging and it is 
therefore a timely occasion to review the status of 3D technology during this 2014 IEDM short course.  
 
Realizing 3D integrated electronics touches every aspect of the microelectronic supply chain.  It starts 
with the design challenge of rethinking the system architecture for 3D integration.  It continues with the 
realization of “through-silicon-via” connections in device wafers and novel technologies for precise 
thinning and handling of the very thin, fragile wafers.  It is finally only complete through technologies for 
high density, high yield, chip-to-chip stacking and chip-stack packaging solutions. 
 
A wide variety of approaches and technologies have been proposed and studied, realizing 3D 
interconnects at different levels of the system interconnect hierarchy, gradually moving from the chip I/O 
level down to the transistor interconnect level.   We can distinguish three main categories of 3D 
integration : 3D-SIC (“stacked-IC”, die-die stacking), 3D-SOC (“System-on-chip, wafer-wafer stacking) 
and 3D-IC (transistor stacking). 
 
The different topics covered in the short course include the key 3D-design challenges, the key 3D-
enabling technologies (TSV, die stacking, wafer-to-wafer bonding) and the key 3D-reliability and 3D-
device impact challenges. 
 
 
3D System design – Challenges for 3D integration  
Denis Dutoit, Cea_Leti, Grenoble, France 
 
• Overview of 3D system design: from stack devices to interposer based devices 
• Architectural and design challenges for 3D integration: system partitioning, inter-die interfaces, 

memory link, thermal, clock distribution, signal integrity, power distribution network… 
• Enabling architectures and enabling design solutions: scale-out architectures, memory cubes, active 

interposer, design libraries… 



• Enabling design methodologies for 3D integration: 3D design flow, design for test, thermal simulation 
and mitigation… 

 
Enabling technologies: TSV technology 
Kangwook Lee, Tohoku University, Japan  
 
• Overview of TSV Integration Technology 
• Reliability Challenges Related to Cu TSV 
• High Reliable TSV Technology for Scaled 3D-ICs 
 
Enabling technologies: 3D integration for the Memory subsystem 
Subramanian S. Iyer, IBM Microelectronics, US 
 
The memory sub-system plays a critical role in the performance systems and their scale out especially in 
the era of "big data". As the memory hierarchy evolves and becomes more heterogeneous both in 
technology and performance, we are evolving into a more memory centric configuration for our systems. 
Advances in packaging and 3D integration are beginning to play a substantial role in re-engineering the 
hierarchy. This section will address the specific challenges of these new technologies with focus on the 
memory subsystem. 
 
Enabling technologies: Wafer-to-wafer bonding 
James Lu, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 
 
• Overview of Wafer Bonding for 3D System Integration Technology 
• Requirements for Bonding Process and Materials 
• Bonding Quality Characterization 
• Application-Specific Bonding Technologies 
• Future Directions 
 
3D reliability and Impact of 3D integration on devices  
Kristof Croes, imec, Leuven, Belgium 
 
• TSV-reliability itself: stress and stability of the Cu in the TSV, stress induced in the silicon and TSV 

barrier/liner integrity, etc. 
• Possible impact on FEOL and BEOL performance and reliability. 
• Backside processing: thinning induced damage in the Si, effect of released copper nail, backside 

passivation, etc. 
• Bonding: Sn Cu micro-bumps reliability, IMC growth, Cu-Cu bonding issues, bonding induced 

stresses and damage, particles, co-planarity issues, etc. 
 

  



 
Plenary Session 

 
Monday, December 15, 9:00 a.m. 
Grand Ballroom B 
 

Welcome and Awards 
 

General Chair: Howard C.-H. Wang, TSMC 
 

Invited Papers 
 

Technical Program Chair: John S. Suehle, NIST 
 
 
1.1 SiC MOSFET Development for Industrial Markets, John Palmour, Cree Inc. 
 
SiC power devices have established themselves as a viable and economical way to improve energy efficiency and 
reduce size in a number of markets.  The bulk of the SiC market today consists of Schottky diodes targeted at power 
supplies for computer servers, solar inverters, and motor drive applications.  However, the more recent introduction 
of SiC MOSFET power switches allows a full SiC solution that can operate at much higher frequencies and 
efficiencies than those using silicon. 
 
SiC MOSFETs are now commercially available in the range of 1200-1700V that offer very significant advantages 
for solar inverters, high frequency power supplies and industrial power systems.  However, SiC shows even more 
benefit over silicon at higher voltages.  Results from devices ranging from 3.3-15 kV show efficiency & frequency 
performance far in excess of competitive Si devices.  This can open up new applications such as inverters for wind 
power, traction control for locomotives, medium voltage drives, and grid-tied transformer-less systems. 
 
1.2 Are 3D Atomic Printers Around the Corner? Enrico Prati, Istituto di Fotonica e 
Nanotecnologie of Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche and Takahiro Shinada, Tohoku University 
 
We review the theoretical and experimental advances in nanometric-scale devices and single atom 
systems. Few electron devices are currently obtained either by fabricating nanometric-scale 
semiconductor FinFETs and quantum dots, or by doping them with few impurity atoms. Devices of such 
size, originally realized by employing either pre-industrial or laboratory processes, are now being 
fabricated in commercial 14 nm node architecture. They have lead, starting from the 90's, to the 
observation of classical non-linear effects, to spin- and orbital-related quantum effects, manipulation of  
few qubits  and to many-body quantum effects. As scaling of devices continues, the natural question is 
whether single atom and few electron devices will represent the ultimate scaled technology. We highlight 
high points and major constraints and limitations to state-of-the-art fabrication based on lithography and 
doping, and their possible integration with different methods such as self-assembly, inspired by biology 
and natural systems. "At the atomic level, we have new kinds of forces and new kinds of possibilities, new 
kinds of effects. The problems of manufacture and reproduction of materials will be quite different. I am, 
as I said, inspired by the biological phenomena in which chemical forces are used in repetitious fashion 
to produce all kinds of weird effects (one of which is the author). R. Feynman, 1957" 
 
 
 
 



 
1.3 Research into ADAS with Driving Intelligence for Future Innovation, Hideo Inoue, Toyota 
Motor Corporation 
 
Japan is facing up to the challenges of a rapidly aging society. In addition to measures to help vitalize this 
situation, the automotive sector is also working to resolve issues such as congestion and traffic accidents. 
With this background, this paper introduces two collaborative projects about intelligent vehicle research 
and development in Japan. The first project aims to develop an autonomous intelligent driving system to 
achieve a safe and secure traffic society for elderly drivers. The main purpose of this project is to realize 
an intelligent driving system incorporating an experienced driver model to help recover the deterioration 
in the recognition, decision-making, and operation capabilities of elderly drivers, and to achieve a 
significant improvement in road safety. The second is the Smart Traffic Flow Control Project. This 
project focuses on the fact that an advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) with driving intelligence 
has the potential not only to enhance safe and secure driving but also to reduce congestion. This paper 
uses these topics to describe perspectives about intelligent vehicle technologies. 
 
 
 
Session 2: Power and Compound Semiconductor Devices – Focus Session on Power Devices 
Monday, December 15, 1:30 p.m. 
Continental Ballroom 5 
Co-Chairs: Mikael Ostling, KTH Royal Institute of Technology 
  Kevin J. Chen, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology 
 
1:35 p.m. 
2.1 Social Impact of Power Semiconductor Devices (Invited), B. J. Baliga, North Carolina State 
University  
 
Power semiconductor devices are used in all the major sectors of our economy. The largest impact on 
society has been a cost savings of $ 15 Trillion and carbon dioxide emission reductions by over 75 
Trillion pounds due to commercialization of the IGBT in the early 1980s.   
 
2:00 p.m. 
2.2 SiC Power Devices for HEV/EV and a Novel SiC Vertical JFET (Invited), T. Ishikawa, Y. 
Tanaka*, T. Yatsuo* and K. Yano**, Toyota Central R&D Labs., Inc., *AIST, **University of 
Yamanashi  
 
We propose a novel SiC VJFET with low feedback capacitance Crss. The p+ screen grid, which is 
inserted between gate and drain, effectively reduces the Crss by about 80% compared to a conventional 
VJFET. The low Crss can result in the lowest total power dissipation among existing SiC power devices.   
 
2:25 p.m 
2.3 Application Specific Trade-offs for WBG SiC, GaN and High End Si Power Switch 
Technologies (Invited), R. Rupp, T. Laska, O. Haeberlen*, and M. Treu*, Infineon Technologies AG, 
*Infineon Technologies Austria AG 
 
In the last decade the competition of power semiconductor switch technologies is enriched by 2 new 
members: SiC-FETs (MOSFETs and JFETs) and lateral GaN-HEMTs. Whereas the SiC devices convince 
with great performance but still suffer from high wafer costs and wafer diameter limitations, GaN-
HEMTs can be manufactured on large and cheap Si-wafers – but still have deficiencies with respect to 
ruggedness and require significant nominal voltage derating. In parallel to this new semiconductor switch 



solutions, the traditional Si-based technologies like IGBT and compensation MOSFETs like CoolMOS 
have improved continuously. Especially in the 600V- 1200V blocking range this result in very 
competitive situation, no clear long term winner can be identified today – the race will be decided 
differently for different applications. This paper will deal – therefore – with some of these application-
specific trade-offs and development trends related to the mentioned power switch technologies.   
 
2:50 p.m. 
2.4 High Voltage Silicon Based Devices for Energy Efficient Power Distribution and 
Consumption (Invited), A. Kopta, ABB Switzerland Ltd, Semiconductors  
 
This paper gives an overview of future requirements and recent progress of silicon based semiconductor 
devices for very high power applications. The first part gives an outline of the future trends in the areas of 
power transmission and power consumption and the resulting requirements on device design and 
performance. The second part elaborates on the recent advances of bipolar power devices and the 
corresponding packaging technologies used in these high power applications.   
 
3:15 p.m. 
2.5 Progress in Ultrahigh-Voltage SiC Devices for Future Power Infrastructure (Invited), T. 
Kimoto, J. Suda, Y. Yonezawa*, K. Asano**, K. Fukuda* and H. Okumura*, Kyoto University, 
*National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, **Kansai Electric Power Co. Inc. 
 
Since the specific on-resistance of ultrahigh-voltage (UHV) unipolar devices becomes very high even 
with SiC, bipolar devices will be attractive, owing to the conductivity modulation effect. In this paper, 
recent progress in UHV (> 15 kV) SiC PiN diodes, BJTs, and IGBTs with improved on-state performance 
is presented.   
 
3:40 p.m. 
2.6 600 V JEDEC-Qualified Highly Reliable GaN HEMTs on Si Substrates (Invited), T. 
Kikkawa, T. Hosoda, K. Imanishi, K. Shono, K. Itabashi, Y. Asai, Y. Wu*, K. Smith*, J. Gritters*, P. 
Smith*, S. Chowdhury*, D. Dunn*, M. Aguilera*, B. Swenson*, R. Birkhahn*, L. McCarthy*, L. Shen*, 
R. Lal*, U. Mishra* and P. Parikh*, Transphorm Japan, *Transphorm 
 
In this paper, we demonstrate 600 V highly reliable GaN high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) on 
Si substrates. GaN on Si technologies are most important for the mass-production at the Si-LSI 
manufacturing facility. High breakdown voltage over 1700 V was confirmed with stable dynamic on-
resistance (RON) using cascode configuration package. These GaN HEMT on Si based cascode packages 
have passed the qualification based on the standards of the Joint Electron Devices Engineering Council 
(JEDEC) for the first time. High voltage acceleration test was performed up to 1150 V. Even considering 
most conservative failure mechanism, mean time to failure (MTTF) of over 1x107 hours at 600 V was 
predicted.   
 
4:05 p.m. 
2.7 Power Devices on Bulk Gallium Nitride Substrates:  An Overview of ARPA-E's 
SWITCHES Program (Invited), T. Heidel, P. Gradzki*, Advanced Research Projects Agency – Energy, 
*Booz Allen Hamilton 
 
 
Session 3: Circuit Device Integration – Advanced CMOS Technology Platform 
Monday, December 15, 1:30 p.m. 
Grand Ballroom A 
Co-Chairs: Shigenobu Maeda, Samsung Electronics 



  Myunghee Na, IBM 
 
1:35 p.m. 
3.1 An Enhanced 16nm CMOS Technology Featuring 2nd Generation FinFET Transistors and 
Advanced Cu/low-k Interconnect for Low Power and High Performance Applications, S.-Y. Wu, 
C.Y. Lin, M.C. Chiang, J.J. Liaw, J.Y. Cheng, S.H. Yang, S.Z. Chang, M. Liang, T. Miyashita, C.H. Tsai, 
C.H. Chang, V.S. Chang, Y.K. Wu, J.H. Chen, H.F. Chen, S.Y. Chang, K.H. Pan, R.F. Tsui, C.H. Yao, 
K.C. Ting, T. Yamamoto, H.T. Huang, T.L. Lee, C.H. Lee, W. Chang, H.M. Lee, C.C. Chen, T. Chang, 
R. Chen, Y.H. Chiu, M.H. Tsai, S.M. Jang, K.S. Chen, Y. Ku, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing 
Company  
 
Advancing the state-of-the-art 16nm technology reported last year, an enhanced 16nm CMOS technology 
featuring the 2nd generation FinFET transistors and advanced Cu/low-k interconnect is presented.  Core 
devices are re-optimized to provide additional 15% speed boost or 30% power reduction.  Device 
overdrive capability is also extended by 70mV through reliability enhancement. Superior 128Mb HD 
SRAM Vccmin capability of 450mV is achieved with variability reduction for the first time. Metal 
capacitance reduction by ~9% is realized with advanced interconnect scheme to enable dynamic power 
saving.   
 
2:00 p.m. 
3.2 Analog Circuit and Device Interaction in High-Speed SerDes Design in 16nm FinFet 
Process (Invited), F. Zhong and A. Sinha, Avago Technology Inc. 
 
SerDes, a critical component in communication systems, deals with data serialization, deserialization and 
channel equalization up to 28Gb/s and beyond. Many SerDes were designed and fabricated in 250nm to 
16nm CMOS technology in past 15 years. Process technology and device characteristic impacts greatly 
the architecture, circuit topology, and design merit of a SerDes. Several architecture choices, analog 
circuits, and techniques to mitigate undesired device characteristic in 16nm FinFet were discussed in this 
paper. Taking advantage of deep sub-micron technology and mitigating undesired device characteristic, 
like 16nm FinFet, 28Gb/s SerDes was developed and demonstrated desired performance, power and die 
area.   
 
2:25 p.m 
3.3 16 nm FinFET High-k/Metal-gate 256-kbit 6T SRAM Macros with Wordline Overdriven 
Assist, M. Yabuuchi, M. Morimoto, Y. Tsukamoto, S. Tanaka, K. Tanaka, M. Tanaka and K. Nii, 
Renesas Electronics Corporation 
 
We demonstrate 16 nm FinFET High-k/Metal-gate SRAM macros with wordline (WL) overdriven 
read/write-assist circuit. A test-chip measurement successfully confirms the improvement in minimum 
operating voltage (Vmin), standby leakage current and access time, compared to the previous planar bulk 
CMOS. For instance, the proposed assist circuit improves by 50 mV Vmin and over 1.5x read-access-
time in 256-kbit SRAM macros. We also observed the read current (Iread) dependencies against the 
length of fin diffusion, implying extra design guard-band to assure the operation margin.   
 
2:50 p.m. 
3.4 Single-P-Well SRAM Dynamic Characterization with Back-Bias Adjustment for Optimized 
Wide-Voltage-Range SRAM Operation in 28nm UTBB FD-SOI, O. Thomas, B. Zimmer, S. Toh, L. 
Campiolini*, N. Planes*, R. Ranica*, P. Flatresse* and B. Nikolic, Berkeley Wireless Research Center, 
*STMicroelectronics 
 



This paper demonstrates the 28nm ultra-thin body and buried oxide (UTBB) FD-SOI high-density 
(0.120µm²) single p-well (SPW) bitcell architecture for the design of low-power wide voltage range 
systems enabled by back-bias adjustment. The results from a 140kb programmable dynamic SRAM 
characterization test module provide both information about location and cause of failures as well as 
power and performance by mimicking system operating conditions over a wide supply voltage range. A 
410mV minimum operating voltage and less than 310mV data retention voltage with less than 
100fA/bitcell are measured. Improved bitcell read access time and write-ability through back-bias are 
demonstrated with less than 5% of stand-by power overhead.   
 
3:15 p.m. 
3.5 Drain Extended MOS Device Design for Integrated RF PA in 28nm CMOS with Optimized 
FoM and ESD Robustness, A. Gupta, M. Shrivastava*, M.S. Baghini, D.K. Sharma, A.N. Chandorkar, 
H. Gossner** and V.R. Rao, Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, *Indian Insitute of Science 
Bangalore, **Intel Corp. 
 
This paper explores drain extended MOS (DeMOS) device design guidelines for an area scaled, ESD 
robust integrated radio frequency power amplifier (RFPA) for advanced system-on-chip applications in 
28nm node CMOS. Simultaneous improvement of device-circuit performance and ESD robustness is 
discussed for the first time. By device design optimization a 45% increase in gain and 25% in power-
added efficiency of RF PA at 1GHz, and 5× improvements in ESD robustness are reported 
experimentally.   
 
3:40 p.m. 
3.6 Heterogeneously Integrated sub-40nm Low-power Epi-like Ge/Si Monolithic 3D-IC with 
Stacked SiGeC Ambient Light Harvester, C.-H. Shen, J.-M. Shieh, T.-T. Wu, W.-H. Huang, G.-W. 
Huang, M.-F. Chang* and F.-L. Yang**, National Nano Device Laboratories, *National Tsing Hua 
University, **Academia Sinica  
 
For the first time, we report heterogeneously integrated sub-40nm epi-like Ge/Si monolithic 3D-IC with 
low-power logic/NVM circuits and efficient photovoltaic energy harvester. Threshold voltage engineering 
and driving current boosting technologies enable stackable Ge/Si UTB (<15nm) MOSFETs, CMOS 
inverter and SRAM (SNM=270mV@0.7V) achieve low operation voltage. Stackable 1-T NVM with high 
speed (100ns) and low driving-voltage operation provide power-off storage while SRAM serve as power-
on working memory. 100% aperture ratio SiGeC ambient light energy harvester with maximum output 
power of 7mW/cm2 layered on the monolithic 3D-IC chip envisions a self-powered monolithic 3D-IC 
technology for advanced low-power wire-less sensor networks, wearable devices, and devices for Internet 
of Things.   
 
4:05 p.m. 
3.7 A 14nm Logic Technology Featuring 2nd-Generation FinFET Transistors, Air-Gapped 
Interconnects, Self-Aligned Double Patterning and a 0.0588 m2 SRAM Cell Si   s), S. 
Natarajan, M. Agostinelli*, S. Akbar, M. Bost, A. Bowonder, V. Chikarmane, S. Chouksey, A. Dasgupta, 
K. Fischer, Q. Fu, T. Ghani, M. Giles**, S. Govindaraju, R. Grover, W. Han, D. Hanken, E. Haralson, M. 
Haran, M. Heckscher, R. Heussner, P. Jain, R. James, R. Jhaveri, I. Jin, H. Kam, E. Karl, C. Kenyon, M. 
Liu, Y. Luo, R. Mehandru**, S. Morarka**, L. Neiberg, P. Packan, A. Paliwal, C. Parker, P. Patel, R. 
Patel, C. Pelto, L. Pipes, P. Plekhanov, M. Prince, S. Rajamani, J. Sandford, B. Sell, S. Sivakumar, P. 
Smith, B. Song, K. Tone, T. Troeger, J. Wiedemer, M. Yang, K. Zhang, Intel Corporation 
 
A 14nm logic technology using 2nd-generation FinFET transistors with a novel subfin doping technique, 
self-aligned double patterning (SADP) for critical patterning layers, and air-gapped interconnects at 
performance-critical layers is described. The transistors feature rectangular fins with 8nm fin width and 



42nm fin height, 4th generation high-k metal gate, and 6th generation strained silicon, resulting in the 
highest drive currents yet reported for 14nm technology. This technology is in high-volume 
manufacturing. 
 
4:20 p.m. 
3.8 High Performance 14nm SOI FinFET CMOS Technology with 0.0174μm2 embedded 
DRAM and 15 Levels of Cu Metallization (Late News), C-H. Lin, B. Greene, S. Narasimha, J. Cai, A. 
Bryant, C. Radens, V. Narayanan, B. Linder, H. Ho, A. Aiyar, E. Alptekin, J-J. An, M. Aquilino, R. Bao, 
V. Basker, N. Breil, M. Brodsky, W. Chang, L. Clevenger, D. Chidambarrao, C. Christiansen, D. 
Conklin, C. DeWan, H. Dong, L. Economikos, B. Engel, S. Fang, D. Ferrer, A. Friedman, A. Gabor, F. 
Guarin, X. Guan, M. Hasanuzzaman, J. Hong, D. Hoyos, B. Jagannathan, S. Jain, S-J. Jeng, J. Johnson, B. 
Kannan, Y. Ke, B. Khan, B. Kim, S. Koswatta, A. Kumar, T. Kwon, U. Kwon, L. Lanzerotti, H-K Lee, 
W-H. Lee, A. Levesque, W. Li, Z. Li, W. Liu, S. Mahajan, K. McStay, H. Nayfeh, W. Nicoll, G. 
Northrop, A. Ogino, C. Pei, S. Polvino, R. Ramachandran, Z. Ren, R. Robison, I. Saraf, V. Sardesai, S. 
Saudari, D. Schepis, C. Sheraw, S. Siddiqui, L. Song, K. Stein, C. Tran, H. Utomo, R. Vega, G. Wang, H. 
Wang, W. Wang, X. Wang, D. Wehelle-Gamage, E. Woodard, Y. Xu, Y. Yang, N. Zhan, K. Zhao, C. 
Zhu, K. Boyd, E. Engbrecht, K. Henson, E. Kaste, S. Krishnan, E. Maciejewski, H. Shang, N. Zamdmer, 
R. Divakaruni, J. Rice, S. Stiffler, P. Agnello, IBM Semiconductor Research and Development Center 
(SRDC) 
 
We present a fully integrated 14nm CMOS technology featuring finFET architecture on an SOI substrate 
for a diverse set of SoC applications including HP server microprocessors and LP ASICs. This SOI 
finFET architecture is integrated with a 4th generation deep trench embedded DRAM to provide an ultra-
dense (0.0174um2) memory solution for industry leading ‘scale out’ processor design. A broad range of 
Vts is enabled on chip through a unique dual workfunction process applied to both NFETs and PFETs. 
This enables simultaneous optimization of both lowVt (HP) and HiVt (LP) devices without reliance on 
problematic approaches like heavy doping or Lgate modulation to create Vt differentiation. The SOI 
finFET’s excellent subthreshold behavior allows gate length scaling to the sub 20nm regime and superior 
low Vdd operation. This leads to a substantial (>35%) performance gain for Vdd ~0.8V compared to the 
HP 22nm planar predecessor technology. At the same time, the exceptional FE/BE reliability enables high 
Vdd (>1.1V) operation essential to the high single thread performance for processors intended for ‘scale-
up’ enterprise systems. A hierarchical BEOL with 15 levels of copper interconnect delivers both high 
performance wire-ability as well as effective power supply and clock distribution for very large >600mm2 
SoCs. 
 
4:35 p.m. 
3.9 
A 55nm Triple Gate Oxide 9 Metal Layers SiGe BiCMOS Technology Featuring 320 GHz fT/370 
GHx fMAX HBT and High-Q Millimeter-Wave Passives (Late News), P. Chevalier, G. Avenier, G. 
Ribes, A. Montagne, E. Chanderle, D. Celi, N. Derrier, C. Deglise, C. Durand, T. Quemerais, M. Buczko, 
D. Gloria, O. Robin, S. Petitdidier, Y. Campidelli, F. Abbate, M. Gros-Jean, I. Berthier, J.D. Chapon, F. 
Leverd, C. Jenny, C. Richard, O. Gourhant, C. De-Buttet, R. Beneyton, P. Maury, S. Joblot, L. Favennec, 
M. Guillermet, P. Brun, K. Courouble, K. Haxaire, G. Imbert, E. Gourvest, J. Cossalter, O. Saxod, C. 
Tavemier, F. Foussadier, B. Ramadout, R. Bianchini, C. Julien, D. Ney, J. Rosa, S. Haendler, Y. 
Carminati, B. Borot,STMicroelectronics & CEA-LETI 
 
This paper presents the first 55 nm SiGe BiCMOS technology developed on a 300 mm wafer line in 
STMicroelectronics. The technology features Low Power (LP) and General Purpose (GP) CMOS devices 
and 0.45 µm² 6T-SRAM bit cell. High Speed (HS) HBT exhibits 320 GHz fT and 370 GHz fMAX 
associated with a CML ring oscillator gate delay D of 2.34 ps. Tr    -Q 
varactors and inductors dedicated to millimeter-wave applications are also available. 



 
Session 4: Display and Imaging Systems – Advanced Image Sensors and Light Emitting Devices 
Monday, December 15, 1:30 p.m. 
Continental Ballroom 1-3 
Co-Chairs: Ryoichi Ishihara, TU Delft 
  Jack Luo, Zhejiang University 
 
1:35 p.m. 
4.1 MOS Capacitor Deep Trench Isolation for CMOS Image Sensors, N. Ahmed, F. Roy, G-N. 
Lu*, B. Mamdy, J-P. Carrere, A. Tournier, N. Virollet, C. Perrot, M. Rivoire, A. Seignard**, D. 
Pellissier-Tanon, F. Leverd and B. Orlando, STMicroelectronics, *CNRS, **CEA-LETI 
 
This paper proposes the integration of MOS Capacitor Deep Trench Isolation (CDTI) as a solution to 
boost image sensors’ pixels performances. We have investigated CDTI and compared it to oxide-filled 
Deep Trench Isolation (DTI) configurations, on silicon samples, with a fabrication based on TCAD 
simulations. The experiment measurements evaluated on CDTI without Sidewall Implantation exhibit 
very low dark current (~1aA at60°C for a 1.4µm pixel), high full-well capacity (~12000e-), and it shows 
quantum efficiency improvement compared to DTI configuration.   
 
2:00 p.m. 
4.2 Three-Dimensional Integrated CMOS Image Sensors with Pixel-Parallel A/D Converters 
Fabricated by Direct Bonding of SOI Layers, M. Goto, K. Hagiwara, Y. Iguchi, H. Ohtake, T. Saraya*, 
M. Kobayashi*, E. Higurashi*, H. Toshiyoshi* and T. Hiramoto*, NHK Science and Technology 
Research Laboratories, *The University of Tokyo  
 
We report the first demonstration of three-dimensional integrated CMOS image sensors with pixel-
parallel A/D converters. Photodiode and inverter layers were directly bonded to provide each pixel with 
in-pixel A/D conversion. The developed sensor successfully captured images and confirmed excellent 
linearity with a wide dynamic range of more than 80 dB.   
 
2:25 p.m 
4.3 High Sensitivity Image Sensor Overlaid with Thin-Film Crystalline-Selenium-based 
Heterojunction Photodiode, S. Imura, K. Kikuchi, K. Miyakawa, H. Ohtake, M. Kubota, T. Okino*, Y. 
Hirose*, Y. Kato* and N. Teranishi**, NHK Science and Technology Research Laboratories, *Panasonic 
Corporation, **University of Hyogo 
 
We developed a stacked image sensor on the basis of thin-film crystalline-selenium (c-Se) heterojunction 
photodiode. Tellurium-diffused crystallization of producing uniform c-Se films was used to fabricate c-
Se-based photodiodes laminated on complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) circuits, and we 
present herein the first high-resolution images obtained with such devices.   
 
2:50 p.m. 
4.4 9.74-THz Electronic Far-Infrared Detection Using Schottky Barrier Diodes in CMOS, Z. 
Ahmad, A. Lisauskas*, H.G. Roskos* and K.K. O, University of Texas at Dallas, *JWG University  
 
9.74-THz fundamental electronic detection for Far-Infrared (FIR) radiation is demonstrated. The 
detection along with that at 4.92 THz was realized using Schottky-barrier diode detection structures 
formed without any process modifications in CMOS. Peak optical responsivity (Rv) of 383 and ~14V/W 
at 4.92 and 9.74THz have been measured. The Rv at 9.74THz is 14X of that for the previously reported 
highest frequency electronic detection. The shot noise limited NEP at 4.92 and 9.74THz is ~0.43 and 
~2nW/√Hz.   



 
3:15 p.m. 
4.5 Experimental Demonstration of a Stacked SOI Multiband Charged-Coupled Device, C.-E. 
Chang, J. Segal*, A. Roodman*, C. Kenney* and R. Howe, Stanford University, *SLAC National 
Accelerator Laboratory 
 
Multiband light absorption and charge extraction in a stacked SOI multiband CCD are experimentally 
demonstrated for the first time. This proof of concept is a key step in the realization of the technology 
which promises multiple-fold efficiency improvements in color imaging over current filter- and prism-
based approaches.   
 
3:40 p.m. 
4.6 Enhanced Time Delay Integration Imaging using Embedded CCD in CMOS Technology, P. 
De Moor, J. Robbelein, L. Haspeslagh, P. Boulenc, A. Ercan, K. Minoglou, A. Lauwers, K. De Munck 
and M. Rosmeulen, IMEC 
 
Imec developed a new imager platform enabling the monolithic integration of 130 nm CMOS/CIS with 
charge coupled devices (CCD). The process module was successfully developed and the potential of this 
embedded CCD in CMOS (eCCD) was demonstrated with the fabrication of a time delay integration 
(TDI) imager.   
 
4:05 p.m. 
4.7 A Solid State Thin Film Incandescent Light Emission Device (Invited), Y. Kuo and C.-C. Lin, 
Texas A&M University 
 
A new type of solid state thin film light emitting device has been studied. The white light is emitted due 
to thermal excitation of the nano size conductive paths self-aligned to the gate electrode and embedded in 
the high-k dielectric film. It is a solid state incandescent device. The mechanism of light emission, optical 
characteristics, reliability, driving methods, and energy efficiency are discussed. This kind of device can 
be fabricated with IC compatible materials and processes. It is applicable to a wide range of products.   
 
Session 5: Nano Device Technology – 2D Devices 
Monday, December 15, 1:30 p.m. 
Continental Ballroom 4 
Co-Chairs: Joerg Appenzeller, Purdue University 
  Max Lemme, Siegen University 
 
1:35 p.m. 
5.1 Contact Resistance Reduction using Fermi Level De-pinning Layer for MoS2 FETs, W. 
Park, Y. Kim, S.K. Lee, U. Jung, J.H. Yang, C. Cho, Y.J. Kim, S.K. Lim and B.H. Lee, Gwangju Institute 
of Science and Technology 
 
Achieving a low contact resistance is an important challenge in 2D material devices. In this study, a low 
contact resistance for MoS2 FETs was achieved using Fermi level de-pinning interlayer. The value of 
contact resistance is ~5.4 kΩ•μm which is ~5 times higher than devices without interlayer. Drain current 
and total resistance were also compared between with and without interlayer and an enhancement was 
observed. This result might be due to the barrier height decrease and dipole effects at the contact area. 
This interlayer technology can be a practical contact technology for 2D devices.   
 
2:00 p.m. 



5.2 Towards High-Performance Two-Dimensional Black Phosphorus Optoelectronic Devices: 
the Role of Metal Contacts, Y. Deng, N. Conrad, Z. Luo, H. Liu, X. Xu and P. Ye, Purdue University 
 
In this paper, we try to shed a light on the role of various metal contacts on BP FETs and photodetectors. 
The work function of metal plays an important role on the hole/electron conductions at the contact. FET 
with larger work functions metals as contacts exhibit larger hole current, while ambipolar characteristics 
can be observed on devices with lower work function metals. A photodetector with a record high 
photoresponsivity (223 mA/V) is demonstrated on BP through contact engineering.   
 
2:25 p.m 
5.3 Atomically Thin Graphene Plane Electrode for 3D RRAM, J. Sohn, S. Lee, Z. Jiang, H.-Y. 
Chen and H.-S.P. Wong, Stanford University  
 
3Å thick graphene was employed in the vertical RRAM structure to drastically reduce total stack-height 
to a single atomic layer. Two-layer 3D-stacked HfOx RRAM with graphene planar electrode is 
demonstrated in a 3D cross-point architecture with the edge of the graphene plane electrode serving as the 
bottom electrode of RRAM.   
 
2:50 p.m. 
5.4 Graphene Inductors for High-Frequency Applications – Design, Fabrication, 
Characterization, and Study of Skin Effect, X. Li, J. Kang, X. Xie, W. Liu, D. Sarkar, J. Mao* and K. 
Banerjee, University of California, Santa Barbara, *Shanghai Jiao Tang University 
 
Graphene is very attractive for densely integrated and flexible high-frequency applications due to its 
extraordinary electrical, thermal, and mechanical properties. This work presents the design, fabrication, 
and characterization of graphene on-chip inductors. The skin effect in graphene inductors is investigated 
experimentally for the first time based on a circuit model proposed and fitted from fabricated 3/4-, 2-, and 
3-turn inductors. The operation frequencies are in 40-60 GHz range and Q-factors are around 3. Design 
and fabrication optimizations are performed to guide future studies.   
 
3:15 p.m. 
5.5 Nanophotonics with Two-dimensional Atomic Crystals (Invited), T. Mueller Vienna 
University of Technology 
 
Two-dimensional (2D) atomic crystals, such as graphene and atomically-thin transition metal 
dichalcogenides (TMDCs), are currently receiving a lot of attention. These materials are crystalline, and 
thus of high material quality and stability. Even so, they can be produced in large area dimensions and at 
low cost, making them attractive for a variety of applications in electronics and photonics. In addition, the 
possibility of stacking individual atomic monolayers on top of each other provides the opportunity of 
creating new “artificial” materials – so-called van der Waals (vdW) heterostructures. In this talk, I will 
review our recent work on photodetection, light emission and photovoltaic energy conversion in 2D 
crystals and vdW heterojunctions. 
 
3:40 p.m. 
5.6 Broadband 10Gb/s Graphene Electro-Absorption Modulator on Silicon for Chip-Level 
Optical Interconnects, Y. Hu*, M. Pantouvaki, S. Brems, I. Asselberghs, C. Huyghebaert, M. Geisler*, 
C. Alessandri, R. Baets*, P. Absil, D. Van Thourhout* and J. Van Campenhout, IMEC, *Ghent 
University – IMEC 
 
We report the first silicon integrated graphene optical electro-absorption modulator capable of 10Gb/s 
modulation speed. We demonstrate low insertion loss and low drive voltage combined with broadband 



and athermal operation in a compact hybrid graphene-Si device, outperforming Si(Ge) optical modulators 
for future chip-level optical interconnect applications.   
 
4:05 p.m. 
5.7 Fast Visible-Light Phototransistor Using CVD-Synthesized Large-Area Bilayer WSe2, P.-S. 
Liu, C.-H. Chen*, W.-T. Hsu**, C.-P. Lin, T.-P. Lin, L.-J. Chi, C.-Y. Chang, S.-C. Wu, W.-H. Chang**, 
L.-J. Li* and T.-H. Hou, National Chiao Tung University, *Academia Sinica, **National Chiao Tung 
University 
 
P-channel metal dichalcogenide ultrathin-body phototransistor (UTB-PT) with a response time as fast as 
100 us has been demonstrated for the first time, using the CVD-synthesized large-area bilayer WSe2. 
Because of its excellent compatibility with mass production, the application of WSe2 UTB-PT for high-
speed proximity interactive display has been proposed.   
 
Session 6: Memory Technology – Resistive RAM 
Monday, December 15, 1:30 p.m. 
Continental Ballroom 6 
Co-Chairs: Joshua Yang, Hewlett Packard Laboratories 
  Pawan Singh, Spansion 
 
1:35 p.m. 
6.1 Controling Oxygen Vacancies in Doped Oxide Based CBRAM for Improved Memory 
Performances, G. Molas, E. Vianello, F. Dahmani*, M. Barci, P. Blaise, J. Guy, A. Toffoli, M. Bernard, 
A. Roule, F. Pierre, C. Licitra, B. De Salvo and L. Perniola, CEA LETI Minatec, *Altis Semiconductor 
 
Abstract— In this paper the concept hybrid CBRAM assisted by oxygen vacancies is presented for the 1st 
time. Doping the resistive layer of oxide/Cu based CBRAM with various dopant species and 
concentrations is proposed in order to improve the memory performances. By means of experimental 
characterizations, numerical model and atomistic calculations, we demonstrate that increasing the doping 
content ease the filament formation by facilitating the Cu injection in the resistive layer. The proper 
choice of the doping element and concentration allows to significantly reduce the forming voltage (up to a 
forming free behavior), or alternatively to increase the memory window of 3 decades, with no forming 
voltage increase and retention degradation (stable behavior at 200°C, 260°C soldering sustained).   
 
2:00 p.m. 
6.2 Process Integration of a 27nm, 16Gb Cu ReRAM, J. Zahurak, K. Miyata, M. Fischer, M. 
Balakrishnan, S. Chhajed, D. Wells, H. Li, A. Torsi, J. Lim, M. Korber, K. Nakazawa*, S. Mayuzumi*, 
M. Honda*, S. Sills, S. Yasuda*, A. Calderoni, B. Cook, H. Tran, B. Wang, C. Cardon, K. Karda, J. 
Okuno*, A. Johnson, T. Kunihiro*, J. Sumino*, M. Tsukamoto*, K. Aratani*, N. Ramaswamy, W. 
Otsuka*, and K. Prall, Micron Technology Inc., *Sony Corporation 
 
A 16Gb NV ReRAM chip is fabricated at the 27nm node.  133MB/s Write and 666MB/s read 
performance is enabled.  Architecture is 6F2 and utilizes highly modified BRAD access devices coupled 
with novel, self aligned plugs contacting a Damascene Cu-ReRAM Cell.  Line-SAC Digit Lines running 
over the cell complete M-Bit formation.   
 
2:25 p.m 
6.3 Resistive Memories for Ultra-Low-Power Embedded Computing Design (Invited), E. 
Vianello, O. Thomas, G. Molas, O. Turkyilmaz, N. Jovanović, D. Garbin, G. Palma, M. Alayan, C. 
Nguyen, J. Coignus, B. Giraud, T. Benoist, M. Reyboz, A. Toffoli, C. Charpin, F. Clermidy and L. 
Perniola, CEA-Leti  



 
Resistive memories (ReRAMs) are emerging as leading candidates to replace conventional Flash 
memories due to their high density, good scalability and low voltage. However, using ReRAM for 
embedded computing is still a futuristic goal. Depending on the application different ReRAM 
specifications are required. This paper addresses two technologies as an example of optimized devices for 
Ultra Low Power (ULP) FPGA and fixed-logic IC design. A Conductive Bridge RAM (CBRAM) cell 
with dual-layer electrolyte stack leads to a resistance ratio higher than 6 orders of magnitude and 
projected 10 years read disturb immunity at 0.04 V. This technology allows achieving dense memory 
configuration and solving FPGA leakage issue. An HfO2/Ti based OxRAM cell presents a switching time 
lower than 10ns at 1V and a high endurance up to 1000M cycles. Thanks to low voltage and high speed 
this technology enables non-volatile Flip-Flop design, unifying non-volatility, zero standby leakage, and 
rapid power on/off operations for fixed-logic IC design.   
 
2:50 p.m. 
6.4 Point Twin-bit RRAM in 3D Interweaved Cross-point Array by Cu BEOL Process, Y.-W. 
Chin, S.-E. Chen, M.-C. Hsieh, T.-S. Chang*, C.J. Lin and Y.-C. King, National Tsing Hua University, 
*Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company 
 
A self-rectifying twin-bit RRAM in a novel 3D interweaved cross-point array has been proposed and 
demonstrated in 28nm CMOS BEOL process. With TaOx RRAMs on both sides of a single Via, the twin-
bit RRAM cell is composed by Cu back-end layers only. Excellent selectivity by its asymmetric IV 
characteristic enables the twin-bit 1R cells to be efficiently stacked in 3D cross-point arrays.   
 
3:15 p.m. 
6.5 Experimental and Theoretical Understanding of Forming, SET and RESET Operations in 
Conductive Bridge RAM (CBRAM) for Memory Stack Optimization, J. Guy, G. Molas, P. Blaise, C. 
Carabasse, M. Bernard, A. Roule, G. Le Carval, V. Sousa, H.. Grampeix, V. Delaye, A. Toffoli,  J. 
Cluzel, P. Brianceau, O. Pollet, V. Balan, S. Barraud, O. Cueto, G. Ghibaudo, F. Clermidy, B. De Salvo 
and L. Perniola, CEA, LETI 
 
In this paper, we deeply investigate for the 1st time the impact of the CBRAM memory stack on the 
Forming, SET and RESET operations. Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations (KMC), based on inputs from ab-
initio calculations and taking into account ion hopping and chemical reaction dynamics are used to 
analyse experimental results obtained on decananometric devices. We propose guidelines to optimize the 
CBRAM stack, targeting Forming voltage reduction, improved trade-off between SET speed and disturb 
immunity (time voltage dilemma) and window margin increase (RESET efficiency).   
 
3:40 p.m. 
6.6 Ultrathin (~2nm) HfOx as the Fundamental Resistive Switching Element: Thickness Scaling 
Limit, Stack Engineering and 3D Integration, L. Zhao, Z. Jiang, H.-Y. Chen, J. Sohn, K. Okabe, B. 
Magyari-Köpe, H.-S. P. Wong and Y. Nishi, Stanford University 
 
This paper addresses the thickness scaling limit of HfOx-based RRAM by a combination of theoretical 
calculations of electron transport and experimental demonstration of 2nm-HfOx devices. The comparison 
of 2nm devices with thicker references and bilayer stacks confirm the switching thickness is less than 
2nm. The 3D integration of 2nm-HfOx devices enables much larger array size and leads to superior 
performances compared to planar devices.   
 
4:05 p.m. 
6.7 3D-stackable Crossbar Resistive Memory Based on Field Assisted Superlinear Threshold 
(FAST) Selector, S.H. Jo, T. Kumar, S. Narayanan, W.D. Lu and H. Nazarian, Crossbar Inc.  



 
We report the integration of 4Mb 3D-stackable 1S1R passive crossbar RRAM arrays. Excellent selector 
performance is presented such as sharp switching slope of < 5mV/dec., selectivity of 1010, and > 108 
cycling. The integrated 4Mb 1S1R crossbar array offers >100 memory on/off ratio with less than 0.1nA 
sneak current.   
 
4:30 p.m. 
6.8 High-Drive Current (>1MA/cm2) and Highly Nonlinear (>103) TiN/Amorphous-Silicon/TiN 
Scalable Bidirectional Selector with Excellent Reliability and Its Variability Impact on the 1S1R 
Array Performance, L. Zhang, B. Govoreanu, A. Redolfi, D. Crotti, H. Hody, V. Paraschiv, S. 
Cosemans, C. Adelmann, T. Witters, S. Clima, Y.-Y. Chen, P. Hendrickx, D.J. Wouters, G. Groeseneken 
and M. Jurczak, imec, *KU Leuven 
 
Although several reported resistive switching structures show excellent memory characteristics, 
implementation of high-density Resistive RAM arrays lags behind, mainly due to the sneak currents 
issues. To suppress the leakage paths, a non-linear two-terminal selection device is required to connect 
serially with each resistive switching element in a 1S1R cell.  In this work, we propose an optimized 
TiN/amorphous-Si/TiN MSM bidirectional two-terminal selector for high density RRAM arrays. The 
devices show superior performance with a high drive current exceeding 1MA/cm2 and half-bias 
nonlinearity of 1500. Performance improvement is achieved by device and process engineering. Excellent 
reliability is fully demonstrated on 40nm-size crossbar structures, with statistical ability to withstand 
bipolar cycling of over 106cy at drive current conditions and thermal stability of device operation 
exceeding 3h/125⁰C. Furthermore, for the first time, we address the impact of selector variability in a 
1S1R memory array, by including circuit simulations in a Monte Carlo loop and point out the importance 
of selector variability for the low resistive state and its implications on the read margin and power 
consumption.   
 
Session 7: Modeling and Simulation – Modeling Simulation of Extremely Scaled Group IV and III-
V FETs 
Monday, December 15, 1:30 p.m. 
Imperial Ballroom A 
Co-Chairs: Jeff Wu, TSMC 
  Herve Jaouen, STMicroelectronics 
 
1:35 p.m. 
7.1 Impact of 3D Integration on 7nm High Mobility Channel Devices Operating in the Ballistic 
Regime, W. Guo, M. Choi*, A. Rouhi, V. Moroz*, G. Van der plas, P. Absil and E. Beyne, IMEC, 
*Synopsys, Inc. 
 
We report for the first time the impact of 3DIC process induced local thermo-mechanical stress effects on 
CMOS devices for 7nm technology node (N7). The impact is smaller but has new dependencies with 
respect to the device operation, ballistic current ratio and the channel material considered.   
 
2:00 p.m. 
7.2 A Mobility Enhancement Strategy for sub-14nm Power-efficient FDSOI Technologies, B. 
De Salvo, P. Morin*, M. Pala**, G. Ghibaudo**, O. Rozeau, Q. Liu*, A. Pofelski*, S. Martini, M. Cassé, 
S. Pilorget*, F. Allibert^, F. Chafik*, R.G. Southwick**, D. Chanemougame*, L. Grenouillet, K. 
Cheng***, F. Andrieu, S. Barraud, S. Maitrejean, E. Augendre, H. Kothari*, N. Loubet*, W. Kleemeier*, 
M. Celik*, O. Faynot, M. Vinet, R. Samspon*, and B. Doris***, CEA-LETI, *STMicroelectronics, 
**IMEP, ***IBM, ^SOITEC 
 



In this paper, we present an original multi-level evaluation methodology for stress engineering device 
design of next-generation power-efficient devices. FDSOI is chosen as ideal test vehicle, as it offers the 
advantage of sustaining significant stress within the channel without plastic relaxation (the thin channel 
staying below the critical thickness [2]). Starting from 3D mechanical simulations and piezoresistive 
coefficient data, an original, simple, physically-based model for holes/electrons mobility enhancement in 
strained devices is developed. The model is calibrated on physical measurements and electrical data of 
state-of-the-art devices. NEGF quantum simulations of stress-enhanced mobility give physical insigths 
into mobility behavior at large stress (~3GPa). Finally, the new strained-enhanced mobility model is 
introduced in an industrial compact model [3] to project evaluation at the circuit level. Ring oscillator 
simulations showed that a dynamic power gain of 50% could be achieved while maintaining circuit 
frequency performance thanks to the use of efficient mobility boosters. By means of a multi-scale 
modelling validated on measurements, a clear scaling path to achieve high mobility, power-efficient sub-
14nm FDSOI technologies has been identified.   
 
2:25 p.m 
7.3 Coupled Monte Carlo Simulation of Transient Electron-Phonon Transport in Small FETs, 
Y. Kamakura, I.N. Adisusilo, K. Kukita, G. Wakimura, S. Koba**, H. Tsuchiya* and N. Mori, Osaka 
University, *JST-CREST, **Kobe University 
 
Using a coupled MC technique for solving both electron and phonon Boltzmann transport equations, the 
transient electrothermal simulation of nanoscale FETs is carried out. It is shown that the time constants 
for the electron and phonon transport are different in order of magnitude, and the self-heating showed 
little impact on digital circuit delay. On the other hand, it would affect the BTI reliability because of the 
long decay time of the created hot spot.   
 
2:50 p.m. 
7.4 Modeling and Optimization of Group IV and III-V FinFETs and Nano-Wires (Invited), V. 
Moroz, L. Smith, J. Huang, M. Choi, T. Ma, J. Liu, Y. Zhang, X.-W. Lin, J. Kawa and Y. Saad, 
Synopsys, Inc. 
 
Comparative analysis of group IV and III-V 7nm HP/SP/LP FinFETs. Mechanical stability of fins drives 
transistor architecture choices. Benchmarking two-input NAND library cells based on quadruple 
patterning Si 7nm FinFETs, Ge SOI 7nm FinFETs, and EUV+DSA Si 5nm vertical nanowires exhibits 4x 
performance advantage of the 5nm vertical nanowire technology.   
 
3:15 p.m. 
7.5 Performance Evaluation of InGaAs, Si, and Ge nFinFETs Based on Coupled 3D Drift-
Diffusion/Multisubband Boltzmann Transport Equations Solver, S. Jin, A.-T. Pham, W. Choi, Y. 
Nishizawa*, Y.-T. Kim**, K.-H. Lee**, Y. Park** and E. S. Jung**, Samsung Semiconductor Inc., 
*Samsung R&D Institute Japan, **Samsung Electronics 
 
We present a simulation study of InGaAs, Si, and Ge nFinFETs by solving the coupled drift-diffusion and 
the multisubband Boltzmann equations solver in 3D domains. A few important improvements on the 
modeling of the surface roughness scattering, the density-gradient calibration, and the band-to-band 
tunneling are also shown.   
 
3:40 p.m. 
7.6 Simulation Analysis of III-V n-MOSFETs: Channel Materials, Fermi Level Pinning and 
Biaxial Strain, E. Caruso, D. Lizzit, P. Osgnach, D. Esseni, P. Palestri and L. Selmi, University of Udine  
 



In this work we employ a state-of-the-art Multi-Subband Monte Carlo simulator to investigate the 
performance of III-V n-MOSFETs at LG=11 nm. We analyze GaSb versus InGaAs channel materials, 
electrostatic and transport implications of Fermi level pinning, strain induced effective mobility and on-
current improvements and possible links to Fermi level pinning.   
 
4:05 p.m. 
7.7 Assessment of Hole Mobility in Strained InSb, GaSb and InGaSb Based Ultra-Thin Body 
pMOSFETs with Different Surface Orientations, P. Chang, X. Liu, G. Du and X. Zhang, Peking 
University 
 
This work presents a systematic assessment of hole mobility in InSb, GaSb and InGaSb based ultra-thin 
body (UTB) double-gate (DG) pMOSFETs employing a self-consistent method based on 8×8 k•p 
Schrӧdinger and Poisson equations and Kubo- Greenwood formalism accounting for various scattering 
mechanisms. The results are validated against experiments. The effect of body thickness, surface/ channel 
orientation, biaxial- and uniaxial-strain on hole mobility have been investigated. For all of these materials 
with both unstrained and strained cases, (110)/[1 ̅10] is the optimal surface channel directions. In 
unstrained case, hole mobility of InSb/GaSb is high than that of Ge with µh(InSb) approaching 
1118cm2/Vs. Compressive strain can enhance hole mobility, the enhancement is 5.1× with 2GPa uniaxial 
comp. strain in InSb. For InxGa1-xSb QW HFET, enhancement is 2.4× with 2.55% biaxial comp. strain 
due to lattice mismatch with x=0.5, and can be optimized by TB and cap layer.   
 
Session 8: Sensors, MEMS, and BioMEMS– NEMS and Energy Harvesters 
Monday, December 15, 1:30 p.m. 
Imperial Ballroom B 
Co-Chairs: Rainer Minixhofer, AMS 
  Kea-Tiong Tang, National Tsing Hua University 
 
 
1:35 p.m. 
8.1 Two-Dimensional Nanoelectromechanical Systems (2D NEMS) via Atomically-Thin 
Semiconducting Crystals Vibrating at Radio Frequencies (Invited), P. Feng, Z. Wang, J. Lee, R. 
Yang, X. Zheng, K. He and J. Shan, Case Western Reserve University 
 
This paper reports on the exciting fundamentals and device engineering perspectives of a new type of 
two-dimensional nanoelectromechanical systems (2D NEMS) based on atomically-thin semiconducting 
crystals.  2D crystals, such as graphene and molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), can be derived from layered 
materials consisting of are bonded through week van der Waals forces.  Their outstanding mechanical 
properties (ultra-elastic, low areal mass density, high elastic modulus, and high intrinsic strength, etc.), 
coupled to their unique electronic properties, make them attractive candidates as building blocks for 2D 
NEMS.  While graphene is the herald of 2D crystals, MoS2 has been a forerunner among the transition 
metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) and 2D semiconducting crystals beyond graphene.  While graphene is a 
semi-metal, the semiconducting MoS2 (and other TMDCs) has shown intriguing characteristics such as 
band structure dependence on number of layers and strain.  This paper describes the initial explorations 
and recent rapid development of vibrating 2D NEMS beyond graphene. We introduce the basics on 
demonstrating the first 2D NEMS enabled by suspended MoS2 crystals.  We then discuss key metrics 
such as dynamic range (DR) and nonlinearity in such 2D NEMS, showing that these robust 2D NEMS 
resonators can have very broad DR (up to ~110dB). We also demonstrate electrically tunable MoS2 2D 
NEMS resonators, and through extensive measurements, showing the excellent electrical tunability.  We 
further describe latest efforts in advancing these resonant 2D NEMS at radio frequencies for creating new 
functions and higher performance.   
 



2:00 p.m. 
8.2 Integrated On-Chip Energy Storage Using Porous-Silicon Electrochemical Capacitors, D.S. 
Gardner, C.W. Holzwarth, Y. Liu, S.B. Clendenning, W. Jin, B.K. Moon, C.L. Pint, Z. Chen, E. Hannah, 
R. Chen, C.P. Wang, C. Chen*, E. Mäkilä**, and J.L. Gustafson, Intel Corp., *Florida Int'l Univ., 
**University of Turku 
 
Capacitors are favored over batteries for energy harvesting and certain energy storage applications. 
Electrochemical capacitors based on porous-silicon nano¬structures were synthesized and passivated 
using either ALD TiN or CVD carbon. Highly stable high density capacitances are achieved and are 
fabricated using silicon process methods with the potential of on-die integration.   
 
2:25 p.m 
8.3 Comprehensive Analysis of Deformation of Interfacial Micro-Nano Structure by Applied 
Force in Triboelectric Energy Harvester, M.-L. Seol, J.-W. Han*, J.-H. Woo, D.-I. Moon, J.-Y. Kim, 
and Y.-K. Choi, KAIST, *NASA Ames Research Center 
 
The correlation between deformation of an interfacial micro-nano structure and applied force in a 
triboelectric energy harvester (TEH) is analyzed for the first time. Simulation, visualization experiment, 
modeling, and electrical measurements are conducted to clarify the effects of structural deformation 
according to the applied force, which governs triboelectric charge density at the interface.   
 
2:50 p.m. 
8.4 A High Efficiency Frequency Pre-defined Flow-driven Energy Harvester Dominated by On-
chip Modified Helmholtz Resonating Cavity, X.J. Mu, C.L. Sun, H.M. Ji, L.Y. Siow, Q.X. Zhang, Y. 
Zhu, H.B. Yu, J.F. Tao, Y.D. Gu, and D.L. Kwong, A*STAR 
 
We present a novel flow-driven energy harvester with its frequency dominated by on-chip modified 
Helmholtz Resonating Cavity (HRC). This device harvests pneumatic kinetic energy efficiently and 
demonstrates a power density of 117.6 μW/cm2, peak to peak voltage of 5 V, and charging of a 1 μF 
capacitor in 200 ms.   
 
3:15 p.m. 
8.5 Fabrication of Integrated Micrometer Platform for Thermoelectric Measurements, M. 
Haras, V. Lacatena, F. Morini, J.-F. Robillard, S. Monfray*, T. Skotnicki*, and E. Dubois, Institut 
d’Électronique de Microélectronique et de Nanotechnologie, *STMicroelectrinics  
 
Preliminary simulations of lateral thermo-generators showed that silicon’s harvesting capabilities, through  
a significant  thermal conductivity reduction, could compete with conventional thermoelectric materials, 
offering additional: CMOS compatibility; harmlessness and cost efficiency. We report the fabrication and 
characterization of integrated platforms showing a threefold reduction of thermal conductivity in 70nm 
thick membranes.   
 
3:40 p.m. 
8.6 Atomic Scale Engineering of Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Photoelectrodes for Energy 
Harvesting Application Integrated with Graphene and Epitaxy SrTiO3, L. Ji, M. McDaniel, L. Tao, 
X. Li, A. Posadas, Y.-F. Chang, A. Demkov, J. Ekerdt, D. Akinwande, R. Ruoff, J. Lee, and E. Yu, The 
University of Texas at Austin 
 
Efficient and stable hydrogen production from water is demonstrated using a Si-based photocathode with 
an epitaxial oxide capping layer. A thin epitaxial strontium titanate, SrTiO3, protection layer is grown 
directly on Si (001) by molecular beam epitaxy. By taking advantage of the conduction band alignment 



and lattice match between single crystalline SrTiO3 and Si, the photogenerated electrons easily transport 
through the SrTiO3 layer with minimized interface trap states and reduced recombination rate. Metal-
insulator-semiconductor (MIS) photocathodes under broad-spectrum illumination at 100 mW/cm2 
exhibited a photocurrent density and photovoltage of 35 mA/cm2 and 450 mV, respectively. There was no 
observable decrease in performance after 10 hr operation in 0.5M H2SO4. The efficiency and 
performance were highly dependent on the size and spacing of the structured metal catalyst. Using a 
nanosphere lithography lift-off process, 50 nm mesh-like Ti/Pt structures were created for the MIS 
photocathode and achieved an applied-bias-photon-to-current efficiency of 4.9%. Due the high mobility, 
graphene can also increase the fill factor.   
 
Session 9: Process and Manufacturing Technology – Advanced CMOS Devices for 10nm Node and 
Beyond 
Tuesday, December 16, 9:00 a.m. 
Grand Ballroom A 
Co-Chairs: Anabela Veloso, IMEC 
  Subhash Joshi, Intel 
 
9:05 a.m. 
9.1 FDSOI CMOS Devices Featuring Dual Strained Channel and Thin BOX Extendable to the 
10nm Node, Q. Liu, B. DeSalvo*, P. Morin, N. Loubet, S. Pilorget, F. Chafik, S. Maitrejean*, E. 
Augendre*, D. Chanemougame, S. Guillaumet, H. Kothari, F. Allibert***, B. Lherron, B. Liu, Y. 
Escarabajal, K. Cheng**, J. Kuss**, M. Wang**, R. Jung**, S. Teehan**, T. Levin**, M. 
Sankarapandian**, R. Johnson**, J. Kanyandekwe, H. He**, R. Venigalla**, T. Yamashita**, B. 
Haran**, L. Grenouillet*, M. Vinet*, O. Weber*, E. Josse, F. Boeuf, M. Haond, J.-L. Bataillon, W. 
Kleemeier, T. Skotnicki, M. Khare**, O. Faynot*, B. Doris**, M. Celik, R. Sampson, 
STMicroelectronics, *CEA-LETI, **IBM, *** SOITEC 
 
We report FDSOI devices featuring key elements for the 10nm node, including dual strained channel 
(sSOI NFET and SiGe PFET) and thin BOX. It was the highest performing FDSOI NFET ever reported 
and the first demonstration of strain reversal by SiGe in short channel devices. Superior electrostatics was 
also obtained.   
 
9:30 a.m. 
9.2 Future Challenges and Opportunities for Heterogeneous Process Technology. Towards the 
Thin Films, Zero Intrinsic Variability Devices, Zero Power Era (Invited), S. Deleonibus, O. Faynot, 
T. Ernst, M. Vinet, P. Batude, F Andrieu, O. Weber, D. Cooper, F. Bertin, H. Moriceau, L. DiCioccio, T. 
Signamarcheix, M. Sanquer*, X. Jehl*, H. Fanet, F. Martin, H. Okuno*, F. Nemouchi, G. Poupon, Y. 
Lamy, D. Gasparutto*, X. Baillin, L. Perniola, B. de Salvo, E. Vianello, L. Hutin, E. Beigne, R. Tiron, L. 
Pain, S. Tedesco, S. Barnola, N. Posseme, C. Le Royer, A. Villalon, and R. Salot, Universités Grenoble 
Alpes, CEA, LETI, * Universités Grenoble Alpes, CEA/INAC 
 
By 2025, 25 % of the World Gross Domestic Product will depend on the development of Information and 
Communication Technologies through strongly growing sectors such as health, communication, transport 
and energy. Today, data centers and the network consume more than 3% of the total electricity worldwide 
and generate at least 2% of CO2[1]. The amount of Internet protocols will reach the zettabyte(1021) in 
2017 and will increase three folds in 5 years. Less greedy device, interconnect, computing technologies 
and architectures are essential to aim at x1000 less power consumption. Challenging tomorrow’s 
exponentially growing electronic market, towards Internet of Things, Autonomous and Mobile systems 
for new societal needs, request a drastic reduction to Zero Intrinsic Variability, Heterogeneous and 3D 
integration at the device, functional and system levels. It makes sense to aiming at global system level 



Zero Power consumption from a grid, while maximizing the Energy Efficiency for CMOS and Memories, 
which can be combined to contribute to the energy saving balance.   
 
9:55 a.m. 
9.3 First Experimental Demonstration of Ge CMOS Circuits, H. Wu, N. Conrad, W. Luo, and P. 
Ye, Purdue University 
 
We report the first experimental demonstration of Ge CMOS circuits, based on a novel recessed S/D and 
channel technique. Ultra-scaled non-Si CMOS logic devices with channel lengths from 500 to 20 nm, 
channel thicknesses of 25 and 15 nm, EOTs of 4.5 and 3 nm and a small width ratio (Wn:Wp=1.2) are 
realized on a GeOI substrate. The CMOS inverters have high voltage gain of up to 36 V/V, which is the 
best value among all of the non-Si CMOS by the standard top-down approach. Scalability studies on Ge 
CMOS inverters down to 20 nm are carried out for the first time. NAND and NOR logic gates are also 
investigated.   
 
10:20 a.m. 
9.4 InAlP-Capped (100) Ge nFETs with 1.06 nm EOT: Achieving Record High Peak Mobility 
and First Integration on 300 mm Si Substrate, X. Gong, Q. Zhou, M.H.S. Owen, X. Xu, D. Lei, S.-H. 
Chen*, G. Tsai*, C.-C. Cheng*, Y.-R. Lin*, C.-H. Wu*, C.-H. Ko*, and Y.-C. Yeo*, National University 
of Singapore, *Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company  
 
In this work, InAlP-capped Ge nFETs were realized on 300 mm Si substrates using the buffer layer 
technique for the first time. With a gate stack comprising 2.3 nm of InAlP and 2 nm of HfO2, an EOT of 
1.06 nm was achieved.  In addition, InAlP-capped Ge nFETs on bulk Ge substrates were also formed 
using sub-400 ºC process modules. At a gate length LG of 3 µm, we obtained a record high Ge (100) peak 
mobility of 1370 cm2/V•s, the lowest reported hysteresis of 15 mV, and S of 103 mV/decade. By scaling 
LG down to 500 nm, the highest reported ION of 127 µA/µm (at VGS – VTH = 1 V and VDS = 1 V) and peak 
intrinsic transconductance Gm,int of ~275 μS/μm (VDS of 0.8 V)were obtained for enhancement mode Ge 
(100) nFETs.   
 
10:45 a.m. 
9.5 Ge n-channel FinFET with Optimized Gate Stack and Contacts, M.J.H. van Dal, B. Duriez, 
G. Vellianitis, G. Doornbos, R. Oxland, M. Holland, A. Afzalian, Y.C. See, M. Passlack and C. Diaz*, 
TSMC, *TSMC R&D  
 
Whilst p-channel Ge MOSFETs potentially outperform strained Si technology [1-4], Ge n-channel 
MOSFET performance has been lagging behind mainly hampered by high access resistance and poor gate 
stack passivation [5-9]. In this work, we address these issues on a module level and demonstrate Ge 
enhancement mode nMOS FinFETs fabricated on 300mm Si wafers implementing optimized gate stack 
(Dit < 2x1011 eV−1•cm−2), N+ doping (Nd > 1x1020 cm−3) and metallization (ρc = 1x10−7 Ωcm2) modules. 
LG ~ 40 nm devices achieved Ion = 50 µA/µm at Ioff = 100 nA/um, S ~ 124 mV/dec, at VDD = 0.5V. The 
same gate stack and contacts were deployed on planar devices for reference. Both FinFET and planar 
devices in this work achieved the highest reported gm/S at 0.5 V to date for Ge nMOS enhancement mode 
transistors to the best of our knowledge at shortest gate lengths.   
 
11:10 a.m. 
9.6 In-situ Doped and Tensilely Stained Ge Junctionless Gate-all-around nFETs on SOI 
Featuring Ion = 828 µA/µm, Ion/Ioff ~ 1x105, DIBL= 16-54 mV/V, and 1.4X External Strain 
Enhancement, I-H. Wong, Y.-T. Chen, S.-H. Huang, W.-H. Tu, Y.-S. Chen, T.-C. Shieh, T.-Y. Lin, H.-
S. Lan and C.W. Liu, National Taiwan University 
 



In-situ CVD doping and laser annealing can reach [P] and tensile strain as high as 2x1020 cm-3 and 0.37%. 
Junctionless Ge gate-all-around nFETs with 9 nm-Wfin and 0.8 nm-EOT achieves the record high Ion of 
828 µA/µm. The Ion enhancement of ~40% is achieved under the tensile strain of 0.25%.   
 
11:35 a.m. 
9.7 Experimental Realization of Complementary p- and n- Tunnel FinFETs with Subthreshold 
Slopes of Less than 60 mV/decade and Very Low (pA/um) Off-Current on a Si CMOS Platform, Y. 
Morita, T. Mori, K. Fukuda, W. Mizubayashi, S. Migita, T. Matsukawa, K. Endo, S. O'uchi, Y. Liu, M. 
Masahara and H. Ota, National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST)  
 
Complementary (p- and n-type) tunnel FinFETs operating with subthreshold slopes (SSs) of less than 60 
mV/decade and very low off-currents (on the order of a few pA/um) have been experimentally realized on 
the Si CMOS platform. Improvements in the SSs have been realized by optimizing epitaxial channel 
growth on heavily arsenic- and boron-doped source surfaces for purging interface defects at the epitaxial 
tunnel junctions. By improving the interface quality, SSs of 58 and 56 mV/decade and on/off current 
ratios (ON/OFF) of 2 × 106 and 3 × 104 (with VD = |0.2| V) were respectively obtained for p- and n- tunnel 
FETs (TFETs) simultaneously. Sub-60 mV/decade SS and large ON/OFF ratios make Si CMOS TFETs 
suitable for low operating-power and low cost sensor-network applications.   
 
Session 10: Display and Imaging Systems – Focus Session: Novel Imagers and Specialty Imaging 
Applications 
Tuesday, December 16, 9:00 a.m. 
Continental Ballroom 1-3 
Co-Chairs: Daping Chu, University of Cambridge 
  Piet De Moor, IMEC 
 
9:05 a.m. 
10.1 Jot Devices and the Quanta Image Sensor (Invited), J. Ma, D. Hondongwa and E. Fossum, 
Thayer School of Engineering at Dartmouth 
 
The Quanta Image Sensor (QIS) concept and recent work on its associated jot device are discussed.  A 
bipolar jot and a pump gate jot are described.  Both have been modelled in TCAD. The pump gate jot 
features a full well of 200 e- and conversion gain exceeding 300 uV/e-.   
 
9:30 a.m. 
10.2 SPAD Based Image Sensors (Invited), E. Charbon, Senior Member IEEE 
 
The recent availability of miniaturized photoncounting pixels in standard CMOS processes has paved the 
way to the introduction of photon counting in low-cost time-of-flight cameras, robotics vision, mobile 
phones, and consumer electronics. In this paper we describe the technology at the core of this revolution: 
single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) and the architectures enabling SPAD based image sensors. We 
discuss tradeoffs and design trends, often referring to specific sensor chips and applications. 
 
9:55 a.m. 
10.3 Toward 1Gfps: Evolution of Ultra-high-speed Image Sensors: ISIS, BSI, Multi-Collection 
Gates, and 3D-stacking (Invited), T.G. Etoh, V.T.S. Dao, K. Shimonomura, E. Charbon, C. Zhang*, Y. 
Kamakura and T. Matsuoka**, Ritsumeikan University, *Technical University of Delft, **Osaka 
University  
 



Evolution of ultra-high-speed image sensors toward 1 Giga fps is presented with innovative technology to 
achieve the frame rate. The current highest frame rate is 16.7Mfps. A new sensor structure and a new 
driver circuit are proposed. Simulations prove that they further reduce the frame interval to 1ns.   
 
10:20 a.m. 
10.4 Imaging with Organic and Hybrid Photodetectors (Invited), S. Tedde, P. Buechele, R. 
Fischer, F. Steinbacher, O. Schmidt, Siemens AG 
 
Organic semiconductors provide exiting new opportunities for the realization of flat panel image sensors 
as they can be processed from the solution phase on large areas at low cost. In particular the high charge 
separation efficiency obtained in a bulk heterojunction (BHJ) enables the realization of organic 
photodiodes (OPDs). The spectral sensitivity of OPDs can be tailored to cover wavelengths ranging from 
the visible to the near infrared region. These sensitivities match perfectly to a variety of X-ray scintillators 
enabling a further improvement in the sensitivity range. In combination with an amorphous silicon (a-Si) 
thin film transistor (TFT) backplane technology, visible, near infrared (NIR) and X-ray image sensors 
have been realized. Thin film OPDs have been used in combination with a cesium iodide (CsI) scintillator 
in a traditional stacked geometry, proofing state-of-the art performance. Even more, it is possible to blend 
X-ray bsorbing particles directly into the organic semiconductor thereby enabling quasi-direct X-ray 
converters with the promise to achieve a modulation transfer function (MTF) that is as high as in direct 
converting materials such as amorphous Selenium. 
 
10:45 a.m. 
10.5 A CMOS-compatible, Integrated Approach to Hyper- and Multispectral Imaging (Invited), 
A. Lambrechts, P. Gonzalez, B. Geelen, P. Soussan, K. Tack and M. Jayapala, Imec 
 
Imec has developed a process for the monolithic integration of optical filters on top of the CMOS imager 
sensors, leading to compact, cost-efficient and faster hyperspectral cameras with improved performance. 
To demonstrate the versatility of imec hyperspectral technology, prototype sensors with different filter 
arrangements and performance have been successfully fabricated.   
 
11:10 a.m. 
10.6 Image Sensors for High-throughput, Massively-parallel DNA Sequencing: Requirements 
and Roadmap (Invited), A. Grot, Pacific Biosciences  
 
The cost of DNA sequencing has dropped significantly over the last decade, due in part to advances in 
high performance CCD and CMOS image sensors. Key performance specifications – such as resolution, 
sensitivity, and frame-rate, along with the performance improvements necessary for continued cost 
reduction – will be discussed.   
 
11:35 a.m. 
10.7 High Performance Silicon Imaging Arrays for Cosmology, Planetary Sciences, & Other 
Applications (Invited), S. Nikzad, M.E. Hoenk, J. Hennessy, A.D. Jewell, A.G. Carver, T.J. Jones, S.L. 
Cheng, T. Goodsall, C. Shapiro, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology 
 
High performance back-illuminated silicon arrays processed with precision atomic control of surface and 
interfaces are described. Precision atomic control of surface and interfaces parameters dictates quantum 
efficiency (QE), surface generated dark current, and cosmetic characteristics. Molecular Beam Epitaxy is 
used to grow delta layers and superlattice structures on the back surface of Si arrays. Photoelectron loss is 
greatly reduced and near 100% internal QE achieved. Photon losses are reduced by interface engineering 
using atomic layer deposition. Using these surface and interface treatments in different readout structures 



and formats creates a suite of devices with many applications. Si detectors spanning planetary science, 
astrophysics, medical diagnostics, machine vision, and commercial applications will be described.   
 
12:00 p.m. 
10.8 Detecting Elementary Particles using Hybrid Pixel Detectors at the LHC and Beyond, M. 
Campbell, CERN 
 
On July 4th 2012 CERN announced the discovery of the Higgs Boson at the Large Hadron Collider. 
Englert and Higgs were awarded the Noble Prize for Physics in 2013 for postulating the existence of the 
boson along with Brout (now deceased) in 1964. The discovery was made possible by the combination of 
a machine capable of accelerating protons to unprecedented energies, and two huge detectors, called Atlas 
and CMS, able of record unambiguously the energy and location of the particle tracks produced by the 
collisions. Every 50ns bunches of protons are made to collide in the heart of the giant experiments and 
around 20-30 proton interactions take place generating thousands of debris particles. In searching for the 
Higgs boson, the particles participating in a given interaction need to be detected and tagged to a given 
bunch crossover (BCO). The innermost regions of the experiments are equipped with hybrid pixel 
detectors. This paper will provide a brief overview of the large scale hybrid pixel detector systems used at 
the LHC experiments. It will also describe how the same hybrid pixel detector approach is used in 
applications beyond high energy particle physics. 
 
 
Session 11: Power and Compound Semiconductor Devices – High Voltage and RF Devices 
Tuesday, December 16, 9:00 a.m. 
Continental Ballroom 4 
Co-Chairs:  Keisuke Shinohara, HRL Laboratories LLC 
  Matteo Meneghini, University of Padova 
 
 
9:05 a.m. 
11.1 Extremely Low On-resitance Enhancement-mode GaN-based HFET using Ge-doped 
Regrowth Technique, A. Suzuki, S. Choe, Y. Yamada, M. Hiraiwa, N. Otsuka and D. Ueda*, Panasonic 
Corporation, *Kyoto Institute of Technology  
 
We present a normally-off GaN-based transistor with extremely low on-state resistance fabricated by 
using Ge-doped n++GaN layer for ohmic contact. We developed a new GaN regrowth technique using 
Ge. The fabricated device showed the record-breaking Ron of 0.95 Ω•mm with maximum drain current 
and transconductance of 1.1 A/mm and 490 mS/mm, respectively.   
 
9:30 a.m. 
11.2 Wide Temperature (10K- 700K) and High Voltage (~1000V) Operation of C-H Diamond 
MOSFETs for Power Electronics Application, H. Kawarada, H. Tsuboi, T. Yamada, D. Xu, T. Saito, 
A. Hiraiwa, Waseda University  
 
By a highly stable Al2O3 gate oxide on H-terminated diamond, high-temperature (673K) and high-voltage 
diamond MOSFET has been realized. The maximum breakdown voltage is 996V at a gate-drain distance 
of 9µm. The maximum breakdown field showed 3.6MV/cm. These values are competitive to those of 
lateral SiC or GaN FETs.   
 
9:55 a.m. 



11.3 GaN-based Gate Injection Transistors for Power Switching Applications (Invited), T. Ueda, 
H. Handa, Y. Kinoshita, H. Umeda, S. Ujita, R. Kajitani, M. Ogawa, K. Tanaka, T. Morita, S. Tamura, H. 
Ishida and M. Ishida, Panasonic Corporation  
 
State-of-the-art technologies on GaN power switching devices to extract the potential of the new devices 
are demonstrated. These technologies are for normally-off Gate Injection Transistors (GITs) on Si and 
include extension of the wafer diameter of Si up to 8 inch, InAlGaN quaternary alloy to reduce the series 
resistances, shortening the gate length to improve the device performances, integration of the gate driver 
and flip-chip assembly for faster switching.   
 
10:20 a.m. 
11.4 Schottky-on-Heterojunction Optoelectronic Functional Devices Realized on AlGaN/GaN-
on-Si Platform, B. Li, X. Tang, Q. Jiang, H. Wang, Y. Lu, J. Wang and K. J. Chen, The Hong Kong 
University of Science and Technology  
 
GaN band-edge ultraviolet electroluminescence at 364 nm has been generated from forward biased metal-
AlGaN/GaN Schottky junction at room temperature, facilitated by the creation of III-nitride surface with 
low surface state density, thus filling the void of UV light sources compatible with AlGaN/GaN 
heterojunction-based photodetectors and power devices.   
 
10:45 a.m. 
11.5 The Super-Lattice Castellated Field Effect Transistor (SLCFET): A Novel High 
Performance Transistor Topology Ideal for RF Switching, R. Howell, E. Stewart, R. Freitag, J. Parke, 
B. Nechay, H. Cramer, M. King, S. Gupta, J. Hartman, P. Borodulin, M. Snook, I. Wathunthanthri, P. 
Ralston, K. Renaldo, H. Henry and R. Clarke, Northrop Grumman Electronic Systems 
 
NGES reports the development of a novel transistor structure based on a GaN super-lattice channel with a 
3D gate, named the SLCFET (Super-Lattice Castellated Field Effect Transistor). Transistor measurements 
provided median values of IMAX>2.7 A/mm, VPINCH<-9V, with RON=0.41 Ω-mm and COFF=0.19 pF/mm, 
for an RF switch FOM of FCO=2.1 THz.   
 
11:10 a.m. 
11.6 MIT Virtual Source GaNFET–RF Compact Model for GaN HEMTs: From Device Physics 
to RF Frontend Circuit Design and Validation, U. Radhakrishna, P. Choi, S. Goswami, L.-S. Peh, T. 
Palacios and D. Antoniadis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
 
GaN HEMT based power amplifiers (PAs) are gaining foothold in high-power transceiver circuit design 
at microwave frequencies. The high breakdown voltage, high-current capability together with low on-
resistance and on-capacitance of GaN HEMTs enables improved efficiency and linearity at higher output-
power PAs. To take advantage of the performance gains of these devices in RF circuit design, accurate 
non-linear, large signal device models suitable for high frequency and high power operation regimes are 
required. It is also desirable that these compact models be grounded on appropriate device physics in 
order to gain insight into the impact of the behavioral nuances of the GaN HEMTs on RF circuit 
performance, which is not the case with most of the available models such as EEHEMT, Curtice, and 
Angelov models. This work is a first demonstration of a physics-based GaN HEMT compact model that is 
calibrated and verified all the way from device- to an RF-front-end transceiver circuit-level.  The MVS-
G-RF model captures static and dynamic device behavior through self-consistent current and charge 
expressions. In addition, access regions, which play an important role in device linearity are modeled as 
implicit-gate transistors. The model includes the effect of self-heating, gate leakage, device parasitics and 
RF device-noise. The model requires a small number of parameters with straightforward physical 
meanings and is validated against DC–IV, S-parameter, load pull and noise figure measurements of 



fabricated devices. The model can then be used to design and validate an RF circuit which in this case is 
an RF front-end for the 802.11p standard demonstrated on CREE 0.25 um GaN-on-SiC platform.   
 
 
Session 12: Circuit Device Interaction – Circuit/Device Variability and Integrated Passives 
Performance 
Tuesday, December 16, 9:00 a.m. 
Continental Ballroom 5 
Co-Chairs: Jan Hoentschel, Globalfoundries 
  Shyh-Horng Yang, TSMC 
 
9:05 a.m. 
12.1 Scaling Breakthrough for Analog/Digital Circuits by Suppressing Variability and Low-
Frequency Noise for FinFETs by Amorphous Metal Gate Technology, T. Matsukawa, K. Fukuda, Y. 
Liu, J. Tsukada, H. Yamauchi, Y. Ishikawa, K. Endo, S. O'uchi, S. Migita, W. Mizubayashi, Y. Morita, 
H. Ota and M. Masahara, National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST)  
 
The effectiveness of amorphous metal gate (MG) in suppressing low-frequency noise (LFN) for FinFETs 
has been thoroughly investigated. The amorphous TaSiN MGs with various compositions provide flexible 
Vt tuning as well as small Vt variability, namely AVt. It was found that the TaSiN-MG FinFETs exhibit 
drastic reduction of LFN in comparison to poly-crystalline TiN MG. Modelling by 3D-TCAD reveals that 
work function variation of MG has a significant impact on LFN generation. Suppression of AVt and LFN 
is highly beneficial to conduct further scaling of analog/digital components in SoC.   
 
9:30 a.m. 
12.2 A Circuit Level Variability Prediction of Basic Logic Gates in Advanced Trigate CMOS 
Technology, E.R. Hsieh, C.M. Hung, T.Y. Wang, S.S. Chung, R.M. Huang*, C.T. Tsai* and T.R. Yew*, 
National Chiao Tung University, *United Microelectronics Corporation  
 
Variability has been one of the major scaling issues in advancing the CMOS technology. In this paper, a 
variation model from the device level to circuit level has been proposed and demonstrated on advanced 
trigate CMOS. First, a simple and accurate transport model was developed to model variability at the 
device level. It was then implemented in Spice and the calculation of variation of basic logic gate building 
block was demonstrated with only W/L and the slopes, Avt, Agm, in the Pelgrom plot, as inputs. Finally, a 
unified simple analytic form was developed to predict the variability of various logic circuits regardless of 
the number of devices and the arrangement of the circuit.   
 
9:55 a.m. 
12.3 Ultra-High-Q Air-Core Slab Inductors for On-Chip Power Conversion, N. Wang, D. Goren, 
E. O’Sullivan, X. Zhang, W. Gallagher, P. Herget and L. Chang, IBM T. J. Watson Research Center 
 
Air-core slab inductors with specially designed current return paths are proposed to achieve the ultra-high 
Q required for on-chip power delivery and management at >90% efficiency. Uniquely optimized for buck 
converter circuits, this CMOS-compatible structure avoids the challenges of thin-film magnetics. Q~25-
30 at 200-300MHz is experimentally demonstrated.   
 
10:20 a.m. 
12.4 Efficient Wireless Power Transmission Technology Based on an Above CMOS Integrated 
(ACI) High Quality Inductors, S. Raju, X. Li, Y. Lu, C.-Y. Tsui, W.-H. Ki, M. Chan and C. P. Yue, The 
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology 
 



A fully-integrated on-chip inductor with 200nH/mm2 inductance density and a qualify factor of 25 is 
demonstrated. Utilizing this inductor, a 2.5×2.5mm2 wireless power harvesting antenna was implemented. 
It can receive 27mW from a 250mW transmitting power at a 5.3mm distance, which is 7 times more 
efficient than other reported technologies.   
 
10:45 a.m. 
12.5 A Magnetic Tunnel Junction Based True Random Number Generator with Conditional 
Perturb and Real-Time Output Probability Tracking, W.H. Choi, Y. Lv, J. Kim, A. Deshpande, G. 
Kang, J.-P. Wang and C.H. Kim, University of Minnesota 
 
This work experimentally demonstrates for the first time a True Random Number Generator (TRNG) 
based on the random switching probability of Magnetic Tunnel Junctions (MTJs). A conditional perturb 
and real-time probability tracking scheme is proposed to enhance the reliability, speed, and power 
consumption while maintaining a 100% bit efficiency.   
 
11:10 a.m. 
12.6 DTMOS Mode as an Effective Solution of RTN Suppression for Robust Device/Circuit Co-
Design, S. Guo, R. Huang, P. Hao, M. Luo, P. Ren, J. Wang*, W. Bu*, J. Wu*, W. Wong*, S. Yu*, H. 
Wu*, S.-W. Lee*, Y. Wang and R. Wang, Peking University, *Semiconductor Manufacturing 
International Corporation  
 
In this paper, using DTMOS as an effective solution of RTN suppression without device/circuit 
performance penalty is proposed and demonstrated for the first time, with experimental verification and 
circuit analysis. The experiments show that RTN amplitude is greatly reduced in DTMOS mode, which is 
even better than the body-biasing technique of FBB, due to the efficient dynamic modulation mechanism. 
Circuit stability and performance degradation induced by RTN are much improved in the design using 
DTMOS. New characteristics of RTN physics in DTMOS are also observed and studied in detail. The 
results are helpful to the robust and reliable device/circuit co-design in future nano-CMOS technology.   
 
11:35 a.m. 
12.7 Poly Pitch and Standard Cell Co-Optimization Below 28nm (Invited), M. Frederick, ARM 
INC.  
 
It is well understood that process scaling no longer is following a path of traditional pitch or even device 
type scaling. With interconnect scaling differently from device and cost scaling as complex functions of 
different processing options, designing a standard cell platform which achieves optimal power, 
performance, and density/cost can no longer be achieved by traditional practices.  To make matters more 
complex, rare is the situation where the standard cell or process design team knows in advance the 
specifics of SoC designs that will later prove to be the majority of the process volume.  This paper will 
explore how poly pitch impacts block level power, performance, and area.   
 
Session 13: Nano Device Technology – Steep-Swing Devices 
Tuesday, December 16, 9:00 a.m. 
Continental Ballroom 6 
Co-Chairs: Chen-Hsin Lien, National Tsing Hua University 
  Katsuhiro Tomioka, Hokkaido University 
 
9:05 a.m. 
13.1 NEM Relay Design for Compact, Ultra-Low-Power Digital Logic Circuits (Invited), T.-J.  
King Liu, N. Xu, I-R. Chen, C. Qian and J. Fujiki*, University of California, Berkeley, *Toshiba 
Corporation  



 
Since mechanical switches (relays) have zero off-state leakage and perfectly abrupt ON/OFF switching 
behavior, they can be operated with a very small voltage swing and hence are promising for overcoming 
the energy efficiency limit of CMOS technology.   Remaining challenges for realizing the promise of 
ultra-low-power mechanical computing are further miniaturization to achieve very small device footprint; 
contact surface adhesion; and process-induced variability.  This paper discusses recent developments to 
surmount these challenges.   
 
9:30 a.m. 
13.2 High Ion/Ioff Ge-source Ultrathin Body Strained-SOI Tunnel FETs – Impact of Channel 
Strain, MOS Interfaces and Back Gate on the Electrical Properties, M. Kim, Y. Wakabayashi, R. 
Nakane, M. Yokoyama, M. Takenaka and S. Takagi, The University of Tokyo 
 
Ge/strained-Si hetero-junction TFETs with in-situ B doped Ge have been demonstrated. The increase in 
channel strain and optimization of PMA have successfully realized high performance of steep SSmin 
below 30 mV/dec and large Ion/Ioff ratio over 3x107.   
 
9:55 a.m. 
13.3 Comprehensive Performance Re-assessment of TFETs with a Novel Design by Gate and 
Source Engineering from Device/Circuit Perspective, Q. Huang, R. Huang, C. Wu, H. Zhu, C. Chen, J. 
Wang, L. Guo, R. Wang, L. Ye and Y. Wang, Peking University  
 
In this paper, a novel TFET design, called Pocket-mSTFET, is proposed and experimentally demonstrated 
by evaluating the performance from device metrics to circuit implementation for low-power SoC 
applications. For the first time, from circuit design perspective, TFETs performance in terms of ION, IOFF, 
subthreshold slope (SS), output behavior, capacitance, delay, noise and gain are experimentally 
benchmarked and also compared with MOSFET. By gate and source engineering  without area penalty, 
the compatibly-fabricated Pocket-mSTFET on SOI substrate shows superior performance with the 
minimum SS of 29mV/dec at 300K, high ION (~20μA/μm) and large ION/IOFF ratio (~108) at 0.6V. Largely 
alleviated super-linear onset issue, reduced Miller capacitance and delay, and much lower noise level 
were also experimentally obtained, as well as high effective gain. Circuit-level implementation based on 
Pocket-mSTFET also shows significant improvement on energy efficiency and power reduction at VDD of 
0.4V, which indicates great potential of this TFET design for low-power digital and analog applications.   
 
10:20 a.m. 
13.4 A Schottky-Barrier Silicon FinFET with 6.0 mV/dec Subthreshold Slope over 5 Decades of 
Current, J. Zhang, M. De Marchi, P.-E. Gaillardon and G. De Micheli, EPFL 
 
We demonstrate a steep subthreshold slope silicon FinFET with Schottky source/drain. The device shows 
a minimal SS of 3.4 mV/dec and an average SS of 6.0 mV/dec over 5 decades of current swing. Ultra-low 
leakage floor of 0.06 pA/μm is also achieved with high Ion/Ioff ratio of 107.   
 
10:45 a.m. 
13.5 Can Piezoelectricity Lead to Negative Capacitance?, J. Wong and S. Salahuddin, University of 
California, Berkeley 
 
A thermodynamic model is used to show that pure piezoelectricity and higher-order electromechanical 
coupling cannot provide a negative capacitance effect.   
 
11:10 a.m. 



13.6 Sub-60 mV/decade Steep Transistors with Compliant Piezoelectric Gate Barriers, R. Jana, 
G. Snider and D. Jena, University of Notre Dame  
 
Introduction: Steep transistors with sub-60 mV/decade subthreshold slope are being actively pursued for 
ultra-low voltage and low-power nanoelectronic applications1. Transistors with steep switching have been 
achieved either by modifying conventional drift-diffusion transport mechanism with interband tunneling 
from the source to the channel [1], or by replacing conventional passive gate dielectrics with active gate 
barrier materials such as ferroelectrics2, piezoelectrics [3,4,5]. By using a ferroelectric gate insulator of a 
transistor, it is possible to obtain negative differential capacitance (NDC) in the gate stack that results in 
an amplification of the internal channel surface potential, ψs induced by the applied gate voltage, Vgs, 
leading to an internal voltage gain( 1)⁄m=(∂ψs)⁄(∂Vgs>1).  Owing to voltage gain, the body factor 
m=(∂Vgs)⁄(∂ψs)is reduced below one, i.e. m<1, and hence the subthreshold slope (SS=m×60 mV/decade) 
can be lowered than 60 mV/decade [2]. Overcoming the subthreshold slope limit by NDC is made 
possible using a series combination of a negative and a positive capacitance, which makes the total 
capacitance, looking into the gate, to be larger than the positive capacitance [2].  Therefore, in order to 
induce the same amount of channel charge, an NDC gate FET would require a smaller gate voltage than a 
conventional FET.     
 
Session 14: Characterization, Reliability and Yield – Advanced Memories and TSV 
Tuesday, December 16, 9:00 a.m. 
Continental Ballroom 7-9 
Co-Chairs: Francesco Driussi, Universita di Udine 
  Su Jin Ahn, Samsung Electronics 
 
9:05 a.m. 
14.1 Progressive vs. Abrupt Reset Behavior in Conductive Bridging Devices : a C-AFM 
Tomography Study, U. Celano, L. Goux, A. Belmonte, G. Giammaria**, K. Opsomer, C. Detavernier*, 
O. Richard, H. Bender, F. Irrera**, M. Jurczak and W. Vandervorst, imec, *University of Gent,  
**Università “La Sapienza” 
 
The Conductive bridging device (CBRAM) is considered as a valuable non-volatile storage technology, 
because it offers fast switching, high endurance and good scalability. CBRAM operation relies on the 
voltage-induced redox-based formation and rupture of a Cu- or Ag-based conductive filament (CF) in an 
insulating layer acting as a solid state electrolyte. Whereas the presence of a metallic CF is commonly 
accepted for the low resistive state (LRS), the conduction nature of the high resistive state (HRS) is less 
clear. Generally, the formation of the HRS is described as an electrochemical-driven dissolution of the CF 
leading to a tunnel-barrier formation, a current constriction in a quantum-point-contact (QPC), or 
conduction by trap-controlled mechanisms. In this paper, for the first time, we report on the observation 
of the HRS conduction mechanisms (tunneling in a broken filament, current constriction in a QPC) for 
1T1R memory elements by mean of C-AFM tomography. Next, we relate the reset-behaviors 
experimentally observed, to specific configurations of the CF in the LRS.   
 
9:30 a.m. 
14.2 Understanding the Impact of Programming Pulses and Electrode Materials on the 
Endurance Properties of Scaled Ta2O5 RRAM Cells, C. Chen, L. Goux, A. Fantini, A. Redolfi, S. 
Clima, R. Degraeve, Y. Chen, G. Groeseneken and M. Jurczak, imec 
 
We demonstrate strong impact of reset amplitude and duration on endurance degradation of scaled 
TiN\Ta2O5\Ta cells, which from ab-initio and switching simulation is attributed to O interaction with TiN. 
Clear improvements are obtained using (i) shorter write pulses, (ii) low O-affinity Ru bottom electrode, 
and (iii) higher O-affinity HfO2 dielectric.   



 
9:55 a.m. 
14.3 Pulsed Cycling Operation and Endurance Failure of Metal-oxide Resistive RAM, S. Balatti, 
S. Ambrogio, Z.Q. Wang, A. Calderoni*, N. Ramaswamy* and D. Ielmini, Politecnico di Milano, 
*Micron Technology Inc. 
 
We studied pulsed operation and endurance of oxide RRAM. We show that (i) resistance window (RW) is 
controlled by the negative voltage Vstop applied during reset, (ii) failure at high Vstop is due to negative 
set, causing filament overgrowth and RW collapse and (iii) endurance is independent of the pulse-width, 
which supports an Arrhenius model for endurance failure. Limitation of the current during negative reset 
is finally demonstrated to improve endurance.   
 
10:20 a.m. 
14.4 Impact of Low-frequency Noise on Read Distributions of Resistive Switching Memory 
(RRAM), S. Ambrogio, S. Balatti, V. McCaffrey*, D. Wang* and D. Ielmini, Politecnico di Milano, 
*Adesto Technologies  
 
Resistive switching memory (RRAM) is highly promising for future low-power, high-speed, high-density 
memory technologies. A key concern for RRAM development is given by current fluctuations, which 
affect retention of single-bit and multilevel memories. We studied current fluctuation (noise) in RRAM at 
both cell and array levels. We present a model for 1/f and random telegraph noise (RTN) in intrinsic cells, 
allowing to predict time-dependent broadening of read current (Iread) distributions. Then we address tail 
cells with large noise in 0.5 Mb arrays, revealing for the first time time-decaying random walk and 
intermittent RTN. A statistical noise model is developed and discussed.   
 
10:45 a.m. 
14.5 A New Approach for Trap Analysis of Vertical NAND Flash Cell using RTN 
Characteristics, D. Kang, C. Lee, S. Hur, D. Song and J.-H. Choi, Samsung Electronics Co. 
 
We introduce new phenomena that show turn-on at back-side for Vertical NAND (V-NAND) with back-
insulator and propose a new method to analyze the trap of back-interface related to the phenomena. Back-
side traps have been analyzed with the back-gate structure [1]. However, V-NAND has no back-gate 
structure, so it's difficult to observe traps. With RTN method we proposed, it's possible for us to observe 
back-side traps.   
 
11:10 a.m. 
14.6 Through Silicon Via (TSV) Effects on Devices in Close Proximity– the Role of Mobile Ion 
Penetration - Characterization and Mitigation, C. Kothandaraman, S. Cohen, C. Parks, J. Golz, K. 
Tunga, S. Rosenblatt, J. Safran, C. Collins, W. Landers, J. Oakley, J. Liu, A.J. Martin, K. Petrarca, M. 
Farooq, T.L. Graves-Abe, N. Robson and S.S. Iyer, IBM Microelectronics 
 
A new interaction between TSV processes and devices in close proximity, different from mechanical 
stress, is identified, studied and mitigated. Detailed characterization via Triangular Voltage Sweep (TVS) 
and SIMS shows the role of mobile ion penetration from BEOL layers. An improved process is presented 
and confirmed in test structures and DRAM.   
 
11:35 a.m. 
14.7 Highly Beneficial Organic Liner with Extremely Low Thermal Stress for Fine Cu-TSV in 
3D-Integration, M. Murugsan, T. Fukushima, J.C. Bea, Y. Sato, H. Hashimoto, K.W. Lee and M. 
Koyanagi, Tohoku University 
 



The constructive role played by the physical vapor deposited (PVD) organic polyimide (PI) liner in the 
Cu-TSVs with ϕ varying from 3 µm to 30 µm has been studied meticulously for its thermal stability, 
leakage current,  capacitance, TSV-chain resistance, stress absorbing ability, and the Si-lattice distortion 
arising from thermo-mechanical stress (TMS). The I-V data revealed that the leakage current for the PVD 
deposited PI liner is in the order of 10-13 to 10-15 A, which is on par with the value obtained for the 
conventional SiO2 liner. The extremely low modulus value of PI liner partly accommodates the expanded 
Cu during heating, and it assits to reduce the vertical Cu extrusion. More importantly, not only the 
amount of Cu extrusion is reduced nearly one-half to the extrusion amount for conventional liner, but also 
helps to maintain an uniform Cu-extrusion. We were able to achieve a conformal deposition of PI liner 
even in ϕ = 3 µm via having the aspect ratio of 10 with the step coverage values of more than 0.8 at the 
TSV bottom corner. The reciprocal space lattice data obtained for 3D-LSI sample revealed that the Si-
lattice structure is heavily distorted in the TSV space region for TSV with SiO2 liner. It was found that the 
d-space changing and thus the lattice stress is nearly five times larger for TSV with SiO2 liner (~1000 
MPa) than for the TSV with PI liner (~200 MPa). The observed lattice tilt for 3 µm and 30 µm TSV with 
PI liner was respectively 0.001 deg. and 0.012 deg. Whereas the lattice tilt obtained for TSV with SiO2 
liner is three order of magnitude larger. Nearly zero-degradation of PI liner was confirmed from C1s, 
O1s, and N1s core-level x-ray photoelectron spectra taken before and after annealing at 400 ℃. The 
presence of hysteresis and the positive shift in Vfb in the C-V curve for the PI liner revealing the presence 
of negatively charged species, and it may form a cause of problem. We obtained the resistance value of as 
low as 18 mΩ per 10 µm-width TSV with PI liner fabricated on 12-inch wafer level. Due to the soft 
nature of PI liner, there appears brindle pattern on the surface of PI liner along with an four fold increase 
in the surface roughness after annealing at 400 ℃. Irrespective of the TSV size, two dimensional µ-
Raman spectroscopic stress analysis revealed the existence of less than 200 MPa of stress in the Si around 
the TSV with PI liner which is in close agreement with the micro-diffraction results. It is proven that the 
TMS produced by the Cu-TSVs overlapping both orthogonal and ortho-diagonal, orthogonal only and no-
stress overlapping for the respective samples containing TSV with SiO2 liner, PI on SiO2 liner, and PI 
liner alone.   
 
Session 15: Sensors, MEMS, and BioMEMS– Graphene Devices, Biosensors and Photonics 
Tuesday, December 16, 9:00 a.m. 
Imperial Ballroom B 
Co-Chairs: Debbie G. Senesky, Stanford University 
  Fengnian Xia, Yale University 
 
9:05 a.m. 
15.1 An Ultra-Sensitive Resistive Pressure Sensor Based on the V-Shaped Foam-like Structure of 
Laser-Scribed Graphene, H. Tian, Y. Shu, M.A. Mohammad, C. Li, Y. Yang and T.-L. Ren, Tsinghua 
University  
 
We demonstrate a flexible, ultra-sensitive resistive pressure sensor based on the foam-like structure of 
laser-scribed graphene (LSG). Benefitting from the unique microstructure of the LSG, the sensitivity of 
the pressure sensor is as high as 0.96 kPa-1 in the low pressure range (0~50 kPa), which is the highest 
among all reported graphene-based pressure sensors. Moreover, the sensitivity in the high pressure range 
(50~113 kPa) is 0.005 kPa-1. The response of the pressure sensor is highly stable up to 100 cycles with 
excellent performance. Our pressure sensor can meet the needs of specific applications, for example, high 
sensitivity for low-pressure applications and low sensitivity for high deformation applications. Moreover, 
the laser-scribing technology could enable large-scale production of the LSG pressure sensor with low 
cost in ~20 minutes. Our work indicates that laser scribed flexible graphene pressure sensors could be 
widely used for artificial electronic skin (e-skin), medical-sensing, bio-sensing and many other areas.   
 
9:30 a.m. 



15.2 Large-Scale Fabrication of Graphene-based Electronic and MEMS Devices (Invited), D. 
Wang, H. Tian, I. Martin-Fernandez, T.-L. Ren* and Y. Zhang, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 
*Tsinghua University, Chinese Academy of Sciences  
 
Graphene has been demonstrated great potential in electronic and optoelectronic applications. However, 
the zero band gap of graphene leads to the low on/off ratio in field effect transistors and low optical 
wavelength selectivity in photo detectors. Moreover, the commonly used wet-transfer process for 
chemical vapor deposited (CVD) graphene could introduce contamination and defects that degrade the 
graphene device’s performance. These problems could be resolved if we found a graphene ribbon 
fabrication method that could precisely control the width, edge structure, as well as registries (location, 
orientation) on the substrates. In this talk, we will showcase our recent works on novel transfer-free and 
contaminant-free CVD methods for direct-growth of graphene nanoribbons and microribbons on 
dielectric substrates. By growing graphene nanoribbons (GNR) on well-designed nano-templates, we 
demonstrated the fabrication of die-scale GNR-FET array on SiO2/Si substrate using simple 
photolithography tools[1]. The carrier mobility (3,000 /cm^2/V/s) is higher than those previously reported 
graphene nanoribbons fabricated on SiO2 substrates, thanks to our novel transfer-free and contaminant-
free direct growth process. Because the GNR width in our method is defined by the metal-catalyst film 
thickness, which is not limited by the lithography resolution, it has the potential to be scaled down to sub-
nanometer level. Direct GNR synthesis also avoids the problems of grain boundaries in conventional 
wafer-scale graphene film synthesis. For the case of graphene microribbons (GMR), by using fast 
annealing at a low temperature (750C for 2-5 minutes) and dewetting of Ni, continuous few-layer GMRs 
(2-10 µm in width, up to a few millimeters in length) grow directly on bare dielectric substrates through 
Ni assisted catalytic decomposition of hydrocarbon precursors [2]. These high quality GMRs exhibit low 
sheet resistance of ~700 Ω -2100 Ω, high on/off current ratio of ~3, and high carrier mobility of ~655 
cm^2/V/s at room temperature. To demonstrate the temperature sensitivity of the CVD graphene devices, 
we measured the temperature dependence of the Raman G shift as well as the electrical resistance. 
Increasing temperature led to a red shift of the G mode peak of CVD graphene. A temperature coefficient 
of -0.025/cm/C can be extracted from the slope of Fig. 5, which is consistent with previous reports for 
single layer graphene flakes. The thermal conductivity can be therefore determined in the range of 3.10 x 
10^3 to 3.39 x 10^3 W/mK, which is in the mid-range of multi-walled and single-walled carbon 
nanotubes. The electrical resistance dependence on temperature shows good agreement with theoretical 
prediction. For VG>20V above Diract point, resistance decreases with temperature due to the increase of 
intrinsic carriers. In contrary, while VG>20V below Diract point, resistance increases with temperature 
due to increase of phonon scattering. This bimodal metallic-semiconducting behavior shows great 
potential for CVD graphene as an intriguing material for future thermal sensing platform. Besides, CVD 
graphene is demonstrated as a fully transparent photodetector [3]. The fabrication process is shown in Fig. 
7a. The device is fully transparent and flexible. The transparency is ~90%. The photo response is tested 
with good performance under flat and bend condition. Both of the GNR and GMR devices fabricated by 
the direct CVD growth methods have shown significant performance improvement over those made by 
conventional lithography methods. The new methods have overcome several limitations for the GNR and 
GMR patterning and are compatible with large-scale fabrication of graphene nano-devices. They can in 
principle fabricate graphene ribbons of any size and geometry, which is a feasible technology for the 
future integration with conventional semiconductor materials and the scalable production of graphene-
based thermoelectric and optoelectronic devices.  
 
9:55 a.m. 
15.3 Flexible, Transparent Single-Layer Graphene Earphone, H. Tian, C. Li, M.A. Mohammad, 
Y. Yang and T.-L. Ren, Tsinghua University 
 
We demonstrate a novel flexible and transparent earphone based on single-layer graphene (SLG) for the 
first time. The SLG earphone operates in the frequency range of 20 Hz to 200 kHz and has a highest 



sound pressure level (SPL) of 70 dB with a 1 W input power. The SPL emitted from one to six layers of 
stacked SLG are compared. It is observed that the SPL decreases with an increasing number of stacked 
layers. The SLG earphone is packaged into a commercial earphone casing and can play music. Compared 
with a conventional earphone, the SLG earphone has a broader frequency response and a lower 
fluctuation. Testing results in both time- and frequency-domains show a frequency doubling effect, which 
indicates that the working principle is based on the electro-thermoacoustic (ETA) effect. As the SLG 
earphone operates in both the audible and ultrasonic frequency range, it can be used for a wide variety of 
applications, including for interspecies communication.   
 
10:20 a.m. 
15.4 A Semiconductor Bio-electrical Platform with Addressable Thermal Control for 
Accelerated Bioassay Development, T.-T. Chen, C.-H. Wen, J.-C. Huang, Y.-C. Peng, S. Liu, S.-H. Su, 
L.-H. Cheng, H.-C. Lai, T.-C. Liao, F.-L. Lai, C.-W. Cheng, C.-K. Yang, J.-H. Yang, Y.-J. Hsieh, E. 
Salm, B. Reddy*, F. Tsui, Y.-S. Liu, R. Bashir* and M. Chen, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing 
Company, *University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign  
 
In this work, we introduce a bioelectrical platform consisting of field effect transistor (FET) bio-sensors, 
temperature sensors, heaters, peripheral analog amplifiers and digital controllers, fabricated by a 0.18μm 
SOI-CMOS process technology. The bio-sensor, formed by a sub-micron FET with a high-k dielectric 
sensing film, exhibits near-Nernst sensitivity (56-59 mV/pH) for ionic detection. There were also 
128x128 arrays tested by monitoring changes in enzyme reactions and DNA hybridization. The electrical 
current changes correlated to changes in pH reaching -1.387μA/pH with 0.32μA standard variation. The 
detection of urine level via an enzyme(urease)-catalyzed reaction has been demonstrated to a 99.9% 
linearity with 0.1μL sample volume. And the detection of HBV DNA was also conducted to a 400mV 
equivalent surface potential change between 1 μM matched and mismatched DNA. As a proof of concept, 
we demonstrated the capabilities of the device in terms of detections of enzymatic reaction and 
immobilization of bio-entities. The proposed highly integrated devices have the potential to largely 
expand its applications to all the heat-mediated bioassays, particularly with 1-2 order faster thermal 
response within only 0.5% thermal coupling and smaller volume samples. This work presents an array 
device consisting of multiple cutting-edge semiconductor components to assist the development of 
electrical bio assays for medical applications.   
 
10:45 a.m. 
15.5 Label-Free Optical Biochemical Sensor Realized by a Novel Low-Cost Bulk-Silicon based 
CMOS Compatible 3-Dimensional Optoelectronic IC (OEIC) Platform, J. Song, X. Luo, J. S. Kee, C. 
Li and G. Lo, A*STAR 
 
We demonstrate label-free optical biochemical sensor realized by a low-cost bulk-silicon based 3D-OEIC 
technology. Novel Ge-photodetector is enhanced with integrated mirrors. Critical components of Grating 
coupler, tunable filter and label-free optical biochemical sensor are integrated in CMOS BEOL process. 
This work facilitates further development of cost-effective portable point-of-care diagnostic tool.   
 
11:10 a.m. 
15.6 An Integrated Tunable Laser using Nano-Silicon-Photonic Circuits, M. Ren, H. Cai*, Y. D. 
Gu*, D. L. Kwong* and A. Q. Liu, Nanyang Technological University, A*STAR 
 
This paper reports a monolithic MEMS tunable laser using silicon photonic integrated circuit, formed in a 
ring cavity. In particular, all the necessary optical functions in a ring laser system, including beam 
splitting/combining, isolating, coupling, are realized using the planar passive waveguide structures. 
Benefited from the high light-confinement capability of silicon waveguides, this design avoids beam 
divergence in free-space medium as suffered by conventional MEMS tunable lasers, and thus guarantees 



superior performance. The proposed laser demonstrates large tuning range (55.5 nm), excellent single-
mode properties (50 dB side-mode-suppression ratio (SMSR) and 130 kHz linewdith), compact size (3 
mm × 2mm), and single-chip integration without other separated optical elements.   
 
Session 16: Nano Device Technology – Ge and SiGe Transistors 
Tuesday, December 16, 2:15 p.m. 
Grand Ballroom A 
Co-Chairs: Matthias Passlack, TSMC 
  Shinichi Takagi, University of Tokyo 
 
2:20 p.m. 
16.1 First Demonstration of High-Ge-Content Strained-Si1-xGex (x=0.5) on Insulator PMOS 
FinFETs with High Hole Mobility and Aggressively Scaled Fin Dimensions and Gate Lengths for 
High-Performance Applications, P. Hashemi, K. Balakrishnan, S. Engelmann, J.A. Ott, A. Khakifirooz, 
A. Baraskar, M. Hopstaken, J.S. Newbury, K. Chan, E. Leobandung, R. Mo and D.G. Park, IBM, 
GLOBALFOUNDRIES 
 
For the first time, we report fabrication and characterization of high-performance s-Si1-xGex-OI (x~0.5) 
pMOS FinFETs with aggressively scaled dimensions. We demonstrate realization of s-SiGe fins with 
WFIN =3.3nm and devices with LG=16nm, in a CMOS compatible process. Using a Si-cap-free 
passivation process, we report SS=68mV/dec and μeff=390±12 cm2/Vs at Ninv=1e13 cm-2, outperforming 
the state-of-the-art relaxed Ge FinFETs. We also report the highest performance reported to date among 
sub-20nm-LG pMOS FinFETs at VDD=0.5V. In addition, hole transport as well as electrostatics, 
performance and leakage characteristics of SGOI FinFETs for various dimensions are comprehensively 
studied in this work.   
 
2:45 p.m. 
16.2 Dual-Channel CMOS Co-Integration with Si Channel NFET and Strained-SiGe Channel 
PFET in Nanowire Device Architecture Featuring 15nm Gate Length, P. Nguyen*, S. Barraud*, C. 
Tabone*, L. Gaben*^, M. Cassé*, F. Glowvacki*, J.-M. Hartmann*, M.-P. Samson^, V. Maffini-
Alvarro*, C. Vizioz*, N. Bernier*, C. Guedj*, C. Mounet*, O. Rozeau*, A. Toffoli*, F. Allain*, D. 
Delprat**, B.-Y. Nguyen**, C. Mazuré** and O. Faynot*, M. Vinet*, *CEA-LETI, ^ 
STMicroelectronics, **SOITEC 
  
For the first time, we have fabricated hybrid channel omega-gate CMOS nanowire (NW) with strained 
SiGe-channel (cSiGe) p-FETs and Si-channel n-FET. An optimized process flow based on the Ge 
enrichment technique results in a +135% hole mobility enhancement at long gate lengths compared to Si. 
Effectiveness of cSiGe channel is also evidenced for ultra-scaled p-FET NW (LG=15 nm) with +90% 
ION current improvement. [110]-oriented NW is shown to be the best candidate to improve drive current 
under compressive strain. In this work, the strain is measured by using precession electron diffraction 
with a 1nm spatial resolution. Furthermore, we show that hybrid integration reduces the delay of CMOS 
ring oscillator (FO=3) by 50% at VDD=0.9V. Finally, we demonstrate the most aggressively scaled 
hybrid CMOS NWs reported to date with NW width and gate length down to 7nm and 11nm, while 
maintaining high drive current (687µA/µm for p-FET and 647µA/µm for n-FET) with low leakage 
current and excellent short-channel-control (DIBL<50mV/V).   
 
3:10 p.m. 
16.3 Vth Adjustable Self-aligned Embedded Source/drain Si/Ge nanowire FETs and Dopant-free 
NVMs for 3D Sequentially Integrated Circuit, C.-C. Yang, T.-Y. Hsieh, W.-H. Huang, H.-H. Wang, 
C.-Y. Chen*, K.-S. Chang-Liao* and J.-M. Shieh, National Nano Device Laboratories, *National Tsing 
Hua University 



 
3D stackable high-performance Si nanowire field-effect transistors (NWFETs) and dopant-free Ge 
junctionless nanowire non-volatile memories (JL-NWNVMs) with self-aligned embedded source/drain 
(e-S/D) current boosters and independent back gate (BG) Vth adjusters for 3D sequential integrated 
circuit are realized at low thermal budget process (<450°C). The fabricated Si NWFETs exhibit low 
subthreshold swings (96 and 125 mV/dec.), high on-currents (232 and 110 µA/µm), and large γ value 
(>0.05) for Vth adjustment. The high-k capped blocking dielectric bandgap engineered dopant-free Ge JL-
NWNVM exhibits high Ion/Ioff ratio (>1E5), large memory window (>4V), and low charge loss (<40%, 
10yrs). Thanks to the quantum confinement effect, such Vth adjustable nanowire devices perform well at 
higher temperatures, which give a wide design window for 3D sequential integrated circuit.   
 
3:35 p.m. 
16.4 Enhancement Mode Strained (1.3%) Germanium Quantum Well FinFET (WFin=20nm) 
with High Mobility (uHole=700 cm2/Vs), Low EOT (~0.7nm) on Bulk Silicon Substrate, A. Agrawal, 
M. Barth, G. B. Rayner*, V.T. Arun,  C. Eichfeld, G. Lavallee, S.-Y. Yu, X. Sang**, S. Brookes**, Y. 
Zheng, Y.-J. Lee^, Y.-R. Lin^, C.-H. Wu^, C-H Ko^, J. LeBeau**, R. Engel-Herbert, S. E. Mohney, Y.-
C. Yeo^ and S. Datta, The Pennsylvania State University, *Kurt J. Lesker Company, **North Carolina 
State University, ^Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company   
 
Compressively strained Ge (s-Ge) quantum well (QW) FinFETs with Si0.3Ge0.7 buffer are fabricated on 
300mm bulk Si substrate with 20nm WFin and 80nm fin pitch using sidewall image transfer (SIT) 
patterning process. We demonstrate (a) in-situ process flow for a tri-layer high-κ dielectric 
HfO2/Al2O3/GeOx gate stack achieving ultrathin EOT of 0.7nm with low DIT and low gate leakage; (b) 
1.3% s-Ge FinFETs with Phosphorus doped Si0.3Ge0.7 buffer on bulk Si substrate exhibiting peak 
μh=700cm2/Vs, μh =220 cm2/Vs at 1013 /cm2 hole density. The s-Ge FinFETs achieve the highest μ*CMax 
of 3.1x10-4 μF/Vs resulting in 5x higher ION over unstrained Ge FinFETs.   
 
4:00 p.m. 
16.5 First Demonstration of 15nm-WFIN Inversion-Mode Relaxed-Germanium n-FinFETs with 
Si-cap Free RMG and NiSiGe Source/Drain, J. Mitard, L. Witters, H Arimura, Y. Sasaki, A.P. Milenin, 
R. Loo, A. Hikavyy, G. Eneman, P Lagrain, H. Mertens, S. Sonja, C. Vrancken, H. Bender, K. Barla, N. 
Horiguchi, A. Mocuta, N. Collaert and A. Thean, imec  
 
This work demonstrates the feasibility of an inversion-mode relaxed Ge n-FinFET scaled down to 15-nm 
fin width and sub-40-nm gate length. CMOS-compatible processing steps such as STI formation, RMG 
gate stack, raised-SiGe S/D and a Ni-based contact scheme have been successfully implemented. This 
first industry-compatible Ge n-FinFET has a GM,SAT,EXT / SSSAT of 250 µS.µm-1 / 130 mV.dec-1 
(VDS=0.5V) which is on par with accumulation-mode junction-less Ge n-FETs.   
 
4:25 p.m. 
16.6 High-performance tri-gate poly-Ge Junction-less p- and n-MOSFETs Fabricated by Flash 
Lamp Annealing Process, K. Usuda, Y. Kamata, Y. Kamimuta, T. Mori, M. Koike and T. Tezuka, 
AIST, Collaborative Research Team Green Nanoelectronics Center (GNC) 
 
High-performance tri-gate poly-Ge junction-less p- and n-MOSFETs on insulator were fabricated by flash 
lamp annealing (FLA) process. The mobility values were both higher than drift mobility for c-Si with the 
same carrier concentration. The FLA poly-Ge CMOS will provide great potential for future 3D LSIs.   
 
4:50 p.m. 
16.7 Deep Sub-100 nm Ge CMOS Devices on Si with the Recessed S/D and Channel, H. Wu, W. 
Luo, M. Si, J. Zhang, H. Zhou and P. Ye, Purdue University  



 
We report on comprehensive studies on Ge CMOS devices with the recessed S/D and channel fabricated 
on the GeOI substrate. Both nFETs and pFETs with channel lengths from 500 to 20 nm, channel 
thicknesses from 90 to 15 nm, EOTs from 5 to 3 nm and gate stacks with and without the post oxidation 
(PO) are investigated. Benefiting from the fully depleted ultra-thin channel with a reasonable interface, a 
low sub-threshold slope (SS) of 95 mV/dec is obtained in a 60 nm Lch nFET and a record high ION/IOFF 
ratio of 106 is realized in a 300 nm Lch nFET. The recessed contact strongly dependents on the recessed 
depth and optimized recessed depth significantly improves the Ge contacts.   
 
Session 17: Power and Compound Semiconductor Devices – Trapping Mechanisms in AlGaN/GaN 
Transistors 
Tuesday, December 16, 2:15 p.m. 
Continental Ballroom 4 
Co-Chairs: Subramaniam Arulkumaran, Nanyang Technological University 
  Michael Uren, University of Bristol 
 
2:20 p.m. 
17.1 The Dynamics of Surface Donor Traps in AlGaN/GaN MISFETs using Transient 
Measurements and TCAD Modelling, G. Longobardi, F. Udrea, S. Sque*, J. Croon*, F. Hurkx* and J. 
Šonský*, Cambridge University, *NXP Semiconductors  
 
A dynamic analysis of surface donor traps in AlGaN/GaN MISFETs has been carried out using Id-Vg, 
Cgg(V), and transient measurements and TCAD simulations. For the first time we were able to explain in 
details the physical mechanisms of the transient charge transport between the donor traps and the 2DEG 
layer.   
 
2:45 p.m. 
17.2 Thermally Induced Threshold Voltage Instability of III-Nitride MIS-HEMTs and MOSC-
HEMTs: Underlying Mechanisms and Optimization Schemes, S. Yang, S. Liu, C. Liu, Z. Tang, Y. Lu 
and K. J. Chen, The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology  
 
The mechanisms of divergent VTH-thermal-stability in MIS-HEMTs and MOS-Channel-HEMTs have 
been revealed. The more significant VTH-thermal-instability in MIS-HEMTs originates from the polarized 
barrier layer that separates the dielectric/GaN interface from the channel, allowing “deeper” interface trap 
levels crossing the Fermi level during the device’s turn-on. Normally-off MIS-HEMTs with optimized 
performance/stability trade-offs are thereby demonstrated.   
 
3:10 p.m. 
17.3 Impacts of Fluorine-treatment on E-mode AlGaN/GaN MOS-HEMTs, X. Sun, Y. Zhang, K. 
Chang-Liao, T. Palacios* and T. Ma, Yale University, *Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
**National Tsing Hua University 
 
The impact of fluorine treatment on AlGaN/GaN MOS-HEMTs has been investigated. Fluorine was 
found to suppress pre-existing donor-traps in MOS-HEMT, which improves the off-state at high 
temperatures. Fluorine doping/etch, however, also generates slow border traps and fast interface states 
that degrade the MOS-HEMT performance.   
 
3:35 p.m. 
17.4 High-Temperature Low-Damage Gate Recess Technique and Ozone-Assisted ALD-grown 
Al2O3 Gate Dielectric for High-Performance Normally-Off GaN MIS-HEMTs, S. Huang, Q. Jiang*, 
K. Wei, G. Liu, J. Zhang, X. Wang, Y. Zheng, B. Sun, C. Zhao, H. Liu, Z. Jin, X. Liu, H. Wang*, S. 



Liu*, Y. Lu*, C. Liu*, S. Yang*, J. Zhang**, Y. Hao** and K. J. Chen*, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 
*The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, **Xidian University  
 
A high-temperature gate recess technique featuring low damage and in-situ self-clean capability, in 
combination with ozone-assisted ALD growth of Al2O3 gate dielectric, is developed for fabrication of 
GaN-based normally-off power devices. High performance normally-off Al2O3/AlGaN/GaN MIS-HEMTs 
featuring high drive current, low specific ON-resistance, and low current collapse, are achieved.   
 
4:00 p.m. 
17.5 Trapping and High Field Related Issues in GaN Power HEMTs (Invited), G. Meneghesso, 
M. Meneghini, A. Chini*, G. Verzellesi** and E. Zanoni, University of Padova, *Enzo Ferrari, 
**University of Modena and Reggio Emilia  
 
Gallium Nitride HEMTs devices grown on Si substrates are the most promising solution for the future 
technologies in the power electronics industry. Compensation of unintentional GaN n-type conductivity is 
specifically mandatory in the buffer for an optimum device blocking function. Carbon (C) or Iron (Fe) 
doping are the most common solutions that however are responsible also for the introduction of traps in 
the buffer, that induces large charge trapping and current collapse when devices are biased at high 
voltages as well as affect breakdown behavior of these devices. This paper review the main high field 
related issues recently reported in GaN-on-Si devices for power applications.   
 
4:25 p.m. 
17.6 CMOS-Compatible GaN-on-Si Field-Effect Transistors for High Voltage Power 
Applications, M.-H. Kwan, K.-Y. Wong, F. W. Yao, M. W. Tsai, Y. S. Lin, Y.-C. Chang, P. C. Chen, R. 
Y. Su, J. L. Yu, F. J. Yang, G. P. Lansbergen, M.-C. Lin, T. C. Lin, H.-Y. Wu, P.-C. Liu, C.-M. Chen, T. 
C. Y. Yu, C. B. Wu, B. Lin, M.-H. Chang, S.-P. Wang, L.C. Chen, Tom Tsai, H.C. Tuan and Alex 
Kalnitsky, TSMC 
 
CMOS-compatible 100/650V enhancement-mode FETs and 650V depletion-mode MISFETs are 
fabricated on 6-inch AlGaN/GaN-on-Si wafers. They show high BV and low specific Ron with good 
wafer uniformity. The importance of epitaxial quality is figured out in a key industrial item: high-
temperature-reverse-bias-stress-induced on-state Id degradation. Optimization of epitaxial layers shows 
significant improvement of device reliability.   
 
Session 18: Circuit Device Interaction – Focus Session: Analog and Mixed Signal Circuit Device 
Interaction 
Tuesday, December 16, 2:15 p.m. 
Continental Ballroom 5 
Co-Chairs: Ru Huang, Peking University 
  Peter Rickert, Texas Instruments 
 
2:20 p.m. 
18.1 Device Aware High-Speed Transceiver Design in Planar and FinFet Technologies (Invited), 
K. Chang, J. Savoj, P. Upadhyaya and Y. Frans, Xilinx Inc. 
 
This paper studies the interaction between devices and analog circuits used in high-speed transceivers in 
both planar and FinFet processes. It describes the impact of variations on the design of both active and 
passive devices, and devises circuit techniques to mitigate their impact on the performance of  
transceivers. Case studies of transceiver components in 20nm planar and 16nm FinFET processes are 
used to illustrate the interactions.  With proper design techniques, the transceiver in 20nm operates up to 
16.3Gb/s. Figure 10(a) shows the 28dB channel used for the testing for 20nm transceiver [1]. The 



resulting transmitter random jitter (RJ) is 313fs, shown in Figure 10(b). The LC PLL covers from 8Gb/s-
16.3Gb/s without frequency dividers. Figure 10(c) shows the receiver eye opening via eye scan result and 
Figure 10(d) shows the measured bit error rate is lower than 10-15 over the 28dB channel. The robust 
performance validates all the circuit techniques used for the advanced process nodes.   
 
2:45 p.m. 
18.2 Mismatch in High-K Metal Gate Process Analog Design (Invited), A. Woo, H. Eberhart, Y. Li 
and A. Ito, Broadcom Corporation 
 
This paper presents mismatch behaviors of high-K metal gate transistors when used in analog design 
applications.  The data collected shows the sensitivity of mismatch in the high-K metal gate process to the 
overall layout environment, including top metal routing placement, which was not reported before this 
work. We compared data from different fabrication sources which indicated that mismatch can be 
improved through process as well as through layout strategy.   
 
3:10 p.m. 
18.3 Challenges of Analog and I/O Scaling in 10nm SoC Technology and Beyond (Invited), A. 
Wei, J. Singh, I. Chakarov, G. Bouche, J. Stephens, I. Lin, U. Schroeder, M. Rashed, J. Kye, L. Yuan, Y. 
Woo, J. Zeng, H. Levinson, A. Wehbi, P. Hang, V. Ton-That, V. Kanagala, D. Yu, D. Blackwell, M. 
Sureddin, A. Beece, S. Gao, S. Thangaraju, R. Alapati, S. Samavedam, GLOBALFOUNDRIES  
 
Analog/mixed signal and I/O area of the SoC is projected to increase at a faster rate due to overscale of 
digital blocks to keep up with Moore's Law cost scaling. The challenges of analog I/O scaling are 
described. 3-D TSV is shown to be a very good option to maintain or exceed cost scaling in the next 
technology nodes.   
 
3:35 p.m. 
18.4 Technology Pathfinders for Low Cost and Highly Integrated RF Front End Modules 
(Invited), C. Raynaud, CEA-LETI  
 
The focus of this paper is to highlight the challenges related to the increasing number of modes (GSM, 
WCDMA, LTE..) and frequency bands in mobile devices. It describes the technology pathfinders to get 
cheaper highly integrated multi-mode multi–band RF Front End modules.   
 
4:00 p.m. 
18.5 Digitally-Intensive RF Transceivers in Highly Scaled CMOS (Invited), C.-M. Hung, 
MediaTek Inc.  
 
Fast transistors and increasing device non-ideality in advanced nodes have motivated the development of 
digitally-intensive RF systems which have become ubiquitous using algorithms with thousands of control 
signals to combat with exacerbated analog impairments. In this paper, we will explore the power of 
embedded intelligence which greatly reduces the sensitivity of circuit performance to device 
characteristics. There are still constraints mandating device-level enhancement. Strong interactions 
between circuit and device communities are required to accomplish competitive products.   
 
4:25 p.m. 
18.6 Circuit and Device Interactions for 3D Integration Using Inductive Coupling (Invited), T. 
Kuroda, Keio University 
 
This paper presents a ThruChip Interface using inductive coupling. Reliability data is measured. 
Application, manufacturability, and scaling scenario are discussed.  



 
 
Session 19: Memory Technology – MRAM, DRAM and NAND 
Tuesday, December 16, 2:15 p.m. 
Continental Ballroom 6 
Co-Chairs: Tao-Cheng Lu, Macronix 
  Joseph Wang, Qualcomm 
 
2:20 p.m. 
19.1 Co/Ni Based p-MTJ stack for sub-20nm High Density Stand Alone and High Performance 
Embedded Memory Application, G. S. Kar, W. Kim, T. Tahmasebi, J. Swerts, S. Mertens, N. Heylen 
and T. Min, imec  
 
Excellent tunnel magneto resistance (TMR) values of 143% at resistance-area products (RA) of 4.7 µm2 
from 11nm thin Co/Ni based perpendicular magnetic tunnel junctions (p-MTJ) was achieved. Engineered 
wetting layer (WL), seed layer (SL) and the introduction of newly designed inner synthetic anti-
ferromagnetic pinned layer (iSAF) in combination with ultra-smooth bottom electrode (roughness 0.5 A) 
was yielded to vertically scaled 11nm thick Co/Ni p-MTJ stack. The introduction of iSAF layer 
demonstrates for the 1st time  the free layer offset field controllability (< 100 Oe) of the spin-transfer-
torque (STT) magnetic random access memory (MRAM) device down to 12 nm in diameter.   
 
2:45 p.m. 
19.2 Challenging Issues for Tera-bit-level Perpendicular STT-MRAM (Invited), J.-G. Park, T.-H. 
Shim, K.-S. Chae*, D.-Y. Lee, Y. Takemura, S.-E. Lee, M.-S. Jeon, J.-U. Baek, S.-O. Park** and J.-P. 
Hong, Hanyang University, *Hanyang University & Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd, **Samsung 
Electronics Co., Ltd. 
 
For realizing terra-bit-level p-STT MRAM to overcome the physical limit of DRAM, perpendicular-
magnetic tunnel junctions (p-MTJs) challenge to satisfy critical parameters such as a high tunneling 
magneto-resistance (TMR) ratio of 150%, thermal stability (Δ) of > 74 at 85°C, a low critical current 
density (Jc) of 13.4 MA/cm2, and anti-ferromagnetic-coupling-strength (Jex) for a synthetic anti-
ferromagnetic (SyAF) layer of > 0.7erg/cm2. In particular, four critical parameters for p-MTJs should be 
simultaneously performed at the back-end-line (BEOL) of > 350°C and 300-mm TiN electrode wafers.   
 
3:10 p.m. 
19.3 Area Dependence of Thermal Stability Factor in Perpendicular STT-MRAM Analyzed by 
Bi-directional Data Flipping Model, K. Tsunoda, M. Aoki, H. Noshiro, Y. Iba, C. Yoshida, Y. 
Yamazaki, A. Takahashi, A. Hatada, M. Nakabayashi, Y. Tsuzaki and T. Sugii, Low-power Electronics 
Association and Project (LEAP)  
 
This paper reports the statistical analysis of thermal stability factor for the top-pinned perpendicular MTJ 
(p-MTJ) array. By using bi-directional data flipping model, data retention characteristics of “0” and “1” 
states can be fitted separately including saturation of failure probability. As a result, it became clear that 
the thermal stability factor of “1” state increases as the device area increases, whereas that of “0” state 
remains constant regardless of the size. Moreover, we found that the p-MTJ exhibits much smaller 
variation of thermal stability factor (9.6~14.3%) in comparison with the in-plane MTJ. Variations of 
thermal stability factor in both states decrease with the increase of the area. By the direct resistance 
evaluation of the MTJ array, the key parameter to increase the thermal stability factor and suppress its 
variation was investigated.   
 
3:35 p.m. 



19.4 0.026µm2 High Performance Embedded DRAM in 22nm Technology for Server and SOC 
Applications, C. Pei*, G. Wang, M. Aquilino, N. Arnold, B. Chandra, W. Chang, X. Chen, W. Davies, 
K. Hawkins, D. Jaeger, J. B. Johnson#, O.-J. Kwon, R. Krishnasamy#, W. Kong, J. Liu, X. Li, B. 
Messenger, E. Nelso, K. Nummy, K. Onishi, D. Poindexter, S. Rombawa, C. Sheraw, T. Tzou, X. Wang, 
M. Yin, G. Freeman, T. Kirahata, E. Maciejewski, J. Norum, , N. Robson, S. Narasimha, P. Parries, P. 
Agnello, R. Malik and S.S. Iyer, IBM Semiconductor Research and Development Center 
 
This paper presents the industry’s smallest eDRAM based on IBM’s 22nm SOI technology. With cell 
dimensions shrinking, critical issues for eDRAM such as n-band resistance, junction butting, parasitic 
adjacent DT-induced leakage (PADIL), gate induced drain leakage (GIDL) and Vt variation present have 
been discussed and innovations were needed to address these issues. This paper summarizes the n-band 
resistance innovations, and reports for the first time the asymmetric embedded stressor, cavity implant 
and through gate implant employed in 22nm eDRAM technology. The 22nm eDRAM has various 
applications on IBM’s server chips as on-chip embedded caches as well as associated applications. The 
fully integrated 256Mb product array has demonstrated capability of 1.4ns cycle time, which is 
significantly faster than any other embedded DRAM. We have achieved latency of 700 ps for certain 
cache instantiations, which is faster than SRAM for those sizes. 22nm eDRAM has been recently 
leveraged for IBM’s 12-core 649mm2 Server Processor POWER8™.   
 
4:00 p.m. 
19.5 A New Saw-Like Self-Recovery of Interface States in Nitride-Based Memory Cell, Y.-T. 
Sung, P.-Y. Lin, J. Chen, T.-S. Chang, Y.-C. King and C. J. Lin, National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan 
Semiconductor Manufacturing Company 
 
A new saw-like self-recovery Self-Aligned Nitride (SAN) memory cell is proposed and fabricated in 
28nm high-k metal gate (HKMG) CMOS process for high-density logic NVM applications. The cell is 
operated with Source-Side Injection (SSI) for programming and band-to-band hot holes (BBHH) for 
erasing. Two effective self-heating recovery mechanisms are proposed and performed to maintain a stable 
On/Off read window after cycling stresses. Besides, the characteristic and reliability comparison of the 
SAN cell in other technology nodes, 90nm/45nm/32nm, are characterized to further verify the saw-like 
self-detrapping and self-recovery operation. The new 28nm HKMG SAN memory cell with the self-
detrapping recovery results excellent and superior endurance performance and can provide a very 
promising solution for logic NVM in advanced technologies.   
 
4:25 p.m. 
19.6 A Novel Double-Trapping BE-SONOS Charge-Trapping NAND Flash Device to Overcome 
the Erase Saturation without Using Curvature-Induced Field Enhancement Effect or High-K 
(HK)/Metal Gate (MG) Materials, H.-T. Lue, R. Lo, C.-C. Hsieh, P.-Y. Du, C.-P. Chen, T.-H. Hsu, K.-
P. Chang, Y.-H. Shih and C.-Y. Lu, Macronix International Co. 
 
Erase saturation issue is a fundamental challenge for SONOS-type charge-trapping NAND Flash devices. 
Nowadays the most popular way to solve this issue is to pursue either curvature-induced field 
enhancement effect in the nano-wire SONOS device, or HK/MG to suppress the gate injection. However, 
both approaches have its drawback and reliability challenges. In this work, we propose a completely 
different approach that utilizes a double-trapping (or double storage) layer in a barrier engineered (BE) 
SONOS device to overcome the erase saturation ideally. A second nitride trapping layer (N3) is stacked 
on top of the first blocking oxide (O3) and 1st trapping layer (N2) of the original BE-SONOS device. 
Both theoretical model and experimental measured results indicate that when N3 stores sufficient electron 
charge it can greatly suppress gate injection, allowing continuous hole injection into N2 that gives a very 
deep erased Vt ~ -6V. A fully-integrated 3D Vertical Gate (VG) NAND Flash test chip using this novel 
device has been fabricated which demonstrates excellent MLC operation window and reliability. The flat 



and planar topology of this double-trapping BE-SONOS device enables minimal design rule of 3D 
NAND Flash array and possesses superb read disturb immunity.   
 
Session 20: Characterization, Reliability and Yield – Characterization and Reliability of Advanced 
Devices 
Tuesday, December 16, 2:15 p.m. 
Continental Ballroom 7-9 
Co-Chairs: Benjamin Kaczer, imec 
  Mikael Casse, CEA LETI 
 
2:20 p.m. 
20.1 Low-Frequency Noise and RTN on Near-Ballistic III-V GAA Nanowire MOSFETs, N. 
Conrad, M. Si, S. H. Shin, J. J. Gu, J. Zhang, M. A. Alam and P. D. Ye, Purdue University  
 
InGaAs has been considered as one of the promising channel materials for CMOS logic circuit because of 
its large electron injection velocity . InGaAs gate-all-around (GAA) MOSFETs have been demonstrated 
which offer large drive current and excellent immunity to short channel effects down to deep sub-100 nm 
channel length. On the other hand, low frequency noise and random telegraph noise (RTN) become more 
critical as channel length (Lch) scaling down. Meanwhile, traditional oxide characterization methods, 
such as C-V method and charge pumping method, become impossible due to the extremely small 
dimensions. Therefore, noise and RTN characterizations become an important approach to quantitatively 
analyze highly scaled device performance, variability and reliability. Currently, the observation of RTN 
on bottom-up synthesized long-channel InAs nanowire MOSFETs has been reported.  However, there is 
no any report on RTN and low frequency noise studies of highly scaled III-V GAA MOSFETs by top-
down approach. In this work, we (i) report the first observation of RTN on top-down fabricated InGaAs 
GAA MOSFETs, (ii) examine the origin of low frequency noise on highly scaled InGaAs GAA 
MOSFETs, (iii) systematically studied low frequency noise and RTN characteristics on near-ballistic 
InGaAs GAA nanowire MOSFETs.   
 
2:45 p.m. 
20.2 RTN and PBTI-induced Time-Dependent Variability of Replacement Metal-Gate High-k 
InGaAs FinFETs, J. Franco, B. Kaczer, N. Waldron, Ph.J. Roussel, A. Alian, M.A. Pourghaderi, Z. Ji, T. 
Grasser*, T. Kauerauf, S. Sioncke, N. Collaert, A. Thean and G. Groeseneken**, imec, *T.U. Wien, 
**also at ESAT, KU Leuven 
 
We study RTN and PBTI in nanoscale InGaAs FinFETs on 300mm Si wafers. The mean instability is 
found to be identical to planar structures,  but significantly larger as compared to Si devices. Although the 
novel devices follow the same time-dependent variability statistics and the corresponding area-scaling a  
their Si counterparts, a larger stochastic impact of single defects on the device characteristic is found to 
induce larger aging-related variance. We ascribe this to more percolative channel conduction induced by 
still excessive interface and channel defectivity.   
 
3:10 p.m. 
20.3 Direct Observation of Self-heating in III-V Gate-all-around Nanowire MOSFETs, S.H. Shin, 
M. Masuduzzaman, M. Wahab, J. Gu, M. Si, P. D. Ye and M. Alam, Purdue University 
 
Multi-gate devices, such as, FinFET, Gate-all-around transistors (GAA-FET) improve 3D electrostatic 
control of the channel, but the corresponding increase in self-heating may compromise both performance 
and reliability. Although the self-heating effect (SHE) of FinFET appears significant, but tolerable, the 
same may not be true for GAA geometry, especially in quasi-ballistic regime where hot spots and non-
classical heat-dissipation pathways may lead to localized damage. The existing reports of the SHE on the 



SOI, FinFET or GAA-FET have so far relied either on indirect electrical measurements with inherent 
temporal delays, or on optical infra-red (λ>1.5μm ) imaging that cannot resolve deep sub-micron features. 
As a result, it has so far been impossible to resolve the spatio-temporal features of SHE fully.  In this 
paper, we develop an ultra-fast, high resolution thermo-reflectance (TR) imaging technique to (i) directly 
observe the local temperature rise of GAA-FET with different number of nanowires (NW), (ii) 
characterize/interpret the time constants of heating and cooling through high resolution transient 
measurements, (iii) identify critical paths for heat dissipation, and (iv) detect in-situ time-dependent 
breakdown of individual NW.   
 
3:35 p.m. 
20.4 Gated and STI Defined ESD Diodes in Advanced Bulk FinFET Technologies, S.-H. Chen, D. 
Linten, J.-W. Lee*, M. Scholz, G. Hellings, A. Sibaja-Hernandez, R. Boschke**, M.-H. Song*, S. Yee*, 
G. Groeseneken** and A. Thean, imec, *TSMC, ** also at ESAT Department, KU Leuven 
 
The purpose of this work is to study the influence of the process options, such as  self-aligned double 
patterning (SADP), epitaxial re-growth on source/drain (S/D), and local interconnect (LI) with silicide 
last process, on ESD diode characteristics in a state-of-the-art bulk FinFET technology. The device 
characteristics of two different ESD protection diodes, a gated diode and an STI diode, are presented. 3D 
TCAD simulations are used to bring an in-depth understanding on the current conduction in the ESD 
protection diodes. The STI diode is the better ESD protection device in the advanced bulk FinFET 
technology due to the excellent It2/C ratio, compared to the gated diode. Its higher Ron can be partially 
compensated by enlarging diode width or by rotating the diode orientation. Finally, the proposed wide LI 
architecture can boost the It2 with 80% for the ESD protection diodes.   
 
4:00 p.m. 
20.5 Study of the Piezoresistive Properties of NMOS and PMOS Omega-Gate SOI Nanowire 
Transistors: Scalability Effects and High Stress Level, J. Pelloux-Prayer, M. Cassé, S. Barraud, P. 
Nguyen*, M. Koyama**, Y. Niquet***, F. Triozon, I. Duchemin**, A. Abisset**, A. Idrissi-Eloudrhiri, 
S. Martinie, J. Rouvière**, H. Iwai*** and G. Reimbold, *CEA-Leti, CEA-Leti and SOITEC, **CEA-
Leti and Tokyo Institute of Technology, ***CEA INAC 
 
We hereby present a comprehensive study of piezoresistive properties of aggressively scaled MOSFET 
devices. For the first time, the evolution of the piezoresistive coefficients with scaled dimensions is 
presented (gate length down to 20nm and channel width down to 8nm), and from the low to high stress 
regime (above 1GPa). We have shown that the downscaling of geometrical parameters doesn’t allow the 
use of the conventional definition of piezoresistivity tensor elements. The obtained results give a 
comprehensive insight on strain engineering ability in aggressively scaled CMOS technology.   
 
4:25 p.m. 
20.6 Reliability Challenges for the 10nm Node and Beyond (Invited), J. Stathis, M. Wang, R. 
Southwick, E. Wu, B. Linder, E. Liniger, G. Bonilla and H. Kothari*, IBM, *STMicroelectronics  
 
Technology elements for the 10nm node and beyond include FINFETs on bulk or SOI, replacement gate 
process, multi-workfunction gate stacks, self-aligned contacts, and alternative channel materials. New 
statistical models and improved physics understanding can enable us to anticipate the effects of scaling on 
reliability even in early stages of development.   
 
4:50 p.m. 
20.7 Will Reliability Limit Moore's Law? (Invited), A. Oates, TSMC  
 



Moore’s law continues to the engine of growth for the global electronics industry. The understanding of 
IC degradation mechanisms has resulted in rapid reliability improvements that have enabled the rapid rate 
technology progression we have experienced. Going forward it is clear that the reliability margins the 
industry has enjoyed in the past will shrink. The question is now whether reliability will pose a constraint 
on Moore’s law. In this talk we will discuss reliability issues that can most directly impact the industry’s 
capability to maintain the pace of technology progression required by Moore’s law.   
 
Session 21: Modeling and Simulation – Atomistic Modeling of Device Interfaces and Materials 
Tuesday, December 16, 2:15 p.m. 
Imperial Ballroom A 
Co-Chairs: Jeffrey Johnson, IBM 
  Blanka Magyari-Kope, University of Stanford 
 
2:20 p.m. 
21.1 On the Microscopic Structure of Hole Traps in pMOSFETs, T. Grasser, W. Goes, Y. 
Wimmer, F. Schanovsky, G. Rzepa, M. Waltl, K. Rott*, H. Reisinger*, V. Afanas'ev**, A. Stesmans**, 
A.-M. El-Sayed*** and A. Shluger***, TU Wien, *Infineon, **KU Leuven, **UCL  
 
Hole trapping in the gate insulator of pMOS transistors has been linked to a wide range of detrimental 
phenomena, including random telegraph noise (RTN), 1/f noise, negative bias temperature instability 
(NBTI), stress induced leakage currents (SILC) and hot carrier degradation.  Since the dynamics of hole 
trapping appear similar in various oxides such as pure SiO2, SiON, and high-k, the responsible defects 
should have a related microscopic structure. While a number of defects have been suspected to be 
responsible for these phenomena, such as oxygen vacancies/E' centers, K centers, hydrogen bridges or 
hydrogen-related defects in general, the chemical nature of the dominant charge trap remains 
controversial.  Based on extended time-dependent defect spectroscopy (TDDS) data, we investigate the 
statistical properties of a number of defect candidates using density functional theory (DFT) calculations. 
Our results suggest that the hydroxyl Ep center is a very likely candidate.   
 
2:45 p.m. 
21.2 Analytical Formulation of SiO2-IL Scavenging in HfO2/SiO2/Si Gate Stacks: A Key is the 
SiO2/Si Interface Reaction, X. Li, T. Yajima, T. Nishimura, K. Nagashio and A. Toriumi, The 
University of Tokyo  
 
The scavenging kinetics of ultra-thin SiO2-IL in HfO2/ SiO2/Si stacks is investigated by focusing on 
SiO2/Si interface reaction in addition to both O and Si atom kinetics. SiO2/Si interface serves as a stage 
that the oxygen vacancy is converted to Si release from SiO2 with the help of Si substrate. Based on 
diffusion kinetics and possible reaction, an analytical model for SiO2-IL scavenging in high-k gate stack 
is proposed.   
 
3:10 p.m. 
21.3 First Principles Study of SiC/SiO2 Interfaces Towards Future Power Devices (Invited), K. 
Shiraishi, K. Chokawa*, H. Shirakawa*, K. Endo and K. Kamiya**, Nagoya University,*University of 
Tsukuba, **Kanagawa Institute of Technology 
 
We clarify the intrinsic problems of SiC/ SiO2 interfaces by the first principles calculations. The unique 
nearly free electron like characteristics of SiC conduction band bottom causes unexpected formation of 
interface states near the conduction band bottoms by process induced strain. These results indicate that 
strain free process is necessary for fabricating high quality NMOSFET. Another proposal is developing 
PMOSFET instead of presently popular NMOSFET.   
 



3:35 p.m. 
21.4 New Framework for the Random Charging/Discharging of Oxide Traps in HfO2 Gate 
Dielectric: Ab-initio Simulation and Experimental Evidence, J. Ji, Y. Qiu, S. Guo, R. Wang, P. Ren, 
P. Hao and R. Huang, Peking University 
 
In this paper, a new framework for first-principle simulation on random charging/discharging of 
individual oxide traps is established and adopted for detailed studies on HfO2 high-k gate dielectrics for 
the first time. The proposed framework provides an effective solution to the challenges in conventional 
MP simulation methodology, and successfully explains various experimental results in HfO2 devices. 1-
DOV, instead of traditionally assumed SOV, is found to be the crime oxide hole trap in HfO2. And the 
anomalous RTN observations strongly support the high-order four-state model, which can be well 
explained by the two metastable states found in the 2-DOV defect. The framework is helpful for the 
fundamental understanding of RTN and NBTI reliability.   
 
4:00 p.m. 
21.5 Microscopic Understanding of the Low Resistance State Retention in HfO2 and HfAlO 
Based RRAM, B. Traoré, P. Blaise, E. Vianello, H. Grampeix, A. Bonnevialle*, E. Jalaguier, G. Molas, 
S. Jeannot*, L. Perniola, B. De Salvo and Y. Nishi**, CEA, LETI, MINATEC, *STMicroelecteronics, 
**Stanford University 
 
We study in detail the impact of alloying HfO2 with Al on RRAM device characteristics through materials 
characterization, electrical measurements and atomistic simulation. Indeed, movements of individual 
oxygen atoms inside the dielectric are at the heart of RRAM operations. Therefore, we performed 
diffusion barrier calculations relative to the oxygen vacancy (Vo) movement involved in Ron data 
retention. Calculations are performed at the best level using ab initio techniques. Our study provides an 
insight on the improved Ron stability of HfAlO based RRAM, via a simple explanation based on its 
higher atomic density (atoms/cm3) associated with shorter bond lengths between cations and anions in the 
presence of Al.   
 
Session 22: Sensors, MEMS, and BioMEMS– MEMS and Resonator 
Tuesday, December 16, 2:15 p.m. 
Imperial Ballroom B 
Co-Chairs: Nuria Barniol, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona 
  Dana Weinstein, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
 
2:20 p.m. 
22.1 Nanosystems Monolithically Integrated with CMOS: Emerging Applications and 
Technologies (Invited), J. Arcamone, J. Philippe, G. Arndt, C. Dupré, M. Savoye, S. Hentz, T. Ernst, E. 
Colinet, L. Duraffourg and E. Ollier, Univ. Grenoble Alpes, CEA, LETI, MINATEC 
 
This paper reviews the last major realizations in the field of monolithic integration of NEMS with CMOS. 
This integration scheme not only drastically improves the efficiency of the electrical detection of the 
NEMS motion. Our analysis is that it also represents a compulsory milestone to practically implement 
breakthrough applications of NEMS, such as mass spectrometry, that require large capture cross section 
(VLSI-arrayed NEMS) and individual addressing (co-integration of NEMS arrays with CMOS electronic 
loop).   
 
2:45 p.m. 
22.2 A Self-sustained Nanomechanical Thermal-piezoresistive Oscillator with Ultra-Low Power 
Consumption, K.-H. Li, C.-C. Chen, M.-H. Li and S.-S. Li, National Tsing Hua University  
 



This work demonstrates wing-type thermal-piezoresistive oscillators operating at about 840 kHz under 
vacuum with ultra-low power consumption of only 70 µW for the first time. The thermally-actuated 
piezoresistively-sensed (i.e., thermal-piezoresistive) resonator can achieve self-sustained oscillation using 
a sufficient dc bias current through its thermal beams(see Fig. 1) without additional electronic circuits [1]. 
The combination of N-type heavily doped silicon with negative piezoresistive coefficients and sub-micron 
cross-sectional dimensions of the actuated beams is key to ensuring self-sustained oscillation under sub-
100µW level. In addition, shrinking thermal beam cross-sections is a simple and effective approach to 
achieve better figure of merit (e.g., FOM, defined by the ratio of transconductance gm to dc power 
consumption PDC) of the self-sustained oscillators. By using proper control of silicon etching (ICP) 
recipe, the sub-micron cross-sectional dimension of the thermal beams can be easily and reproducibly 
fabricated in one process step. The phase noise of the proposed wing-type oscillators was also reported in 
this work with -93.41 dBc/Hz at 1-kHz offset and -97.95 dBc/Hz at 100-kHz offset in air, and -95.9 
dBc/Hz at 1-kHz offset and -95.7 dBc/Hz at 100-kHz offset in vacuum, respectively   
 
3:10 p.m. 
22.3 Optimizing the Close-to-Carrier Phase Noise of Monolithic CMOS-MEMS Oscillators 
Using Bias-dependent Nonlinearity, M.-H. Li, C.-Y. Chen, C.-H. Chin, C.-S. Li and S.-S. Li, National 
Tsing Hua University 
 
A fully monolithic 1.12-MHz CMOS-MEMS nonlinear oscillator comprising a double-ended tuning fork 
(DETF) resonator and a transimpedance sustaining amplifier has been proposed to enable significant 
close-to-carrier phase noise reduction while maximizing the output power for far-from-carrier phase noise 
improvement. By operating the resonator in its anharmonic regime using bias-dependent nonlinearity, we  
have experimentally demonstrated the phase noise (PN) improvement more than 27 dB in the close-to-
carrier offset as compared to our previous work. The best-case PN of -77 dBc/Hz at 10-Hz offset, -97 
dBc/Hz at 100-Hz offset, and -113 dBc/Hz at 1-kHz offset is realized in a monolithic CMOS-MEMS 
flexural-mode resonator oscillator for the first time, which is on par with bulk-mode MEMS oscillators 
using resonator Q > 100,000.   
 
3:35 p.m. 
22.4 High Performance Polysilicon Nanowire NEMS for CMOS Embedded Nanosensors, I. 
Ouerghi, J. Philippe, L. Duraffourg, L. Laurent, A. Testini, K. Benedetto, A.M. Charvet, V. Delaye, L. 
Masarotto, P. Scheiblin, C. Reita, K. Yckache, C. Ladner, W. Ludurczak and T. Ernst, CEA LETI  
 
We present for the first time sub-100nm poly-Silicon nanowire (poly-Si NW) based NEMS resonators for 
low cost co-integrated mass sensors on CMOS featuring excellent performance when compared to 
crystalline silicon. In particular, comparable quality factors (130 in the air, 3900 in vacuum) and  
requency stabilities are demonstrated when compared to crystalline Si. The minimum measured Allan 
deviation of 7x10-7 leads to a mass resolution detection down to 100 zg (100×10-2 g). Several poly-Si 
textures are compared and the impact on performances is studied (quality factor, gauge factor, Allan 
variances, noise, temperature dependence (TCR)). Moreover a novel method for in-line NW gauges factor 
(GF) extraction is proposed and used.   
 
4:00 p.m. 
22.5 Integration of RF MEMS Resonators and Phononic Crystals for High Frequency 
Applications with Frequency-selective Heat Management and Efficient Power Handling, H. 
Campanella, N. Wang, M. Narducci, J.B. W. Soon, C.P. Ho*, C. Lee* and A. Gu, A*STAR, *National 
University of Singapore 
 
A radio frequency micro electromechanical system (RFMEMS) Lamb-wave resonator made of aluminum 
nitride (AlN) that is integrated with AlN phononic crystal arrays to provide frequency-selective heat 



management, improved power handling capability, and more efficient electromechanical coupling at ultra 
high frequency (UHF) bands. RFMEMS+PnC integration is scalable to microwave bands.   
 
4:25 p.m. 
22.6 A Monolithic 9 Degree of Freedom (DOF) Capacitive Inertial MEMS Platform, I.E. Ocak, 
D.D. Cheam, S.N. Fernando, A.T.H. Lin, P. Singh, J. Sharma, G.L. Chua, B. Chen, A.Y.D. Gu, N. Singh 
and D.L. Kwong, IME A*STAR Singapore  
 
A 9 degree of freedom inertial MEMS platform, integrating 3 axis gyroscopes, accelerometers, and 
magnetometers on the same substrate is presented.  This method reduces the assembly cost and removes 
the need for magnetic material deposition and axis misalignment calibration.  Platform is demonstrated by 
comparing fabricated sensor performances with simulation results.  
 
  



 
Session 23/24: Evening Panel  
Tuesday, December 16, 8:00 p.m. 
Continental Ballroom 4-6 
 
60 Years of IEDM and Counting: Did we push silicon based devices for integrated electronics to the 
ultimate and what does the future hold? 

Moderator: Krishna Saraswat, Stanford University 
 
Si semiconductor technology has dominated the microelectronics industry for many decades and has 
fueled major innovations in logic, memory, analog/mixed signal, sensors, MEMS/NEMS, etc. Gordon 
Moore’s prediction in 1965, now known as Moore’s law, has been successfully predicting the evolution 
of IC chips. Semiconductor companies have been delivering more (performance) for less (cost). 
Semiconductor technology has become pervasive from just computing to other applications, e.g., 
communication, entertainment, environment, healthcare, energy, etc. However, future silicon based 
device scaling is beginning to reach practical and fundamental limits. To go beyond these limits novel 
materials and devices are being aggressively studied for all of these applications. This panel will discuss 
the major technological innovations that are well documented in the past 60 years of IEDM and will 
attempt to look into their crystal ball for the predictions in the next 60 years. 

Panelists: 
 
Jesus del Alamo, MIT 
Chenming Hu, University of California, Berkeley 
Hiroshi Iwai, Tokyo Institute of Technology 

Yoshio Nishi, Stanford University 
Kurt Petersen, Co-founder of MEMS companies 
Philip Wong, Stanford University 

 
 
Session 25: Power and Compound Semiconductor Devices – III-V for Logic 
Wednesday, December 17, 9:00 a.m. 
Grand Ballroom A 
Co-Chairs: Niamh Waldon, imec 
  Gilbert Dewey, Intel Corporation 
 
9:05 a.m. 
25.1 Novel Intrinsic and Extrinsic Engineering for High-Performance High-Density Self-Aligned 
InGaAs MOSFETs: Precise Channel Thickness Control and Sub-40-nm Metal Contacts, J. Lin, D. 
A. Antoniadis and J.A. del Alamo, Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
 
We have fabricated self-aligned tight-pitch InGaAs Quantum-Well MOSFETs (QW-MOSFET) with 
scaled body thickness (tb) and metal contact length (Lc) by a novel fabrication process that features 
precise dimensional control. Impact of tb scaling on transport, resistance and short channel effects (SCE) 
have been studied. Thick tb is favorable for transport, and a mobility above 8000 cm2/Vs is obtained. On 
the contrary, thin tb is beneficial for SCE control. A record gm,max of 3.1 mS/µm and Ron of 190 Ω-µm 
are obtained for Lg=80 nm. For the first time, working front-end device structures with contact size of 40 
nm and gate-to-gate pitch size of 150 nm are demonstrated. They allow us to study the properties of 
nanoscale contacts. We derive a Mo to n+ InGaAs cap contact resistivity of ro=(8±2)x10-9 Ω.cm2. This 
work presents new process technology and new insights on device physics that promise III-V MOSFET 
for high performance applications.   
 
9:30 a.m. 



25.2 High-Performance III-V Devices for Future Logic Applications (Invited), D.-H. Kim, J.A. 
del Alamo, D.A. Antoniadis, M. Urteaga*, B. Brar*, T.-W. Kim**, RH. Baek**, P. D. Kirsch**, W. 
Maszara***, H.-M. Kwon^, C.-S. Shin^^, W.-K. Park^^, YD Cho#, S.C. Shin#, D.H. Ko#, K.-S. Seo, 
MIT, *Teledyne Scientific Co., **SEMATECH, GLOBALFOUNDRIES, ***KANC, ^Yonsei 
University, ^^Seoul National University 
 
Indium-rich InXGa1-XAs (x>0.53) has recently emerged as the most promising non-Si n-channel material 
for post Si CMOS logic applications [1]. This is thanks to its outstanding electron transport characteristics 
and the excellent progress in the area of InGaAs MOSFETs, such as good interfacial quality of the high-
k/InGaAs MOS by ALD and co-integration with Si. This paper reviews high-performance III-V devices 
for future logic applications, covers recent advances in some of the key enabling technology of InGaAs 
MOSFETs, and finally discusses options to further improve the performance of InGaAs MOSFETs.   
 
9:55 a.m. 
25.3 CMOS Compatible Self-aligned In0.53Ga0.47As MOSFETs with GMSAT over 2200 µS/µm at 
VDD = 0.5 V, Y. Sun, A. Majumdar, C. Cheng, R. Martin, R. Bruce, J. Yau, D. Farmer, Y. Zhu, M. 
Hopstaken, M. Frank, T. Ando, K. Lee, J. Rozen, A. Basu, K. Shiu, P. Kerber, D. Park, V. Narayanan, R. 
Mo, D. Sadana and E. Leobandung, IBM T.J. Watson Research Center  
 
We demonstrate high-performance self-aligned In0.53Ga0.47As-channel MOSFETs with effective channel 
length LEFF down to 20 nm, peak transconductance GMSAT over 2200 µS/µm at LEFF = 30 nm and supply 
voltage VDD = 0.5 V, thin inversion oxide thickness TINV = 1.8 nm, and low series resistance REXT = 270 
ohm.um. These MOSFETs operate within 20% of the ballistic limit for LEFF < 30 nm and are among the 
best In0.53Ga0.47As FETs in literature. We investigate the effects of channel/barrier doping on FET 
performance and show that increase in mobility beyond ~ 500 cm2/Vs has progressively smaller impact as 
LEFF is scaled down. Our self-aligned MOSFETs were fabricated using a CMOS-compatible process flow 
that includes gate and spacer formation using RIE, source/drain extension (SDE) implantation, and in-
situ-doped raised source/drain (RSD) epitaxy. This process flow is manufacturable and easily extendable 
to non-planar architectures.   
 
10:20 a.m. 
25.4 Low Power III-V InGaAs MOSFETs Featuring InP Recessed Source/Drain Spacers with 
Ion=120 μA/μm at Ioff=1 nA/μm and VDS=0.5V, C. Huang, S. Lee, V. Chobpattana, S. Stemmer, A. 
Gossard, B. Thibeault, W. Mitchell and M. Rodwell, University of California, Santa Barbara  
 
We report low-leakage InGaAs MOSFETs with gate lengths as small as 22 nm. Thinning the InGaAs 
channel from 4.5 nm to 3 nm allows low Ioff (1 nA/μm at VDS=0.5V), but degrades the transconductance. 
Using instead a 4.5 nm InGaAs channel with a 5 nm partially recessed InP spacer, Ioff is reduced to 1 
nA/µm at 45 nm Lg. At 60nm Lg, devices with a 5 nm InP spacer show a high 120 μA/μm on-state current 
Ion at Ioff=1 nA/μm and VDS=0.5V. This high 1.2*105 on-off ratio in a short Lg device demonstrates the 
potential for III-V MOSFETs in general-purpose (GP) applications.   
 
10:45 a.m. 
25.5 InGaAs/InAs Heterojunction Vertical Nanowire Tunnel TFETs Fabricated by a Top-down 
Approach, X. Zhao, A. Vardi and J. del Alamo, Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
 
We demonstrate for the first time InGaAs/InAs heterojunction single nanowire (NW) vertical tunnel FETs 
fabricated by a top-down approach. Using a novel III-V dry etch process and gate-source isolation 
method, we have fabricated 50 nm diameter NW TFETs with a channel length of 60 nm and EOT=1.2 
nm. Thanks to the insertion of an InAs notch, high source doping, high-aspect ratio nanowire geometry 
and scaled gate oxide, an average subthreshold swing (S) of 72 mV/dec at Vds= 0.5 V is obtained over 2 



orders of magnitude of current. On the same device, Ion= 0.27 μA/μm is extracted at Vdd= 0.3 V with a 
fixed Ioff= 10-4 μA/μm. This is the highest ON current demonstrated at this OFF current level in NW 
TFETs with III-V materials.   
 
11:10 a.m. 
25.6 In0.17Al0.83N/AlN/GaN Triple T-shape Fin-HEMT with gm=646 mS/mm, Ion=1030 mA/mm, 
Ioff=1.13 µA/mm, SS=82 mV/dec and DIBL=28 mV/V at VD=0.5 V, S. Arulkumaran, N.G. Ing, C.M. 
M. Kumar, K. Ranjan, K.L. Teo, O. F. Shoron*, S. Rajan*, S.B. Dolmanan** and S. Tripathy**, 
Nanyang Technological University, *The Ohio State University, **Institute of Materials Research and 
Engineering  
 
We introduce a novel device structure which incorporates stress engineering technique to achieve 
simultaneously high performance in on-current (Ion), off-current (Ioff), extrinsic transconductance (gm), SS 
and DIBL for high speed device applications. The 3D Triple 170-nm T-gate InAlN/GaN 200-nm nano-
channel (NC) Fin-HEMTs achieved record high performances of Ion=1.03 A/mm, gm=645 mS/mm, 
Ioff=1.13 µA/mm, SS=82 mV/dec and DIBL=28 mV/V at VD=0.5 V. Our device uses more relaxed device 
geometries e.g. 170 nm T-shape-gate versus other reported devices with 70 to 80-nm I-shape-gate on 88-
nm fins. So far, this is the first report of T-shape-gate approach on GaN based Fin-HEMTs. The measured 
Q-factor (gm/SS) of NC Fin-HEMT is 7.9 at VD=0.5V. Because of these promising electrical transport 
properties, the proposed 3D Triple T-gate InAlN/AlN/GaN NC Fin-HEMTs on Si are promising for 
future ultra-high speed device applications.   
 
Session 26: Display and Imaging Systems – Thin Film Transistors for Display and Large Area 
Electronic Applications 
Wednesday, December 17, 9:00 a.m. 
Continental Ballroom 1-3 
Co-Chairs: David Gundlach, NIST 
  Francois Roy, STMicroelectronics 
 
9:05 a.m. 
26.1 Ultralow Power Transponder in Thin Film Circuit Technology on Foil with sub - 1V 
Operation Voltage, T.-H. Ke, K. Myny, A. Chasin*, R. Műller, P. Heremans* and S. Steudel, imec, *Ku 
Leuven 
 
We demonstrate an organic complementary 8 bit transponder chip (XPDR) with Vdd down to 0.55V. 
Ultralow power consumption of 2.5 µW of the XPDR is realized. The XPDR can be powered by 
commercial AAA battery with ideal run-time of more than 100 years. The ultralow power thin film 
circuits on foil will open up new opportunities in ubiquitous sensing applications such as body area 
network and environmental monitoring wireless sensor networks.   
 
9:30 a.m. 
26.2 Thin-Film Heterojunction Field-Effect Transistors for Ultimate Voltage Scaling and Low-
Temperature Large-Area Fabrication of Active-Matrix Backplanes, B. Hekmatshoar and A. Afzali-
Ardakani, IBM T. J. Watson Research Center 
 
Heterojunction field-effect thin-film transistors with crystalline Si channels and gate regions comprised of 
hydrogenated amorphous silicon or organic materials are demonstrated. The HJFET devices are processed 
at 200ºC and room-temperature, respectively; and exhibit operation voltages below 1V, subthreshold 
slopes of 70-100mV/dec and off-currents as low as 25 fA/um.   
 
9:55 a.m. 



26.3 High Performance Metal Oxide TFT and its Applications for Thin Film Electronics 
(Invited), G. Yu, C.-L. Shieh, J. Musolf, F. Foong, T. Xiao, G. Wang, K. Ottosson, CBRITE Inc. 
 
Recent progress on metal-oxide TFT with mobility and stability as good as LTPS-TFT and with 
uniformity and off current as good as pristine a-Si TFT will be presented. Their applications for high pixel 
density displays and image arrays are discussed with emphasis on pixel and peripheral circuits with 
analog functions.   
 
10:20 a.m. 
26.4 Integration of Solution-Processed (7,5) SWCNTs with Sputtered and Spray-Coated Metal 
Oxides for Flexible Complementary Inverters, L. Petti, F. Bottacchi*, N. Münzenrieder, H. Faber*, G. 
Cantarella, C. Vogt, L. Büthe, I. Namal**, F. Spӓth**, T. Hertel**, T.D. Anthopoulos* and G. Tröster, 
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, *Imperial College London, **University of Würzburg 
 
We report the integration of solution-based p-type (7,5) SWCNTs with n-type metal oxides for the 
fabrication of high-performance complementary inverters. Flexible inverters based on SWCNTs and 
sputtered IGZO exhibit gains of 85 V/V while bent to 1 cm radius. We also realize flexible inverters 
based on SWCNTs and spray-coated InOx.   
 
10:45 a.m. 
26.5 Solution-processed Poly-Si TFTs Fabricated at a Maximum Temperature of 150ºC, M. 
Trifunovic, J. Zhang, M. van der Zwan and R. Ishihara, Delft University of Technology 
 
Poly-Si TFTs using liquid silicon are fabricated at a maximum processing temperature of 150°C by 
directly transforming polymerized cyclopentasilane to poly-Si using an Excimer Laser irradiation step, 
allowing solution processed Si TFT fabrication on substrates with a low cost and low thermal budget such 
as PET, PEN, and even paper.   
 
11:10 a.m. 
26.6 High Performance Ultra-Thin Body (2.4nm) Poly-Si Junctionless Thin Film Transistors 
with a Trench Structure, M.-S. Yeh, Y.-C. Wu, M.-H. Wu, Y.-R. Jhan, M.-H. Chung, Y.-C. Cheng and 
C.-C. Chung, National Tsing Hua University 
 
The novel trench junctionless poly-Si thin-film transistor (trench JL-TFT) with ultra-thin body (2.4 nm) is 
utilized to simple dry etching process. The trench structure was successfully and easily integrated into the 
JL-TFT device. Additionally, the novel trench JL-TFT with NWs has show excellent performance in 
terms of low IOFF, steep subthreshold swing (SS) of 99 mV/dec., no noticeable difference in the drain-
induced barrier lowering (DIBL) value of 0 mV/V and high ION/IOFF ratio of 107 A/A. Moreover, the 
trench JL-TFT can further increase the device ION/IOFF ratio, and SS. The ION current of the UTB JL-TFT 
increases by quantum confined effect. Importantly, owing to its excellent device characteristics and 
simple fabrication, the trench JL-TFT is highly promising for use in advanced AMLCD, AMOLED and 
three-dimensional (3-D) stacked ICs applications.   
 
11:35 a.m. 
26.7 Performance Enhancement of a Novel P-type Junctionless Transistor Using a Hybrid Poly-
Si Fin Channel for 3D IC Applications, Y.-C. Cheng, Y.-C. Wu, H.-B. Chen, J.-J. Su, C.-S. Shao, M.-S. 
Yeh and C.-Y. Chang, National Tsing Hua University, National Chiao Tung University 
 
The hybrid fin poly-Si channel junctionless field-effect transistors (FET) are fabricated first. This novel 
devices show stable temperature/reliability characteristics, and excellent electrical performances in terms 



of steep SS (64mV/dec), high Ion/Ioff (>107) and small DIBL (3mV/V). The devices are highly promising 
for future further scaling and 3D stacked ICs applications.   
 
Session 27: Process and Manufacturing Technology – Hybrid and 3D Integration 
Wednesday, December 17, 9:00 a.m. 
Continental Ballroom 4 
Co-Chairs: Maud Vinet, CEA-LETI 
  Carlos Mazure, SOITEC 
 
9:05 a.m. 
27.1 Wafer Level System Integration for SiP (Invited), D.C.H. Yu, Taiwan Semiconductor 
Manufacturing Company  
 
A family of novel wafer-level-system-integration technologies (WLSI) was proposed. This paper reviews 
WLSI feasibility work first. Further results on the reliability, the compatibility of the integration with both 
more advanced node Logic and DRAM devices, and the higher-level system integration of the WLSI 
technologies are then presented. Foundry has established a comprehensive system integration technology 
portfolio in wafer form to fulfill the needs from mobile to cloud computing for the future growth of the 
Si-based nano-electronics industry.   
 
9:30 a.m. 
27.2 High-precision Wafer-level Cu-Cu Bonding for 3DICs, M. Okada, I. Sugaya, H. Mitsuishi, H. 
Maeda, T. Shimoda, S. Izumi, H. Nakahira and K. Okamoto, Nikon Corporation 
 
We report a high-precision Cu-Cu bonding system for 3DICs fabrication adopting a new precision 
alignment methodology and a new pressure profile control system. Experimental results show that the 
alignment capability is 250 nm or better, and the overlay accuracy of the permanent bonded wafers is 260 
nm (|average| + 3σ).   
 
9:55 a.m. 
27.3 A Manufacturable Interposer MIM Decoupling Capacitor with Robust Thin high-K 
Dielectric for Heterogeneous 3D IC CoWoS System Integration, W.-S. Liao, C.H. Chang, S.W. 
Huang, T.H. Liu, H.P. Hu, H.L. Lin, C.Y. Tsai, C.S. Tsai, H.C. Chu, C.Y. Pai, W.C. Chiang, S.Y. Hou, 
S.P. Jeng and D. Yu, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company  
 
A reliability proven high-K (HK) metal-insulator-metal (MiM) structure has been verified within the 
silicon interposer in a chip-on-wafer-on-substrate (CoWoS) packaging for heterogeneous system-level 
decoupling application. The HK dielectric has an equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) of 20Å, intrinsic 
TDDB lifetime of 322 years at an operation voltage (Vcc) of 1.8V, and a leakage current (ILK) well below 
1 fA/µm2 under 2V at 125°C. The measured unit area capacitance density for the single, 2- and 3-in-series 
HK MiM combination is 17.2, 4.3 and 1.9 fF/µm2, respectively, with their corresponding ILK below 0.48, 
0.19 and 0.09 fAmp/µm2. Process reliability related defect density (D0) of the MiM is as low as 0.095% 
cm-2 as judged by a 10 year lifetime breakdown voltage (Vbd) criterion of 3.2V. This low D0 ensures the 
MiM to be used in a large area over 1056 cm2 within the Si interposer. Moreover, the Vbd tolerance of the 
MiM can be drastically enhanced to be 9.75 and 14.25V, respectively, by 2- and 3-in series connection. 
At the package level during all steps of CoWoS processing, no distinguishable process induced damage 
(PID) and performance degradation (Cap., ILK & Vbd tailing) were detected. Therefore, this high 
capacitance, low leakage, large area and reliability-proven interposer decoupling capacitor (DeCAP) 
within CoWoS greatly enhances the merit of using Si interposer for multi-chip system-level integration.   
 
10:20 a.m. 



27.4 Monolithic 3D Integration of Logic and Memory: Carbon Nanotube FETs, Resistive RAM, 
and Silicon FETs, M. Shulaker, T. Wu, A. Pal, K. Saraswat, H.-S.P. Wong and S. Mitra, Stanford 
University 
 
We demonstrate, for the first time, monolithic 3D integration of logic and memory in arbitrary stacking 
order, with the ability to connect between any circuit layers. We experimentally show 4 vertically-stacked 
circuit layers (logic layer followed by two memory layers followed by a logic layer), enabled by 
integrating traditional silicon-FETs with low processing temperature emerging nanotechnologies: 
resistive random-access memory (RRAM), and carbon nanotube-FETs (CNFETs). This integration results 
in a robust monolithic 3D technology: memory and logic performance is invariant to the layer fabrication 
order. As a demonstration, we show a routing element of a switchbox for an FPGA, with each logic and 
memory element split between the 4 vertical layers.   
 
10:45 a.m. 
27.5 New Insights on Bottom Layer Thermal Stability and Laser Annealing Promises for High 
Performance 3D Monolithic Integration, C. Fenouillet-Beranger, B. Mathieu, B. Previtali, M.-P. 
Samson*, N. Rambal, V. Benevent, S. Kerdiles, J.-P. Barnes, J.-M. Hartmann, P. Besson, R. Kachtouli, P. 
Batude, F. Nemouchi, K. Huet**, I. Toqué-Trésonne**, D. Lafond, H. Dansas, F. Aussenac, G. Druais*, 
P. Perreau, E. Richard*, S. Chhun*, E. Petitprez*, N. Guillot*, F. Deprat, L. Pasini*, L. Brunet, V. Lu*, 
C. Reita and M. Vinet, CEA-LETI, *STMicroelectronics, **LASSE 
 
For the first time the maximum thermal budget of in-situ doped source/drain State Of The Art (SOTA) 
FDSOI bottom MOSFET transistors is quantified to ensure transistors stability in Monolithic 3D (M3D) 
integration. Thanks to silicide stability improvement, the top MOSFET temperature could be relaxed up 
to 500°C. Laser anneal is then considered as a promising candidate for junctions activation. Thanks to in-
depth morphological and electrical characterizations it shows very promising results for high performance 
Monolithic 3D integration.   
 
11:10 a.m. 
27.6 Flexible High-performance Nonvolatile Memory by Transferring GAA Silicon Nanowire 
SONOS onto a Plastic Substrate, J.-M. Choi, J.-W. Han* and Y.-K. Choi, KAIST, *NASA 
 
Flexible nonvolatile memory is demonstrated with excellent memory properties comparable to the 
traditional wafer-based rigid type of memory. This achievement is realized through the transfer of an 
ultrathin film consisting of single crystalline silicon nanowire (SiNW) gate-all-around (GAA) SONOS 
memory devices onto a plastic substrate from a host silicon wafer.   
 
Session 28: Circuit Device Interaction – Emerging Memory System and Advanced Heterogeneous 
Integration 
Wednesday, December 17, 9:00 a.m. 
Continental Ballroom 5 
Co-Chairs: Yves LaPlanche, ARM 
  Robert Wu, Broadcom 
 
9:05 a.m. 
28.1 Low Power and High density STT-MRAM for Embedded Cache Memory using Advanced 
Perpendicular MTJ Integrations and Asymmetric Compensation Techniques, K. Ikegami, H. 
Noguchi, C. Kamata, M. Amano, K. Abe, K. Kushida, E. Kitagawa, T. Ochiai, N. Shimomura, S. Itai, D. 
Saida, C. Tanaka, A. Kawasumi, H. Hara, J. Ito and S. Fujita, Toshiba Corporation 
 



We investigate mobile CPU power reduction by perpendicular spin transfer torque magnetic random 
access memory (STT-MRAM) with regard to write power redution and integration process. Damping 
constant of MTJ is known to determine write current. We develop MTJ with low damping constant and 
showed that it can reduce area and power of cache memory of processor compared SRAM or eDRAM. In 
terms of integration process, MTJ is known to lost switching characteristic above sintering temperature. 
To integrate high-performance CMOS and low power STT-MRAM, we propose MTJ-Last process and 
showed that area and delay overhead of fabricating MTJ on upper metal layer is negligible for cache 
application. To further reduce power with circuit technique, we investigate asymmetric compensation of 
reference layer (RL) magnetic field. By utilizing low power MTJ and MTJ-Last process, we can reduce 
cache power by 60% with only 7 % performance degradation compared to SRAM cache.   
 
9:30 a.m. 
28.2 Challenge of MOS/MTJ-Hybrid Nonvolatile Logic-in-Memory Architecture in Dark-Silicon 
Era (Invited), T. Hanyu, D. Suzuki, A. Mochizuki, M. Natsui, N. Onizawa, T. Sugibayashi, S. Ikeda, T. 
Endoh and H. Ohno, Tohoku University, NEC Corporation 
 
In this presentation, I introduce "nonvolatile logic-in-memory architecture" to solving performance-wall 
and power-wall problems in the present CMOS-only-based logic-LSI processors.  The use of magnetic 
tunnel junction devices combined with a CMOS-gate style makes it possible to achieve a high-
performance and ultra-low-power logic LSI.  Some concrete examples such as nonvolatile ternary 
content-addressable memory (TCAM) and nonvolatile field-programmable gate array (FPGA) using the 
proposed method allow you to achieve the desired performance improvement compared to a 
corresponding CMOS-only-based realization.   
 
9:55 a.m. 
28.3 Technology and Circuit Optimization of Resistive RAM Memory Arrays for Low-Power, 
Reproducible Operation, D. Sekar, B. Bateman, U. Raghuram, S. Bowyer, Y. Bai, M. Calarrudo, P. 
Swab, J. Wu, S. Nguyen, N. Mishra, R. Meyer, M. Kellam, B. Haukness, C. Chevallier, H. Wu, H. Qian, 
F. Kreupl and G. Bronner, Rambus, *Tsinghua University, **Technical University of Munich  
 
For Resistive RAM (RRAM), reproducibility in large arrays requires control of capacitive surge currents 
during programming. In this work, we present results from a 256kb RRAM chip which demonstrate how 
device optimization in conjunction with innovative circuits can control surge currents due to inherent cell 
and array parasitics. We propose a fab-friendly TiN/conductive TaOx/ HfO2/TiN bi-layer RRAM that 
gives 2x lower power and improves variability and switching yield compared to conventional HfO2 
RRAMs. Our studies reveal new insight that current crowding in RRAMs with conductive metal oxide 
electrodes improves thermal efficiency and damps surge currents, leading to the improved characteristics. 
A novel circuit to control surge current is proposed and demonstrated that improves write current by 40% 
and endurance by 63%. Switching, endurance and data retention results for the 256kb chip are presented.   
 
10:20 a.m. 
28.4 Variability-tolerant Convolutional Neural Network for Pattern Recognition Applications 
Based on OxRAM Synapses, D. Garbin, O. Bichler*, E. Vianello, Q. Rafhay**, C. Gamrat*, L. 
Perniola, G. Ghibaudo** and B. DeSalvo, CEA, LETI, Minatec, *CEA, LIST, **IMEP-LAHC  
 
Software implementations of artificial Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), taking inspiration from 
biology, are at the state-of-the-art for Pattern Recognition (PR) applications and they are successfully 
used in commercial products. However, they require power-hungry CPU/GPU to perform convolution 
operations based on computationally expensive sums of multiplications. This hinders their integration in 
portable devices. Some full CMOS based hardware implementations of CNN have been suggested, but 
they still require the computation of multiplications. In this work, we present for the first time to our 



knowledge a spike-based hardware implementation of CNN using HfO2 based OxRAM devices as binary 
synapses. OxRAM devices are chosen for their low switching energy and promising endurance 
performance. We perform an experimental and theoretical study of the impact of programming conditions 
at both device and system levels. A complex visual pattern recognition application is demonstrated with a 
spike-based hierarchical CNN, inspired from the mammalian visual cortex organization. A high accuracy 
(pattern recognition rate >94%) is obtained for all the tested programming conditions, even if the 
variability associated to weaker programming conditions is larger.   
 
10:45 a.m. 
28.5 3D Synaptic Architecture with Ultralow sub-10 fJ Energy per Spike for Neuromorphic 
Computation, I-T. Wang, Y.-C. Lin, Y.-F. Wang, C.-W. Hsu and T.-H. Hou, National Chiao Tung 
University 
 
A high-density 3D synaptic architecture based on self-rectifying Ta/TaOx/TiO2/Ti RRAM is proposed as 
an energy- and cost-efficient neuromorphic computation hardware. The device shows excellent analog 
synaptic features that can be accurately described by the physical and compact models. Ultra-low energy 
consumption comparable to that of a biological synapse (<10 fJ/spike) has been demonstrated for the first 
time.   
 
11:10 a.m. 
28.6 High Dependable 3-D Stacked Multicore Processor System Module Fabricated using 
Reconfigured Multichip-on-wafer 3-D Integration Technology, K.-W. Lee, H. Hashimoto, M. Onishi, 
Y. Sato, C. Nagai, M. Murugesan, J.-C. Bea, T. Fukushima, T. Tanaka and M. Koyanagi, Tohoku 
University  
 
A high dependable 3-D stacked multicore processor module composed of the 4-layer 3-D stacked 
multicore processor chip and the 2-layer 3-D stacked cache memory chip is implemented using novel 
reconfigured multichip-on-wafer 3-D integration and reliable backside TSV technologies for the first 
time.  Tier boundary scan, self-repair circuits, and memory BIST circuits in the 4-layer 3-D stacked 
multicore processor chip and the basic read/write functions of memory circuits in the 2-layer 3-D stacked 
cache memory chip are successfully evaluated. X-ray computed tomography (CT) scanning technology is 
proposed as a non-destructive failure analysis method to characterize high-density TSVs integration and 
bump joining qualities in the 3-D stacked chip.   
 
11:35 a.m. 
28.7 Pairwise Coupled Hybrid Vanadium Dioxide-MOSFET (HVFET) Oscillators for Non-
Boolean Associative Computing, N. Shukla, A. Parihar*, M. Cotter, M. Barth, X. Li, N. 
Chandramoorthy, D.G. Schlom**, V. Narayanan, A. Raychowdhury* and S. Datta, The Pennsylvania 
State University, *Georgia Institute of Technology, **Cornell University  
 
In this work, we provide (i) the first experimental demonstration of coupled Hybrid VO2 FET oscillators 
with input  programmable synchronization; (ii) hardware platform capable of efficiently computing a 
fractional distance norm for associative data computing in high dimensional space (iii) projection of a 
~20X reduction in power consumption over CMOS.   
 
12:00 p.m. 
28.8 Hybrid CMOS/BEOL-NEMS Technology for Ultra-Low-Power IC Applications, N. Xu, J. 
Sun, I-R. Chen, L. Hutin, Y. Chen, J. Fujiki, C. Qian and T.-J. King Liu, University of California, 
Berkeley 
 



3-D NEM relays are proposed in order to leverage an advanced CMOS BEOL technology to reduce the 
die area and power consumption of digital logic and memory circuits.   
 
Session 29: Memory Technology – PCM and Neural Networks 
Wednesday, December 17, 9:00 a.m. 
Continental Ballroom 6 
Co-Chairs: Paola Zuliani, STMicroelectronics 
  Giuseppina Puzzilli, Micron 
 
 
9:05 a.m. 
29.1 Optimization Metrics for Phase Change Memory (PCM) Cell Architectures, M. Boniardi, A. 
Redaelli, C. Cupeta, F. Pellizzer, L. Crespi*, G. D'Arrigo**, A. Lacaita* and G. Servalli, Micron 
Semiconductor Italia s.r.l., *Politecnico di Milano, **Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche - Istituto per la 
Microelettronica e Microsistemi (CNR-IMM) 
 
Different Phase-Change Memory (PCM) cell architectures, based on Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) active material, 
have been fabricated and analyzed in terms of program and read efficiency and integration. Despite self-
heating approaches have better efficiency, the Wall architecture is shown to be the easiest for process 
integration, still matching electrical target. Further optimization of the wall architecture, based on a 
simple model, is then discussed.   
 
9:30 a.m. 
29.2 55-µA GexTe1-x/Sb2Te3 Superlattice Topological-switching Random-access Memory 
(TRAM) and Study of Atomic Arrangement in Ge-Te and Sb-Te Structures, N. Takaura, T. 
Ohyanagi, M. Tai, M. Kinoshita, K. Akita, T. Morikawa, H. Shirakawa*, M. Araidai**, K. Shiraishi**, 
Y. Saito*** and J. Tominaga***, Low-power Electronics Association Project, *University of Tsukuba, 
**Nagoya University, ***National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology 
 
A GexTe1-x/Sb2Te3 superlattice topological-switching random- access memory (TRAM) was developed. 
Set and reset currents of 55 µA, the lowest for an ULSI-grade device, were obtained. TEM analyses of 
Ge-Te structures and novel superlattice fabrication enabled us to reveal the retention, endurance, and 
electrical characteristics of TRAM for the first time.   
 
9:55 a.m. 
29.3 Phase Change Memory and its Intended Applications (Invited), C. Lam, IBM Research, T.J. 
Watson Research Center 
 
Phase Change Memory (PCM) has been one of the emerging memories for more than a decade. 
Fundamentals of PCM have been studied in great detail, challenges have been identified, and device 
structures have been proposed and demonstrated. With this large body of knowledge, it is time to examine 
probable applications for PCM.   
 
10:20 a.m. 
29.4 Capacity Optimization of Emerging Memory Systems: A Shannon-Inspired Approach to 
Device Characterization, J.H. Engel, S.B. Eryilmaz*, S. Kim**, M. BrightSky**, C. Lam**, B.A. 
Olshausen and H.-S.P. Wong*, University of California, Berkeley, *Stanford University, **IBM 
Research, T.J. Watson Research Center 
 
We present a statistical framework for the characterization of analog-valued memory devices that enables 
co-optimization of device properties and memory controller design. Traditionally, the capacity 



(bits/device) is measured as the number of distinct states at a given Raw Bit Error Rate (RBER). Using 
Phase Change Memory (PCM) arrays, we demonstrate that measuring the mutual information allows 
optimal design of read-write circuits to increase capacity by 30%. We further show that this approach 
enables energy efficient memory design by optimizing simulations of a 1Mb memory array to consume 
32% less energy/bit. This work provides an information-theoretic framework to guide the design and 
characterization of other analog-valued emerging memories such as RRAM and CBRAM.   
 
10:45 a.m. 
29.5 Experimental Demonstration and Tolerancing of a Large-scale Neural Network (165,000 
synapses), using Phase-change Memory as the Synaptic Weight Element, G. Burr, R. Shelby, C. di 
Nolfo, J. Jang, R. Shenoy, P. Narayanan, K. Virwani, E. Giacometti, B. Kurdi and H. Hwang, IBM 
Almaden Research Center, *Pohang University of Science and Technology  
 
Using 2 phase-change memory (PCM) devices per synapse, a 3–layer perceptron network with 164,885 
synapses is trained on a subset (5000 examples) of the MNIST database of handwritten digits using a 
backpropagation variant suitable for NVM+selector crossbar arrays, obtaining a training (generalization) 
accuracy of 82.2% (82.9%). Using a neural network (NN) simulator matched to the experimental 
demonstrator, extensive tolerancing is performed with respect to NVM variability, yield, and the 
stochasticity, linear- ity and asymmetry of NVM-conductance response.   
 
11:10 a.m. 
29.6 Statistics of Set Transition in Phase Change Memory (PCM) Arrays, M. Rizzi, N. Ciocchini, 
S. Caravati*, M. Bernasconi*, P. Fantini** and D. Ielmini, Politecnico di Milano and IU.NET, 
*Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca, **Micron Technology Inc. 
 
This work addresses set transition in PCM arrays, providing evidence for a thickness-dependent set time 
and of its statistical spread. We compare the set-transition energy with 2 different methods, namely square 
and triangular pulse, providing guiding rules for minimizing the energy consumption and switching 
variability in PCM.   
 
11:35 a.m. 
29.7 Circuit-Level Benchmarking of Access Devices for Resistive Nonvolatile Memory Arrays, P. 
Narayanan, G. Burr, R. Shenoy, K. Virwani and B. Kurdi, IBM Research - Almaden  
 
Access Devices (1AD) for crossbar resistive (1R) memories are compared via circuit-level analysis. We 
show that in addition to intrinsic properties, AD suitability for 1AD1R memories is strongly dependent 
upon (a) nonvolatile memory (NVM) and (b) circuit parameters. We find that (1) building large arrays 
(≥1Mb) with ≥10uA NVM current would require MIEC ADs and moderate NVM switching voltage 
(≤1.2V). (2) For all ADs high NVM voltages (>2V) are supported only at sub-5uA currents. AD 
improvements to expand this design space are discussed.   
 
12:00 p.m. 
29.8 A Novel Inspection and Annealing Procedure to Rejuvenate Phase Change Memory from 
Cycling-Induced Degradations for Storage Class Memory Applications, W.S. Khwa, J.Y. Wu, T.H. 
Su, H.P. Li, M. BrightSky*, T.Y. Wang, T.H. Hsu, P.Y. Du, S. Kim*, W.C. Chien, R. Cheek*, E.K. Lai, 
Y. Zhu*, M.H. Lee, M.F. Chang**, H.L. Lung and C. Lam*, Macronix International Co., Ltd., *IBM T.J. 
Watson Research Center, **National Tsing Hua University 
 
A novel Cycle Alarm Point (CAP) inspection is proposed to monitor PCM cycling degradation. We 
further propose an In-Situ-Self-Anneal (ISSA) procedure, such that once a CAP is detected, the annealing 



procedure is issued to rejuvenate the cells. We demonstrate, for the first time, PCM cycling degradation 
can be recovered repeatedly.   
 
Session 30: Modeling and Simulation – Novel Materials and Devices for FETs 
Wednesday, December 17, 9:00 a.m. 
Imperial Ballroom A 
Co-Chairs: Liang Gengchiau, National University of Singapore 
  Suman Banerjee, Texas Instruments 
 
9:05 a.m. 
30.1 Source-induced RDF Overwhelms RTN in Nanowire Transistor: Statistical Analysis with 
Full Device EMC/MD Simulation Accelerated by GPU Computing, A. Suzuki, T. Kamioka, Y. 
Kamakura, K. Ohmori, K. Yamada and T. Watanabe, Waseda University, *Toyota Technological 
Institute, **Osaka University, ***University of Tsukuba 
 
We demonstrate numerically that the random dopant fluctuation (RDF) in source region causes a 
noticeable variability in the on-current of Si nanowire (NW) transistors, and its impact is found to be 
much larger than that of random telegraph noise (RTN). This work assesses static and dynamic variability 
of NW device characteristics by means of the Ensemble Monte Carlo / Molecular dynamics (EMC/MD) 
simulation, making use of the parallel computing technique with graphic processing unit (GPU). The 
current flow in one-dimensional NW device is almost decided by the number of dopants at the source 
edge, indicating the importance of forming abrupt source-channel boundary to suppress the variability.   
 
9:30 a.m. 
30.2 Perspective of Tunnel-FET for Future Low-power Technology Nodes (Invited), A. Verhulst, 
D. Verreck, Q. Smets, K.-H. Kao, M. Van de Put, R. Rooyackers, B. Sorée, A. Vandooren, K. De Meyer, 
G. Groeseneken, M. Heyns, A. Mocuta, N. Collaert and A. V.-Y. Thean, imec  
 
This paper starts with a calibration of the band-to-band tunneling (BTBT) models. It then discusses 
architecture and material optimizations, highlights the differences between n-TFET and p-TFET, and 
focuses on unexplored material aspects, like decrease of dielectric constant with confinement. Parasitic 
effects are briefly touched upon, with trap-assisted tunneling (TAT) being the most challenging TFET 
parasitic to overcome. A new metric, VTAT, is defined to capture the TAT impact.   
 
9:55 a.m. 
30.3 Performance Evaluation of MoS2-WTe2 Vertical Tunneling Transistor using Real-space 
Quantum Simulator, K.-T. Lam, G. Seol and J. Guo, University of Florida  
 
Interlayer transport through a MoS2-WTe2 PN heterojunction is studied by atomistic quantum simulation 
based on non-equilibrium Green's function formalism in the ballistic limits.  Ultra-steep subthreshold 
slope and low leakage current are observed, which are found to be robust against dominant extrinsic 
scattering mechanism such as atomic defects and charged impurity.   
 
10:20 a.m. 
30.4 Ab-initio Simulations of MoS2 Transistors: from Mobility Calculation to Device 
Performance Evaluation, A. Szabo, R. Rhyner and M. Luisier, ETH Zurich 
 
We present the first ab-initio quantum transport simulations of metal dichalcogenide transistors taking 
electron-phonon scattering into account. We will demonstrate that the phonon-limited electron mobility of 
MoS2 reaches values up to 220 cm2/Vs and drops at high carrier concentrations and that MoS2 cannot 
compete with strained Si or III-V as next-generation high performance switch.   



 
10:45 a.m. 
30.5 Performance Evaluation and Design Considerations of 2D Semiconductor Based FETs for 
Sub-10 nm VLSI, W. Cao, J. Kang, D. Sarkar, W. Liu and K. Banerjee, University of California, Santa 
Barbara  
 
Two-dimensional (2D) semiconductors, such as the well-known molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), are 
witnessing an explosion in research activities due to their apparent potential for sub-10-nm node very-
large-scale-integration (VLSI) applications. In this paper, dissipative quantum transport simulations using 
non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism are performed to rigorously evaluate the scalability 
and performance of monolayer/multilayer 2D semiconductor based FETs with MoS2 as an example 
channel material. Device design considerations in terms of the choice of prospective 2D 
material/structure/technology to fulfill sub-10-nm ITRS requirements are analyzed for the first time. 
Firstly, it is found that MoS2 FETs can meet high-performance (HP) requirement up to 6.6 nm by using 
bilayer MoS2 as the channel material, while low-standby-power (LSTP) requirements present significant 
challenges for all sub-10 nm nodes. Secondly, by studying the effects of underlap (UL) structures, 
scattering strength and carrier effective mass, it is found that the high mobility and suitably low effective 
mass of tungsten diselenide (WSe2), aided by UL, enable 2D FETs for both HP and LSTP applications at 
the smallest foreseeable (5.9 nm) node. Finally, possible solutions for sub-5 nm nodes are also proposed 
based on the effects of critical parameters on device performance.   
 
11:10 a.m. 
30.6 Atomic Disorder Scattering in Emerging Transistors by Parameter-Free First Principle 
Modeling, Q. Shi, L. Zhang*, Y. Zhu**, L. Liu**, M. Chan* and H. Guo, McGill University, *Hong 
Kong University of Science and Technology, **NanoAcademic Technologies Inc. 
 
For the first time we report a parameter-free first principle modeling methodology for atomic disorder 
effects in realistic transistors. Based on the NECPA theory for disorder scattering and a sparse 
Hamiltonian implementation, it has a linear scalability in computational intensity. These merits are 
demonstrated with a (B-N) co-doped graphene TFET.   
 
Session 31: Sensors, MEMS, and BioMEMS – Focus Session: Devices for Biological Science, 
Medical Applications and Health Monitoring 
Wednesday, December 17, 9:00 a.m. 
Imperial Ballroom B 
Co-Chairs: Gang Zhang, A*STAR 
  Gary Fedder, Carnegie Mellon University 
 
9:05 a.m. 
31.1 Bio-MEMS towards Single-Molecular Characterization (Invited), H. Fujita, The University 
of Tokyo  
 
MEMS devices, which are capable of handling fluids and as small as molecules, are utilized for handling 
and measuring bio molecules in the single molecular level. Silicon nano tweezers for DNA 
characterization, arrays of micro chambers for single molecular enzymology, and chips with linear bio 
molecular motors, were demonstrated.   
 
9:30 a.m. 
31.2 An AC and Phase Nanowire Sensing for Site-Binding Detection (Invited), M. Tartagni, M. 
Crescentini, M. Rossi, H. Morgan* and E. Sangiorgi, University of Bologna, *University of Southampton 
 



Nanowire and nanoribbon sensing is mostly performed by means of quasi-static measurements (DC) that 
are unable to detect the time-dependant behavior of charges and their displacement at the interface. In this 
paper we propose a technique and a model for sensing nanowires in sinusoidal regimes (AC) that is able 
to capture both magnitude and phase information of the device response. The approach combines the 
advantages of complex impedance spectroscopy with the noise reduction performances of lock-in 
techniques. Experimental results achieved by using an integrated circuit (IC) interface reveal how 
different surface functionalizations showing the same DC output could be discerned by using the AC 
approach.   
 
9:55 a.m. 
31.3 MEMS for Cell Mechanobiology (Invited), B. Pruitt, Stanford University  
 
To study how cells and tissues integrate mechanical signals requires specialized cell cultures systems and 
micromachined tools to stimulate and measure forces and displacements. A key feature of such 
experiments is the ability to observe cell outputs such as morphology, protein expression, 
electrophysiology, force generation or transcriptional activity.   
 
10:20 a.m. 
31.4 Organic Electrochemical Transistors for BioMEMS Applications (Invited), G. Malliaras, 
Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Mines 
 
A visible trend over the past few years involves the application of organic electronic materials to the 
interface with biology, with applications both in sensing and actuation. Examples include biosensors, 
artificial muscles and neural interface devices. These materials offer an attractive combination of 
properties, including mechanical flexibility, enhanced biocompatibility, and capability for drug delivery. 
Most importantly, high ionic mobilities in organic films enable new ways of single transduction. An 
example of a device that takes advantage of these properties is the organic electrochemical transistor 
(OECT). In this device, ions from an electrolyte enter a conducting polymer channel and change its 
conductivity, hence the drain current. As such OECTs offer a convenient and powerful way to transduce 
ionic fluxes of biological origin. Here we report high performance OECTs that are integrated with 
mechanically flexible substrates and are used to record neural activity. Namely, we show that OECTs in 
contact with a brain can record neural activity with a higher signal-to-noise ratio than electrodes of the 
same size. We also show that OECTs can record brain activity in humans through the scull with high 
fidelity. As such, they promise to yield a new tool for neuroscience and enhance our understanding on 
how the brain works.   
 
10:45 a.m. 
31.5 Microfabricated Smart Lab-on-a-Tube (LOT) Probe for Monitoring Traumatic Brain 
Injury (TBI) (Invited), C. Li, Z. Wu*, P. Wu, N. Bhattacharjee, J. Hartings**, R. Narayan* and C. Ahn, 
University of Cincinnati, *Feinstein Institute for Medical Research, **UC College of Medicine 
  
The purpose of this research was to develop a novel multimodality lab-on-a-tube (LOT), smart catheter, 
which could accurately track multiple parameters in the injured brain. In addition, the ideal smart catheter 
would allow for drainage of excess cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) as a strategy to reduce intracranial pressure.   
 
11:10 a.m. 
31.6 Small Soft Safe Micromachines for Biomedical Applications (Invited), S. Konishi, 
Rtisumeikan University  
 
This paper focuses on small, soft, and safe (S3) micromachines for biomedical applications. 
Micromachines are small in nature. We have developed all polymer pneumatic balloon actuator (PBA) as 



S3 actuator. Novel technologies have been studied in our developmental process of S3 micromachines. S3 
micromachines are based on their soft and flexible structure and safe driving principle. Polymers such as 
polyimide and PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) allow soft and flexible structure. Pneumatic driving method 
can provide safe operation especially for medical application. The PBA-based medical micromachine was 
applied to a retractor for spacing in front of the endoscope at our early stage. This talk also presents the 
PBA as a surgical tool for a retinal pigment epithelium transplantation. As our recent works on S3 
micromachine, pharmaceutical and biological applications will be also presented.   
 
11:35 a.m. 
31.7 Biointegrated Systems with Unusual Stretchable Materials and Designs for Sensing and 
Therapy (Invited), R. Ghaffari, M. Raj, S. Patel, P. Wei, B. Zhang, X. Wang and B. Keen, MC10 Inc.  
 
Advances in the microelectronics industry have driven important advances in smart medical devices and 
healthcare. However, there are significant limitations inherent in all standard forms of rigid electronics. 
These geometrical and mechanical constraints impose unique integration and therapeutic delivery 
challenges for medical devices. Here, we describe unusual materials and designs for skin-based systems 
that incorporate physiological sensors and actuators configured in stretchable formats. Quantitative 
analyses of performance and data transmission under mechanical stress, highlight the clinical utility of 
these systems in tracking patients with neuromuscular movement disorders. As demonstrations of this 
technology, we present representative examples of biointegrated systems that highlight previously 
unrealized functionality and performance coupled with extreme mechanical flexibility.   
 
Session 32: Process and Manufacturing Technology – Advanced Process Modules 
Wednesday, December 17, 1:30 p.m. 
Grand Ballroom A 
Co-Chairs: Muhsin Celik, STMicroelectronics 
  Chorng-Ping Chang, AMAT 
 
1:35 p.m. 
32.1 Electrical Characterization of FinFET with Fins Formed by Directed Self Assembly at 29 
nm Fin Pitch Using a Self-Aligned Fin Customization Scheme, H. Tsai, H. Miyazoe, J. Chang, J. 
Pitera, C.-C. Liu, M. Brink, I. Lauer, J. Cheng, S. Engelmann, J. Rozen, J. Bucchignano, D. Klaus, S. 
Dawes, L. Gignac, C. Breslin, E. Joseph, D. Sanders, M. Colburn and M. Guillorn, IBM Watson Research 
Center, IBM Albany Nanotech Research Center, IBM Research Almaden 
 
We demonstrated a fin circuit patterning technique with self-aligned fin customization using 29nm-pitch 
PS-PMMA directed self-assembly (DSA). Electrical data produced from fins patterned with this approach 
shows good uniformity and no signs of gross CD variation. Proper design of the DSA templates improved 
process uniformity and lowered defectivity.   
 
2:00 p.m. 
32.2 Highly Reliable Cu Interconnect Strategy for 10nm Node Logic Technology and Beyond, 
R.-H. Kim, B.H. Kim, T. Matsuda, J.N. Kim, J.M. Baek, J.J. Lee, J.O. Cha, J.H. Hwang, K.H. Park, J.K. 
Choi, D.H. Lee, I.S. Kim, E.B. Lee, S.D. Nam, Y.W. Cho, D.W. Park, H.J. Choi, J.S. Kim, S.Y. Jung, 
S.H. Park, H.B. Lee, S.H. Ahn, B.U. Yoon, S.S. Paak, N.-I. Lee, J.-H. Ku, J.S. Yoon, H.-K. Kang and 
E.S. Jung, Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 
 
CVD-Ru liner / Reflow-Cu scheme is adopted for 10nm node BEOL technology, demonstrating superior 
gap-fill performance and robust reliability. Pattern dependence of reflow Cu scheme is tightly controlled 
based on the suggested failure modeling. Furthermore, integration and reliability challenges at 10nm node 
technology, associated with Ru liner, are identified and addressed. Successful multi-level integration with 



optimized CMP process suggests CVD Ru liner as an appealing candidate for 10nm node technology and 
beyond.   
 
2:25 p.m. 
32.3 A New High-k/metal Gate CMOS Integration Scheme (Diffusion and Gate Replacement) 
Suppressing Gate Height Asymmetry and Compatible with High-thermal Budget Memory 
Technologies, R. Ritzenthaler, T. Schram, A. Spessot*, C. Caillat*, M. Cho, E. Simoen, M. Aoulaiche, J. 
Albert, S.A. Chew, K.B. Noh**, Y. Son**, P. Fazan*, N. Horiguchi and A. Thean, imec, *Micron, **SK-
Hynix 
 
In this work, a new scheme (Diffusion and gate replacement (D&GR)) for MIPS integration is 
demonstrated. The CMOS flow allows to control the gate height asymmetry between N and P stacks,  
driving the work function shifter in the high-k. Since the dopants source is removed, it improves the 
integration friendliness for high-thermal budget processes, such as control logic for memory technologies, 
making it an optimal choice for DRAM periphery.   
 
2:50 p.m. 
32.4 Ultra Low Contact Resistivity (< 1x10-8 Ω- cm2) to In0.53Ga0.47As Fin Sidewall (110)/(100) 
Surfaces: Realized with a VLSI Processed III-V Fin TLM Structure Fabricated on III-V on Si 
Substrates, R.T.P. Lee, Y. Ohsawa*, C. Huffman, Y. Trickett*, G. Nakamura*, C. Hatem**, K.V. 
Rao**, F. Khaja**, R. Lin***, K. Matthews, K. Dunn^, A. Jensen***, T. Karpowicz***, P. Nielsen***, 
E. Stinzianni, A. Cordes, P.Y. Hung, D.-H. Kim^, R.J.W. Hill, W.-Y. Loh and C. Hobbs, SEMATECH, 
*Tokyo Electron Technology Center, **Applied Materials, ***CAPRES A/S, ^College of Nanoscale 
Science and Engineering, ^^GLOBALFOUNDRIES 
 
We report a record low contact resistivity of sub-1.0x10-8 Ω. cm2 realized on n+ In0.53Ga0.47As fin sidewall 
surfaces. This is achieved with VLSI processed fin TLM structures on wafer scale III-V on Si substrates. 
A novel low-damage III-V fin etch was developed and fins down to 35 nm were fabricated. A surface 
treatment to smoothen the fin sidewall surfaces was proposed, which reduced sidewall surface roughness 
variation by 90%. Additionally, we show for the first time that implant temperature could be used to 
eliminate implant damage in III-V fins. This increased activation efficiency (+3.6x) and reduced sheet 
resistance (-60%).   
 
3:15 p.m. 
32.5 Dramatic Effects of Hydrogen-induced Out-diffusion of Oxygen from Ge Surface on 
Junction Leakage as well as Electron Mobility in n-channel Ge MOSFETs, C.H. Lee, T. Nishimura, 
C. Lu, S. Kabuyanagi and A. Toriumi, The University of Tokyo  
 
This paper discusses about oxygen effects on Ge substrate from both viewpoints of advantages and 
disadvantages in MOSFET performance. For improvement of electron mobility in Ge n-FETs, oxygen in 
the channel region should be extracted to prevent additional scattering. On the other hand, oxygen in S/D 
region is helpful for dramatically suppressing junction leakage currents. By understanding these oxygen 
effects on Ge, high electron mobility Ge n-FETs with highest Ion/Ioff ratio is demonstrated.   
 
3:40 p.m. 
32.6 Evolution of Directed Ion Beams from Doping to Materials Engineering (Invited), A. Renau, 
Applied Materials, VSE  
 
We review recent changes to implanter processing capabilities, including the adoption of cryogenic 
implants to reduce leakage and contact resistance and high temeperature implants for finFETs.  We 



discusss some specific 3D challenges and introduce a new process technology for 3D that uses directed 
ion beams in a plasma chamber.   
 
4:05 p.m. 
32.7 A Novel Junctionless FinFET Structure with Sub-5nm Shell Doping Profile by Molecular 
Monolayer Doping and Microwave Annealing, Y.-J. Lee, T.-C. Cho*, K.-H. Kao**, P.-J. Sung, P.-C. 
Huang*, F.-K. Hsueh, C.-T. Wu, S.-H. Hsu, W.-H. Huang, Y. Li*, M.I. Current***, B. Hengstebeck^, J. 
Marino^, J.-M. Shieh, T.-S. Chao* and W.-K. Yeh, National Nano Device Laboratories, *National Chiao 
Tung University, **National Cheng Kung University, ***Current Scientific, ^Evans Analytical Group 
 
For the first time, a novel junctionless (JL) FinFET structure with a shell doping profile (SDP) formed by 
molecular monolayer doping (MLD) method and microwave annealing (MWA) at low temperature is 
proposed and studied. Thanks to a better gate control, a JLFinFET with the SDP can retain the ideal 
subthreshold swing (~60 mV/dec) at a high doping level. Poly-Si n & p JLFinFETs (W/L=10/20 nm) with 
SDP experimentally exhibit superior gate control (Ion/Ioff >106)and improved device variation.   
 
Session 33: Nano Device Technology – Exploratory Devices 
Wednesday, December 17, 1:30 p.m. 
Continental Ballroom 4 
Co-Chairs: Bernard Dieny, CEA/SPINTEC 
  Elena Gnani, University of Bologna 
 
1:35 p.m. 
33.1 Experimental Demonstration of Four-Terminal Magnetic Logic Device with Separate Read- 
and Write-Paths, D. Bromberg, M. Moneck, V. Sokalski, L. Pileggi and J.-G. Zhu, Carnegie Mellon 
University  
 
Magnetic logic has recently become an attractive candidate for future electronics. This paper describes the 
demonstration of a four-terminal spintronic device with distinct read- and write-paths and gain sufficient 
to drive fanout independent of CMOS. Measured data on test structures and prototype devices are 
presented.   
 
2:00 p.m. 
33.2 Perpendicular-anisotropy CoFeB-MgO Based Magnetic Tunnel Junctions Scaling Down to 
1X nm (Invited), S. Ikeda, H. Sato, E.C.I. Enobio, S. Ishikawa, M. Yamanouchi, S. Fukami, F. 
Matsukura, T. Endoh and H. Ohno, Tohoku University  
 
We investigate properties of perpendicular-anisotropy magnetic tunnel junctions (p-MTJs) with double-
interface CoFeB-MgO recording layer at a reduced dimension down to 1X nm fabricated by hard-mask 
process. The ratio of thermal stability factor to intrinsic critical current increases with decreasing junction 
size.   
 
2:25 p.m. 
33.3 High Performance, Excellent Reliability Multifunctional Graphene Oxide Doped Memristor 
Achieved by Self-protective Compliance Current Structure, K.-C. Chang, R. Zhang, T.-C. Chang, T.-
M. Tsai, T.-J. Chu, H.-L. Chen, C.-C. Shih, S.-Y. Huang, C.-H. Pan and M. Sze, National Sun Yat-Sen 
University, *Peking University, **Stanford University  
 
Two-sided graphene oxide doped silicon oxide based RRAM with filament self-aligning formation, self-
current limiting operation, CRS application, whole cycle multi-bit ability is demonstrated. The device 
exhibits outstanding performance including switching speed (~30ns) at low operation voltage, endurance 



property (> one Tera-cycles), read disturbance immunity (>ten Giga-cycles), retention (> ten kilo-second 
at 125 ̊C).   
 
2:50 a.m. 
33.4 Realizing a Topological-Insulator Field-effect Transistor using Iodostannanane, W. 
Vandenberghe and M. Fischetti, University of Texas at Dallas 
 
We calculate the conductivity and mobility of monolayer tin functionalized with iodine and show that its 
topological insulating nature leads to a strong dependence of the conductivity on the Fermi level. We 
show how this property can be exploited to build a new kind of transistor: the topological-insulator field-
effect transistor.   
 
3:15 p.m. 
33.5 Hybrid Si/2D Electronic Double Channels Fabricated Using Solid Few-Layer-MoS2 
Stacking for Vth Matching and CMOS-Compatible 3DFETs, M.-C. Chen, C.-Y. Lin, K.-H. Li, L.-J. 
Li, C.-H. Chen, C.-H. Chuang, M.-D. Lee, Y.-J. Chen, Y.-F. Hou, C.-H. Lin, C.-C. Chen, B.-W. Wu, C.-
S. Wu, I. Yang, Y.-J. Lee, W.-K. Yeh, T. Wang and F.-L. Yang, National Nano Device Laboratories, 
*Academia Sinica, **Tamkang University, ***National Chiao-Tung University  
 
Stackable MoS2 3DFETs containing hybrid Si/2D electronic double channels were developed by using a 
fully CMOS-compatible process. Several molecular layers (3–16 X) of transition-metal dichalcogenide 
material, MoS2, exhibited an improved (25%) Ion,n in the hybrid Si/2D electronic double channels 
3DFETs. The PFETs operated effectively and the N/PMOS Vth matched perfectly. The proposed 
heterogeneous hybrid Si/2D electronic double channels 3DFETs can enhance scaled device performance 
in applications that require technology more advanced than 7 nm CMOS technology.   
 
3:40 p.m. 
33.6 High-Performance Carbon Nanotube Transistors, M. Shulaker, G. Pitner, G. Hills, M. 
Giachino, H.-S. P. Wong and S. Mitra, Stanford University 
 
Carbon nanotube-based digital electronics promise both increased performance and improved energy 
efficiency beyond the limitations of current silicon-based transistors. Low carbon nanotube density is a 
major obstacle that must be overcome to achieve the high current drive (Ion) necessary for high-
performance and highly energy-efficient carbon nanotube digital logic circuits. We reproducibly 
demonstrate carbon nanotube field-effect transistors (CNFETs) with the highest current drive (per unit 
layout width) to-date, (>100 µA/µm at 400 nm channel length) while simultaneously achieving high 
Ion/Ioff (>5000). This is the first demonstration of CNFETs with nominal density above 100 CNTs/µm 
with highly aligned CNTs, with current drives approaching that of similarly-scaled, similarly-biased 
silicon-based field-effect transistors in production in major semiconductor foundries.   
 
Session 34: Characterization, Reliability, and Yield – Reliability: BTI, HCI and Breakdown 
Wednesday, December 17, 1:30 p.m. 
Continental Ballroom 7-9 
Co-Chairs: Souvik Mahapatra, IIT Bombay 
  Ziyuan Liu, Renesas Electronics 
 
1:35 p.m. 
34.1 New Insights into the Design for End-of-life Variability of NBTI in Scaled High-k/Metal-
gate Technology for the nano-Reliability Era, P. Ren, R. Wang, Z. Ji*, P. Hao, X. Jiang, S. Guo, M. 
Luo, M. Duan*, J. Zhang*, J. Wang**, J. Liu**, W. Bu**, J. Wu**, W. Wong**, S. Yu**, H. Wu**, S.-



W. Lee**, N. Xu*** and R. Huang, Peking University, *Liverpool John Moores University, 
**Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation, ***University of California, Berkeley 
 
In this paper, a new methodology for the assessment of end-of-life variability of NBTI is proposed for the 
first time. By introducing the concept of characteristic failure probability, the uncertainty in the predicted 
10-year VDD is addressed. Based on this, variability resulted from NBTI degradation at end of life under 
specific VDD is extensively studied with a novel characterization technique. With the further circuit level 
analysis based on this new methodology, the timing margin can be relaxed. The new methodology has 
also been extended to FinFET in this work. The wide applicability of this methodology is helpful to future 
reliability/variability-aware circuit design in nano-CMOS technology.   
 
2:00 p.m. 
34.2 NBTI of Ge pMOSFETs: Understanding Defects and Enabling Lifetime Prediction, J. Ma, 
W. Zhang, J.F. Zhang, B. Benbakhti, Z. Ji, J. Mitard*, J. Franco*, B. Kaczer* and G. Groeseneken*, 
Liverpool John Moores University, *IMEC 
 
Conventional lifetime prediction method developed for Si is inapplicable to Ge devices. This work 
demonstrates that the defects are different in Ge and Si devices. For the first time, a method is developed 
for Ge devices to restore the power law for NBTI kinetics, which assists in Ge process/device 
optimization.   
 
2:25 p.m. 
34.3 Accurate Prediction of PBTI Lifetime in N-type Fin-Channel High-k Tunnel FETs, W. 
Mizubayashi, T. Mori, K. Fukuda, Y.X. Liu, T. Matsukawa, Y. Ishikawa, J. Tsukada, H. Yamauchi, Y. 
Morita, S. Migita, H. Ota and M. Masahara, National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and 
Technology (AIST) 
 
The positive bias temperature instability (PBTI) characteristics for n-type fin-channel tunnel FETs 
(TFETs) with HK have been thoroughly investigated and compared with conventional FinFETs. The 
subthreshold slope (SS) is not degraded at all while the threshold voltage (Vth) shifts in the positive 
direction by the PBTI stress. The activation energy of ΔVth for the TFETs is almost the same as FinFETs, 
indicating that the PBTI mechanism for the TFETs is almost the same as FinFETs. It was found, by 
applying a positive bias to the n+-drain (normal operation condition), the PBTI lifetime is dramatically 
improved as compared with that in conventional stress test (both p+-source and n+-drain are grounded). 
This is because the carrier injection from the n+-drain is the main cause of the PBTI especially for the n-
type TFET. Thus, the realistic impact of PBTI is significantly mitigated for the n-type TFET.   
 
2:50 p.m. 
34.4 BTI Reliability of Advanced Gate Stacks for Beyond-Silicon Devices: Challenges and 
Opportunities (Invited), G. Groeseneken, J. Franco, M. Cho, B. Kaczer, M. Toledano-Luque, P. 
Roussel, T. Kauerauf, A. Alian, J. Mitard, H. Arimura, D. Lin, N. Waldron, S. Sioncke, L. Witters, H. 
Mertens, L.-Å Ragnarsson, M. Heyns, N. Collaert, A. Thean and A. Steegen, imec  
 
When developing novel Beyond-Si high-mobility channel device technologies, next to the drive current 
and mobility, the BTI reliability is one of the important performance parameters that should be accounted 
for when deciding the optimal stack. In this paper we review our present understanding of BTI in Si and 
Beyond-Si based sub 1-nanometer EOT MOSFET devices. Based on the framework model we developed 
for SiGe stacks we benchmark alternative Beyond-Si gate stacks using a metric for carrier-defect 
decoupling, allowing to screen stacks for acceptable reliability.   
 
3:15 p.m. 



34.5 New Understanding of State-Loss in Complex RTN: Statistical Experimental Study, Trap 
Interaction Models, and Impact on Circuits, J. Zou, R. Wang, S. Guo, M. Luo, Z. Yu, X. Jiang, P. Ren, 
J. Wang, J. Liu, J. Wu, W. Wong, S. Yu, H. Wu, S.-W. Lee, Y. Wang and R. Huang, Peking University, 
*Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation  
 
In this paper, the statistical characteristics of complex RTN (both DC and AC) are experimentally studied 
for the first time, rather than limited case-by-case studies. It is found that, over 50% of RTN-states 
predicted by conventional theory are lost in actual complex RTN statistics. Based on the mechanisms of 
non-negligible trap interactions, new models are proposed, which successfully interpret this state-loss 
behavior, as well as the different complex RTN characteristics in SiON and high-k devices. The circuit-
level study also indicates that, predicting circuit stability would have large errors if not taking into 
account the trap interactions and RTN state-loss. The results are helpful for the robust circuit design 
against RTN.   
 
3:40 p.m. 
34.6 New Observations on Hot Carrier Induced Dynamic Variation in Nano-scaled SiON/Poly, 
HK/MG and FinFET Devices Based on On-the-fly HCI Technique: The Role of Single Trap 
Induced Degradation, C. Liu, K.T. Lee, S. Pae and J. Park, Samsung Electronics 
 
In this paper, HCI induced dynamic variation in nano-scaled MOSFETs is systematically studied. Based 
on the proposed on-the-fly HCI technique, individual defect related HCI variation in small area device is 
observed for the first time. The fundamental properties of HCI variation sources (single trap induced 
degradation and trap number) are further investigated. The results show universal scaling trend for all the 
SiON/Poly, HK/MG and FinFET devices which confirms that the device dimension scaling is the main 
driving force for the enhanced individual trap effect. Based on the new observations, HCI variation model 
is further discussed for the accurate prediction for design. Moreover, HCI variation is compared with BTI 
and RTN in terms of individual trap. The results show that HCI effect has the largest single trap impacts, 
which implies the defects responsible for HCI could be mainly located near or at the dielectric-silicon 
interface.   
 
4:05 p.m. 
34.7 Multiple Breakdown Phenomena and Modeling for Non-Uniform Dielectric Systems, E. Wu, 
B. Li, J. Stathis and R. Achanta, IBM Co., SRDC 
 
In this work, we present successive BD theory of time-dependent clustering model and its verification 
with several sets of experimental data using grouping methodology. To go beyond the use of grouping 
method, we will present a wide range of experimental observations of multiple BD phenomena involving 
clustering and bimodality effects with or without BD correlation for several dielectric systems. More 
importantly, we report the anti-correlation effects observed in BEOL TDDB. The understanding of these 
effects can lead to much improved understanding of breakdown statistics and much needed reliability 
margin for 10nm technology node and beyond.   
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1:35 p.m. 



35.1 A Physics-based Compact Model for FETs from Diffusive to Ballistic Carrier Transport 
Regimes, S. Rakheja, M. Lundstrom* and D. Antoniadis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, *Purdue 
University 
 
The virtual source (VS) model provides a simple, physical description of transistors that operate in the 
quasi-ballistic regime. Through comparisons to measured data, key device parameters can be extracted. 
The VS model suffers from three limitations: i) it is restricted to short channels, ii) the transition between 
linear and saturation regions is treated empirically, and iii) the injection velocity cannot be predicted, it 
must be extracted by fitting the model to measured data. This paper discusses a new model, which uses 
only a few physical parameters and is fully consistent with the VS model. The new model: i) describes 
both short and long channel devices, ii) provides a description of the current at any drain voltage without 
empirical fitting, and iii) predicts the injection velocity (device on-current). The accuracy of the model is 
demonstrated by comparison with measured data for III-V HEMTs and ETSOI Si MOSFETs.   
 
2:00 p.m. 
35.2 A Physics-Based RTN Variability Model for MOSFETs, M. Banaszeski da Silva, H. Tuinhout, 
A. Zegers-van Duijnhoven, G.I. Wirth* and A. Scholten, NXP Semiconductors, *UFRGS – Porto Alegre 
 
We propose a new physics-based RTN/LFN variability model. We explain why variability of RTN/LFN 
doesn't follow a 1/√area dependency. The model validity is demonstrated through numerous results for n-
channel and p-channel devices from different CMOS nodes. We show that the variability depends on bias, 
providing physical interpretations of these observations.   
 
2:25 p.m. 
35.3 Experiment and Model for Deviation from Pelgrom Scaling Relation in Device Width, N. 
Lu, J. Brown, R. Thoma, P. Kotecha and R. Wachnik, IBM Semiconductor Research and Development 
Center 
 
We show that FETs exhibit several width dependent characteristics purely due to un-correlated random 
variations among sub-threshold currents in different width segments. They include per-unit-width median 
sub-threshold current and constant-current threshold voltage. The width scaling relation for threshold 
voltage mismatch is different from Pelgrom scaling for sufficiently large variation.   
 
2:50 p.m. 
35.4 A Comprehensive Platform for Thermal Studies in TSV-based 3D Integrated Circuits, P.M. 
Souaré, P. Coudrain, J.P. Colonna*, V. Fiori, A. Farcy, F. de Crécy*, A. Borbely**, H. Ben-Jamaa*, C. 
Laviron*, S. Gallois-Garreignot, B. Giraud*, N. Hotellier, R. Franiatte*, S. Dumas, C. Chancel*, J.M. 
Rivière, J. Pruvost, S. Chéramy*, C. Tavernier, J. Michailos and L. Le Pailleur, STMicroelectronics, 
*CEA-Leti, Minatec, Université Grenoble Alpes, **Ecole des Mines de Saint Etienne 
 
We present an advanced and comprehensive platform for thermal dissipation studies in TSV-based 3D 
ICs. A 2-tier 3D test chip with through silicon via (TSV) and µ-bump is used for thermal characterization 
with unprecedented precision and design exploration capabilities. A comprehensive calibrated 3D finite 
element model is associated to provide a predictive tool that is able to simulate the thermal mapping in 
any given 3D interconnect configuration with minimal error. Guidelines are finally provided for thermal 
optimization of 3D designs with a precision far beyond the prior art.   
 
3:15 p.m. 
35.5 A New Surface Potential-Based Compact Model for a-IGZO TFTs in RFID Applications, Z. 
Zong, L. Li, J. Jang*, Z. Li, N. Lu, L. Shang, Z. Ji and M. Liu, Institute of Microelectronics of Chinese 
Academy of Sciences, *Kyung Hee University 



 
For the first time, we present a surface potential-based compact model for a-IGZO TFTs based on 
multiple trapping-release theory and benchmark our work against device measurements. This model does 
not require time-consuming calculation. Meanwhile, we have developed the automatic parameter 
extraction program, which can extract the parameters rapidly and accurately. Moreover, the compact 
model is coded in Verilog-A, and implemented in a vendor CAD environment. The model provides 
physics-based consistent description of DC and AC device characteristics and enables accurate circuit-
level performance estimation and RFID circuit design of a-IGZO TFTs.   
 
3:40 p.m. 
35.6 Physics-Based Factorization of Magnetic Tunnel Junctions for Modeling and Circuit 
Simulation, K. Camsari, S. Ganguly, S. Datta and D. Datta*, Purdue University, 
*GLOBALFOUNDRIES 
 
A simple yet powerful device model for Magnetic Tunnel Junction devices is presented. Proposed model 
"factorizes" Magnetic Tunnel Junctions into simpler building blocks that are described by experimentally 
and theoretically accessible material parameters. The model captures all voltage/angle dependent MTJ 
features and matches results of ab-initio theories' results analytically. The generality of the  physics-based 
factorization approach is illustrated  by demonstrating it can be used on Spin-Valves. Proposed model can 
be used as a predictive modeling tool for emerging MTJ devices, entirely within a SPICE/Verilog-A 
based framework due to its parametric simplicity.   
 


